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Abstract

Fuzzy mathematics became known in the second half of the

20th century after L.A. Zadeh published the 1st article on fuzzy

sets [42] in 1965. The article generated lots of research and im-

plicitly leads to the founding of a new branch in mathematics.

Fuzzy mathematics may be regarded as a parallel to the classi-

cal mathematics or as a natural continuation of the latter, but

in most cases, it is considered a new mathematics, very useful

in solving problems expressed through a vague language. The

study of fuzzy mathematics is organized on several sub domains.

Among them, we can mention: the fuzzy logic, the fuzzy arith-

metic, the fuzzy topology etc. Compared to other research do-

mains, fuzzy topology gained interest after its introduction by C.

L. Chang [7] in 1968, who studied a number of the basic concepts,

including fuzzy continuous maps and compactness. Goguen [14]

in 1973, presented the fundamental ideas of basis, sub basis and

product in an investigation of compactness. After the introduc-

tion of compactness in fuzzy topological spaces by C.L. Chang,

a series of different notions of fuzzy compactness have been pre-

sented by T.E. Gantner, R.C. Steinlage, R.H. Warren [12], R.

Lowen [21, 22], Wang Guojun [40], Gunther Jager [18] etc. and

they were compared in detail by R. Lowen [23]. In 1980, Pu

and Liu introduced a new concept of so called Q-neighbourhood

which could reflect the features of neighbourhood structures in
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fuzzy topological spaces and by this new neighbourhood struc-

ture the Moore - Smith convergence was established [26]. In the

same year, B. Hutton and I. Reilly presented separation axioms in

fuzzy topological spaces [17]. Fuzzy closure operators and fuzzy

closure systems have been studied by Mashour and Ghanim [24],

G. Gerla [13], Bandler and Kohout [2], R. Belohlavek [3], whereas

fuzzy interior operators and fuzzy interior systems have appeared

in the studies of R. Belohlavek and T. Funiokova [4], Bandler and

Kohout [2].

Kazimierz Kuratowski (1896− 1980), a Polish mathematician,

introduced the concept of closure operators known in mathemat-

ical circles as the Kuratowski closure operators, which was fun-

damental for the development of topological space theory and

irreducible continuum theory between two points. Kuratowski

closure operator generates a topological space in which it coin-

cides with the closure of a set. After the initiation of Kuratowski

closure operators, many mathematicians studied various combi-

nations of Kuratowski closure axioms. Dr. M. Singha and Prof.

S. De Sarkar (2012), in their article “On KΩ and Relative clo-

sure operators in P (X)N”[30], defined KΩ-closure operators in

P (X)N which generates a topology like structure and is same as

so called sequential topology introduced by Prof. M.K. Bose and

Prof. I. Lahiri [5]. In [5], Prof. M.K. Bose and Prof. I. Lahiri

introduced the concept of sequential topological spaces and they

developed separation axioms in sequential topological spaces upto

regularity. Encountering some problems in the definition of reg-
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ularity in a sequential topological space while going through [5],

N. Tamang, M. Singha and S. De Sarkar, presented an article en-

titled “Separation Axioms in Sequential Topological Spaces in the

Light of Reduced and Augmented Bases”[32] in which they stud-

ied the separation axioms in a sequential topological space with

some modified definitions so as to solve the problems encountered.

Apart from this, the studies of sequential topology comprises of

Semi open and Weakly Semi open sequential sets by S. Das, M.

Singha and S. De Sarkar [9], monotonic sequential operators by

M. Singha and S. De Sarkar [31] etc.

After going through the above mentioned topics on fuzzy topol-

ogy and that on sequential topology, it is natural to ask whether

the study of the concept of sequential topology is possible in case

of fuzzy sets. In this thesis, we investigate various notions of

a sequential topological space like separation axioms, operators,

mappings, compactness etc. in the fuzzy setting.

The thesis comprises of seven chapters. Chapter 1 is intro-

ductory in nature and to provide a suitable background for the

rest of the chapters, it consists of basic definitions and results

from the theory of fuzzy topological spaces.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the introduction of fuzzy sequential

sets and fuzzy sequential topology. Different notions of a general

topological space, like basis, subbasis, closure and interior of a

set, derived set, etc. are studied in the setting of fuzzy sequen-

tial topological spaces. The concept of Q-neighbourhoods is also

introduced. Given a fuzzy topological space, one can always as-
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sociate a fuzzy sequential topology with the given space as one of

its components and given a fuzzy sequential topological space, it

is possible to construct countably many fuzzy topological spaces,

called components of the given space. Many pleasant proper-

ties of a fuzzy sequential topology are compared with that of its

components and many properties of a fuzzy topological space are

compared with that of the associated fuzzy sequential topology.

A variant of Yang’s result [19] in a general topological space, is

also achieved in a fuzzy sequential topological space. The con-

tents of this chapter is published in [Singha M., Tamang N. and

De Sarkar S., Fuzzy Sequential Topological Spaces, International

Journal of Computer and Mathematical Sciences, 3 (4) (June

2014), 2347-8527.]

In Chapter 3, we present separation axioms in a fuzzy sequen-

tial topological space, where fs-T0, fs-T1, fs-Hausdorff, fs-regular

and fs-normal spaces are studied. A necessary and sufficient

condition for a space to be each of these spaces is established.

Further, the results relating the separation axioms in component

fuzzy topological spaces with that of the corresponding fuzzy se-

quential topological space are also obtained. The results of this

chapter is published in [Tamang N., Singha M. and De Sarkar

S., “Separation Axioms in Fuzzy Sequential Topological Spaces”,

Journal of Advanced Studies In Topology, 4 (1) (2013), 83-97.]

Closure and interior operators on an ordinary set belong to

the very fundamental mathematical structures with direct appli-

cations on many fields like topology, logic etc. The approach in
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Chapter 4 is inspired by the importance of closure and interior

operators. In this Chapter, the concepts of fs-closure and fs-

interior operators on a set are presented. Other studied notions

are the concepts of fs-closure and fs-interior systems. With an

fs-closure system (fs-interior system), one can always associate

an fs-closure operator (fs-interior operator) and vice-versa. An

fs-closure and an fs-interior operator on a set may not induce

the same fuzzy sequential topologies in general. So the question

arises whether there is any condition under which, these opera-

tors induce the same fuzzy sequential topologies. The answer is in

affirmative and a necessary and sufficient condition under which

an fs-closure and an fs-interior operator on a set induce the same

fuzzy sequential topologies is obtained.

In general set theory, composition of closure (interior) oper-

ators is again a closure (interior) operator and hence it also in-

duces a topology. It is natural to ask whether the result is true

in case of fs-closure and fs-interior operators and if the answer is

in affirmative, is there any relation among the topologies induced

by the composition and that induced by the participants to the

composition? The answers to these questions are also given in

Chapter 4 and a relation between such fuzzy sequential topolo-

gies is obtained. The relation between the collections of fs-closure

and fs-interior operators is also investigated. Further, the Rela-

tive fs-closure operators and fs-connectors connecting two fuzzy

topologies on a set are introduced and studied. The contents of

this Chapter are published in [Tamang N., Singha M. and De
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Sarkar S., FS-closure operators and FS-interior operators, Ann.

Fuzzy Math. Inform., 6 (3) (November 2013), 589-603.] and

[Tamang N., Singha M. and De Sarkar S., Composition of Fuzzy

Sequential Operators with Special Emphasis on FS-Connectors,

Palestine Journal of Mathematics, 4 (1) (2015), 37-43.]

Chapter 5 deals with the study of the concepts of continuity

and compactness in fuzzy sequential topological spaces. Some

characterizations of continuity are given. Other notions like open

maps, closed maps and homeomorphisms are also studied. Two

kinds of compactness, fs-compactness and Ωfs-compactness in a

fuzzy sequential topological space are introduced, studied and the

Chapter has been concluded by investigating the behavior of the

product of these compact spaces.

One major area of research in general topology during the last

few decades that mathematicians have been pursuing is to inves-

tigate different types of generalized open sets, generalized contin-

uous functions and study their structural properties. Chapter 6

and Chapter 7 is devoted to the study of different types of gen-

eralized open sets, generalized continuous functions in the setting

of a fuzzy sequential topological space. Their interrelations have

been shown using a diagram in Chapter 7. Further, various

properties of these sets and functions have been studied in both

Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 7 is concluded

showing a decomposition of fs-continuity.

——————————
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

This Chapter deals with some of the basic concepts of the theory

of fuzzy topological spaces. The essence of this Chapter is to

throw some light on the literature of fuzzy topology, which will

be quite helpful to study this thesis. Throughout the thesis, X

will denote a non empty set and I denotes the unit closed interval

[0, 1]. A fuzzy set in X, is a function with domain X and values in

I, that is, a fuzzy set is an element of IX . Let A ∈ IX . The subset

of X in which A assumes non zero values is known as the support

of A. For every x ∈ X, A(x) is called the grade of membership

of x in A. If A takes only values 0 and 1, then A is called a crisp

set. Let r ∈ I, then the constant fuzzy set which takes the value

r at every x ∈ X, is denoted by r.

1
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Let A,B ∈ IX . Then we have the following definitions:

1. A is contained in B, denoted by A ≤ B, if A(x) ≤ B(x) for all

x ∈ X.

2. The union of A and B, denoted by A∨B, is a fuzzy set defined

by (A ∨B)(x) = max{A(x), B(x)} for all x ∈ X.

3. The intersection of A and B, denoted by A ∧B, is a fuzzy set

defined by (A ∧B)(x) = min{A(x), B(x)} for all x ∈ X.

4. The complement of A, denoted by Ac, is a fuzzy set defined by

Ac(x) = 1− A(x) for all x ∈ X.

5. Let f : X → Y be a map, A ∈ IX and B ∈ IY . Then f(A) is

a fuzzy set in Y , defined by

f(A)(y) = sup{A(x) : x ∈ f−1(y)} if f−1(y) 6= φ

= 0 if f−1(y) = φ

and f−1(B) is a fuzzy set in X, defined by f−1(B)(x) = B(f(x))

for all x ∈ X.

A family δ of fuzzy sets in X is called a fuzzy topology on X

if it satisfies the following conditions:

i) 0, 1 ∈ δ,

ii) A, B ∈ δ ⇒ A ∧B ∈ δ and

iii) for any family {Aj ∈ δ; j ∈ J}, ∨
j∈J
Aj ∈ δ

and the ordered pair (X, δ) is called a fuzzy topological space

(FTS). The members of δ are called fuzzy open set. Comple-

ment of a fuzzy open set is called a fuzzy closed set. In a fuzzy

topological space, the closure A and interior
o

A of a fuzzy set A
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are defined as A = ∧{C;A ≤ C and Cc ∈ δ} and
o

A = ∨{O;O ≤

A and O ∈ δ}.

A fuzzy set in X is called a fuzzy point if it takes the value

0 for all y ∈ X except one, say x ∈ X. If its value at x is λ

(0 < λ ≤ 1), the fuzzy point is denoted by pλ
x. A fuzzy point pλ

x

is said to belong to a fuzzy set A if λ < A(x) and is denoted by

pλ
x ∈ A. A fuzzy point pλ

x is said to be quasi-coincident with A,

denoted by pλ
xqA, if λ + A(x) > 1. Two fuzzy sets A and B are

said to be quasi-coincident with each other, denoted by AqB, if

there exists x ∈ X such that A(x) + B(x) > 1. The fact that A

and B are not quasi-coincident, is denoted by AqB. Two fuzzy

sets A and B are said to be strongly quasi-discoincident if they

are not quasi-coincident with each other and if A(x) + B(x) = 1

for some x ∈ X, then either A(x) = 1 or B(x) = 1.

In a fuzzy topological space, a fuzzy set A is said to be a

neighbourhood (Q-neighbourhood) of a fuzzy set B if there exists

a fuzzy open set O such that B ≤ O ≤ A (BqO ≤ A).

Many mathematicians studied separation axioms in a fuzzy

topological space. A fuzzy topological space is said to be fuzzy

T0 if for any two distinct fuzzy points pλ
x and pµ

y , there exists a

Q-neighbourhood of one of them which is not quasi-coincident

with the other. A fuzzy topological space, in which every fuzzy

point is closed, is called a fuzzy T1 space. A fuzzy topological

space is said to be fuzzy T2 if for any two distinct fuzzy points pλ
x

and pµ
y with pµ

y not contained in pλ
x, there exist neighbourhoods
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U , V of pλ
x and p1−µ

y respectively, which are not quasi-coincident

with each other. A fuzzy topological space is said to be fuzzy

regular if for any fuzzy point pλ
x and its any open neighbourhood

A, there exists a fuzzy set B such that pλ
x ∈

o

B ≤ B ≤ A. A fuzzy

topological space is said to be fuzzy normal if for any closed fuzzy

set C and its any open neighbourhood B, there exists a fuzzy set

A such that C ≤
o

A ≤ A ≤ B.

An operator ψ : IX → IX is a fuzzy closure operator if

(i) ψ(0) = 0.

(ii) A ≤ ψ(A) for all A ∈ IX .

(iii) For all A, B ∈ IX , ψ(A ∨B) = ψ(A) ∨ ψ(B).

(iv) ψ(ψ(A)) = ψ(A) for all A ∈ IX .

An operator ϕ : IX → IX is a fuzzy interior operator if

(i) ϕ(1) = 1.

(ii) ϕ(A) ≤ A for all A ∈ IX .

(iii) For all A, B ∈ IX , ϕ(A ∧B) = ϕ(A) ∧ ϕ(B).

(iv) ϕ(ϕ(A)) = ϕ(A) for all A ∈ IX .

It is easily seen that, in a fuzzy topological space, the closure

and interior of a fuzzy set are respectively closure and interior

operators. Thus, with a fuzzy topology, we can associate a fuzzy

closure operator and a fuzzy interior operator as well. Also, given

a fuzzy closure (respectively a fuzzy interior) operator, we can

associate a fuzzy topology in the following way: If ψ be a fuzzy

closure (respectively, ϕ a fuzzy interior) operator on X, then the

associated fuzzy topology is given by δ(ψ) = {Ac;ψ(A) = A}
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(respectively, δ(ϕ) = {A;ϕ(A) = A}). Further, these associations

are reflexive in the sense that the associated fuzzy topology of clo-

sure (respectively interior) of a fuzzy set in some fuzzy topology δ

is δ itself, and that the fuzzy closure (respectively fuzzy interior)

operator associated with the fuzzy topology of some closure oper-

ator ψ (respectively fuzzy interior operator ϕ) is ψ (respectively

ϕ) itself.

A mapping g from a fuzzy topological space (X, δ) to another

fuzzy topological space (Y, η), is said to be fuzzy continuous if the

inverse image of every fuzzy open set in Y , is fuzzy open in X.

In a fuzzy topology, constant maps may not fuzzy continuous.

The necessary and sufficient condition for a constant mapping

g : (X, δ) → (Y, η) to be fuzzy continuous is that δ contains all

the constant fuzzy sets.

Compactness has also been studied in case of a fuzzy topolog-

ical space. A family of fuzzy sets {Ai; i ∈ I} is called a cover of

a fuzzy set A if A ≤ ∨
i∈I
Ai and a cover of a fuzzy set is called an

open cover if its every member is open. A fuzzy topological space

(X, δ) is said to be fuzzy compact if every open cover of 1 has a

finite subcollection covering 1. Continuous image of a fuzzy com-

pact space is fuzzy compact but unlike in a general topological

space, an arbitrary product of fuzzy compact spaces may not be

fuzzy compact.

Many more developments have taken place in the theory of

fuzzy topological spaces, but as the things we stated so far on
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fuzzy topology is sufficient to provide a background to study this

thesis, we conclude this introductory Chapter here.

——————————



CHAPTER

2

Basic Concepts of Fuzzy Sequential
Topological Spaces

A sequence of fuzzy sets in X is called a fuzzy sequential set or an

fs-set in X. We denote the fs-sets by the symbols Af(s), Bf(s),

Cf(s) etc. For each n ∈ N, An
f denotes the nth term or component

of an fs-set Af(s). Let Af(s) and Bf(s) be fuzzy sequential sets

or fs-sets in X, then we define

• Af(s) ∨Bf(s) = {An
f ∨Bn

f }n (union),

• Af(s) ∧Bf(s) = {An
f ∧Bn

f }n (intersection),

• Af(s) is contained in Bf(s), symbolically Af(s) ≤ Bf(s), if

and only if An
f ≤ Bn

f for all n ∈ N,

7
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• Af(s) is weakly contained in Bf(s), symbolically Af(s) ≤w

Bf(s) if and only if there exists n ∈ N such that An
f ≤ Bn

f ,

• Af(s) = Bf(s) if and only if An
f = Bn

f for all n ∈ N,

• Af(s)(x) = {An
f(x)}n, x ∈ X,

• Let M ⊆ N. Then, Af(s)(x) ≥M r if and only if An
f(x) ≥ rn

for all n ∈ M , where r = {rn}n is a sequence in I. In

particular, if M = N, we write Af(s)(x) ≥ r,

• X l
f(s) = {Xn

f }n, where l ∈ I and Xn
f = l for all n ∈ N,

• Ac
f(s) = {(An

f)
c}n, called complement of Af(s),

• A fuzzy sequential set Pf(s) is called a fuzzy sequential point

or an fs-point if there exists x ∈ X and a non zero sequence

r = {rn}n in I such that for all n ∈ N,

P n
f (t) = rn, if t = x,

= 0, if t ∈ X − {x}.

If M be the collection of all n ∈ N such that rn 6= 0, then we

can write the above expression as

P n
f (x) = rn, whenever n ∈M ,

= 0, whenever n ∈ N−M .

The point x is called the support, M is called the base and r

is called the sequential grade of membership of x in the fuzzy
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sequential point Pf(s) and we write Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r). Further,

if M = {n}, then the fs-point is called a simple fs-point and it

is denoted by (pn
fx, rn). An fs-point is called complete if its base

is the set of natural numbers. An fs-point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) is

said to belong to Af(s) if and only if Pf(s) ≤ Af(s) and we write

Pf(s) ∈ Af(s). It is said to belong weakly to Af(s), symbolically

Pf(s) ∈w Af(s), if and only if there exists n ∈ M such that

P n
f (x) ≤ An

f(x). If R ⊆ M and s is the sequence in I same to r

in R and vanishes outside R, then the fs-point Prf(s) = (pR
fx, s)

is called a reduced fs-point of Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r). A sequence (x,

L) = {Sn}n of subsets of X, where Sn = {x} for all n ∈ L and

Sn = φ for all n ∈ N− L, is called a sequential point in X.

2.1 Fuzzy Sequential Topological Space

Definition 2.1.1 A family δ(s) of fuzzy sequential sets on a set

X satisfying the properties

i) Xr
f(s) ∈ δ(s) for all r ∈ {0, 1},

ii) Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ δ(s) ⇒ Af(s) ∧Bf(s) ∈ δ(s) and

iii) for any family {Ajf(s) ∈ δ(s), j ∈ J}, ∨
j∈J
Ajf(s) ∈ δ(s),

is called a fuzzy sequential topology on X and the ordered pair (X,

δ(s)) is called a fuzzy sequential topological space (FSTS). The

members of δ(s) are called open fuzzy sequential sets or fs-open

sets. Complement of an open fuzzy sequential set is called a closed

fuzzy sequential set or an fs-closed set.
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Definition 2.1.2 If δ1(s) and δ2(s) be two fuzzy sequential topolo-

gies on X such that δ1(s) ⊆ δ2(s), then we say that δ2(s) is finer

than δ1(s) or δ1(s) is coarser than δ2(s).

Proposition 2.1.1 If δ be a fuzzy topology on X, then δN forms

a fuzzy sequential topology on X.

Proof. Let δ be a fuzzy topology on X. Now,

(i) X0
f (s), X

1
f (s) ∈ δN, since 0, 1 ∈ δ.

(ii) Let Af(s), Bf(s)∈ δN. Then An
f , B

n
f ∈ δ for all n ∈ N and

hence An
f ∧Bn

f ∈ δ for all n ∈ N. Thus Af(s) ∧Bf(s) ∈ δN.

(iii) Let {Aλf(s), λ ∈ Λ} be a family of fs-sets in δN. Then for

each n ∈ N, An
λf ∈ δ for all λ ∈ Λ and hence ∨

λ∈Λ
An

λf ∈ δ for all

n ∈ N. Thus ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s) ∈ δN.

Proposition 2.1.2 If (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS, then (X, δn) is a

fuzzy topological space, where δn={An
f ; Af(s) ∈ δ(s)}, n ∈ N.

Proof. Let n ∈ N. Then,

(i) 0, 1 ∈ δn, since X0
f (s), X

1
f (s)∈ δ(s).

(ii) Let A,B ∈ δn. Then, there exist fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ δ(s)

such that An
f = A and Bn

f = B. Since Af(s) ∧ Bf(s) ∈ δ(s),

A ∧B ∈ δn, .

(iii) Let {Aλ;λ ∈ Λ} be a family of fuzzy open sets in (X, δn).

Then for each λ ∈ Λ, there exists an fs-set Aλf(s) ∈ δ(s) having

nth component Aλ. Hence ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλ ∈ δn, since ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s) ∈ δ(s).
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Definition 2.1.3 (X, δn) in the Proposition 2.1.2, is called the

nth component fuzzy topological space of the FSTS (X, δ(s)).

We may construct different fuzzy sequential topologies on X

from a given fuzzy topology δ on X, δN is the finest of all these

fuzzy sequential topologies. Not only that, any fuzzy topology δ

on X can be considered as a component of some fuzzy sequential

topology on X. There are at least countably many fuzzy sequen-

tial topologies on X weaker than δN of which δ is a component.

One of them is δ
′
(s) = {An

f(s); A
n
f = A for all n ∈ N and A ∈ δ}.

From Definition 2.1.3, it is obvious that if Af(s) be an fs-open

(fs-closed) set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)), then for each n ∈ N, An
f is

an open (closed) fuzzy set in (X, δn) but the converse may not

necessarily be true, as shown by the following Example.

Example 2.1.1 Let us take an FSTS (X, δ(s)), where δ(s) =

{Xr
f(s), r ∈ I}. Let {rn}n be a strictly increasing sequence in I

and Af(s) be an fs-set in X such that An
f = rn for all n ∈ N.

Clearly, for each n ∈ N, An
f is an open fuzzy set in (X, δn) but

Af(s) is not an open fuzzy sequential set in (X, δ(s)).

Definition 2.1.4 Fuzzy sequential sets Af(s) and Bf(s) are called

quasi-coincident, denoted by Af(s)qBf(s), if there exists x ∈ X

such that An
f(x) > (Bn

f )c(x) for all n ∈ N. We write Af(s)qBf(s)

to mean that Af(s) and Bf(s) are not quasi-coincident.
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Definition 2.1.5 Fuzzy sequential sets Af(s) and Bf(s) are called

weakly quasi-coincident, denoted by Af(s)qwBf(s), if there exists

x ∈ X such that An
f(x) > (Bn

f )c(x) for some n ∈ N. We write

Af(s)qwBf(s) to mean that Af(s) and Bf(s) are not weakly quasi-

coincident.

Definition 2.1.6 A fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) is

called quasi-coincident with Af(s), denoted by Pf(s)qAf(s), if

P n
f (x) > (An

f)
c(x) for all n ∈M . If Pf(s) is not quasi-coincident

with Af(s), then we write Pf(s)qAf(s).

Definition 2.1.7 A fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) is

called weakly quasi-coincident with Af(s), denoted by Pf(s)qwAf(s),

if P n
f (x) > (An

f)
c(x) for some n ∈M . If Pf(s) is not weakly quasi-

coincident with Af(s), then we write Pf(s)qwAf(s). If P n
f (x) >

(An
f)

c(x) for some n ∈ L ⊆ M , then we say that Pf(s) is weakly

quasi-coincident with Af(s) at the sequential point (x, L).

From Definition 2.1.4, it is clear that, if the fuzzy sequential

sets Af(s) and Bf(s) are quasi-coincident, then each pair of non

zero fuzzy sets An
f and Bn

f are also so but the converse need not

be true, as shown by the following Example.

Example 2.1.2 Let Af(s) and Bf(s) be fuzzy sequential sets on

R, where

A1
f(x) =

2

3
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),

=
1

3
, x ∈ [0, ∞).
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A2
f(x) =

1

3
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),

=
2

3
, x ∈ [0, ∞).

An
f(x) =

3

4
for all x ∈ R and n 6= 1, 2.

B1
f(x) =

1

2
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),

=
2

3
, x ∈ [0, ∞).

B2
f(x) =

1

4
, x ∈ (−∞, 0),

=
3

7
, x ∈ [0, ∞).

Bn
f (x) =

1

2
for all x ∈ R and n 6= 1, 2.

Clearly, An
fqB

n
f for all n ∈ N. Since there does not exist any

x ∈ X such that An
f(x) + Bn

f (x) > 1 for all n ∈ N, we have

Af(s)qBf(s).

Remark 2.1.1 An fs-point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) is quasi-coincident

with an fs-set Af(s) if and only if P n
f and An

f are so for each

n ∈M .

Definition 2.1.8 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called

a neighbourhood (in short nbd) of an fs-point Pf(s) if there exists

an fs-set Bf(s) ∈ δ(s) such that Pf(s) ∈ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Definition 2.1.9 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called

a weak nbd of an fs-point Pf(s) if there exists an fs-set Bf(s) ∈

δ(s) such that Pf(s) ∈w Bf(s) ≤ Af(s).
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Definition 2.1.10 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called

a Q-nbd of an fs-point Pf(s) if there exists an fs-set Bf(s) ∈ δ(s)

such that Pf(s)qBf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Definition 2.1.11 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called

a weak Q-nbd of an fs-point Pf(s) if there exists an fs-set Bf(s) ∈

δ(s) such that Pf(s)qwBf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Proposition 2.1.3 Af(s) ≤w (≤)Bf(s) if and only if Af(s) and

Bc
f(s) are not (weakly) quasi-coincident. In particular, Pf(s) ∈w

(∈)Af(s) if and only if Pf(s) is not (weakly) quasi-coincident with

Ac
f(s).

Proof. We will only prove that Af(s) ≤w Bf(s) if and only if

Af(s) and Bc
f(s) are not quasi-coincident.

Af(s) ≤w Bf(s)

⇔ ∃ n ∈ N such that An
f(x) ≤ Bn

f (x) for all x ∈ X

⇔ Af(s)qB
c
f(s)

Proposition 2.1.4 Let {Ajf(s), j ∈ J} be a family of fuzzy

sequential sets in X. Then, a fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) qw

( ∨
j∈J
Ajf(s)) if and only if Pf(s)qwAjf(s) for some j ∈ J .
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Proof. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and Sn

f denotes the nth component

of ∨
j∈J
Ajf(s). Suppose Pf(s)qw( ∨

j∈J
Ajf(s)). This implies,

P k
f (x) + Sk

f (x) > 1

for some k ∈M . Therefore,

Sk
f (x) = 1− P k

f (x) + εk, where εk > 0 (2.1.1)

Also,

Sk
f (x)− εk < Ak

jf(x) for some j ∈ J (2.1.2)

From 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 we have pk
f(x)+A

k
jf(x) > 1, that is, Pf(s) qw

Ajf(s) for some j ∈ J . Other implication is straightforward.

Corollary 2.1.1 Let {Ajf(s), j ∈ J} be a family of fuzzy se-

quential sets in X. If Pf(s)qAjf(s) for some j ∈ J , then Pf(s)q

( ∨
j∈J
Ajf(s)) but not conversely.

Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. For second part, let

Ajf(s) (j = 1, 2) be fuzzy sequential sets in R, where

A1
1f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (0, 1),

=
1

4
for all x ∈ (0, 1).

A2
1f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (

1

3
,

2

3
),

=
2

3
for all x ∈ (

1

3
,

2

3
).
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An
1f(x) = 0 = An

f2(x) for all x ∈ R, n 6= 1, 2

A1
2f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (−1

2
, 1),

=
1

3
for all x ∈ (−1

2
, 1).

A2
2f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ R− (−1

2
, 2),

=
1

5
for all x ∈ (−1

2
, 2).

Consider the fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
f0.5, r), where M =

{1, 2}, r = {rn}n with r1 = r2 = 7
10 and rn = 0 for all n 6= 1, 2.

Then, Pf(s) is quasi-coincident with A1f(s)∨A2f(s) but it is not

so with any one of them.

Definition 2.1.12 A subfamily β of a fuzzy sequential topology

δ(s) on X is called a basis for δ(s) if to every Af(s) ∈ δ(s),

there exists a subfamily {Bjf(s), j ∈ J} of β such that Af(s) =

∨
j∈J
Bjf(s).

Definition 2.1.13 A subfamily S = {Sλf(s); λ ∈ Λ} of a fuzzy

sequential topology δ(s) on X is called a sub-basis or subbase for

δ(s) if the collection { ∧
j∈J
Sjf(s); J is a finite subset of Λ} forms

a basis for δ(s).

Theorem 2.1.1 A subfamily β of a fuzzy sequential topology δ(s)

on X is a basis for δ(s) if and only if for each fuzzy sequential

point Pf(s) in (X, δ(s)) and for every open weak Q-nbd Af(s) of
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Pf(s), there exists a member Bf(s) ∈ β such that Pf(s)qwBf(s) ≤

Af(s).

Proof. The necessary part is straightforward. To prove its suffi-

ciency, if possible let β be not a basis for δ(s). Then, there exists

a member Af(s) ∈ δ(s) − β such that Of(s) = ∨{Bf(s) ∈ β;

Bf(s) ≤ Af(s)} 6= Af(s), and hence there is an x ∈ X and an

M ⊆ N such that On
f (x) < An

f(x), for all n ∈ M . Let r = {rn}n,

where rn = 1−On
f (x) > 0 whenever n ∈M and rn = 0 whenever

n ∈ N −M . Then, An
f(x) + rn > On

f (x) + rn = 1 for all n ∈ M .

Thus, the fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r)qwAf(s). There-

fore, Af(s) is an open weak Q-nbd of Pf(s). Now, any Bf(s) ∈ β

and Bf(s) ≤ Af(s) implies Bf(s) ≤ Of(s), that is, Pf(s)qwBf(s),

which is a contradiction. Hence the proof.

Proposition 2.1.5 If β be a basis for a fuzzy sequential topology

δ(s) on X, then βn = {Bn
f ; Bf(s) ∈ β} will form a basis for

the component fuzzy topology δn on X for each n ∈ N but not

conversely.

Proof. Proof of the first part is straightforward. For the converse

part, we consider the FSTS (R, δN), where δ = {r; r ∈ [0, 1]},

which is a fuzzy topology on R. For each n ∈ N, βn = {r; r ∈ (0,

1) ∩ Q} is a basis for the component fuzzy topology δN
n = δ of

δN, but, β(s) = {Xr
f(s); r ∈ (0, 1) ∩ Q} is not a basis for the

fuzzy sequential topology δN, as the fs-open set Af(s) of (R, δN),
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with An
f = ( 1

n) for all n ∈ N, can not be written as a union of a

subfamily of β(s).

Definition 2.1.14 Let Af(s) be any fuzzy sequential set in an

FSTS (X, δ(s)). The closure Af(s) and interior
o

Af(s) of an

fs-set Af(s) are defined as

Af(s) = ∧{Cf(s); Af(s) ≤ Cf(s), C
c
f(s) ∈ δ(s)},

o

Af(s) = ∨{Of(s); Of(s) ≤ Af(s), Of(s) ∈ δ(s)}.

Proposition 2.1.6 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS. If for an fs-set

Af(s) in X, Af(s) = {An
f}n, then cl(An

f) ≤ An
f for each n ∈ N,

where cl(An
f) is the closure of An

f in (X, δn).

Proof. For each n ∈ N, An
f is contained in the nth component of

Af(s) and hence the result.

Here we cite an example, where the equality in the proposition

2.1.6 does not hold. Let X = [0, 1] and δ(s) = {Xr
f(s); r ∈ [0, 1]}.

Let Af(s) = (pN
f 1

3

, r), with r = {1
2 −

1
3n}n. Then Af(s) = X

1
2

f (s).

Here cl(An
f) = (1

2 −
1
3n), whereas An

f = (1
2).

Definition 2.1.15 The dual of a fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) =

(pM
fx, r) is a fuzzy sequential point Pdf(s) = (pM

fx, t), where r =

{rn}n, t = {tn}n and

tn = 1− rn for all n ∈M ,

= 0 for all n ∈ N−M .
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Theorem 2.1.2 Every Q-nbd of a fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) is

weakly quasi-coincident with a fuzzy sequential set Af(s) implies

Pf(s) ∈ Af(s) implies every weak Q-nbd of Pf(s) and Af(s) are

weakly quasi-coincident.

Proof. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r). Then, Pf(s) ∈ Af(s) if for every

closed fuzzy sequential set Cf(s) ≥ Af(s), Pf(s) ∈ Cf(s), that

is, P n
f (x) ≤ Cn

f (x) for all n ∈ M =⇒ Pf(s) ∈ Af(s) if for every

open fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) ≤ Ac
f(s), B

n
f (x) ≤ 1− P n

f (x) for

all n ∈ M ; that is, Pf(s) ∈ Af(s) if for every open fuzzy se-

quential set Bf(s) satisfying Bn
f (x) > 1 − P n

f (x) for all n ∈ M ,

Bf(s) � Ac
f(s), which implies the first part. For the second part,

let Pf(s) ∈ Af(s). If possible, let there exists a weak Q-nbd

Nf(s) of Pf(s) such that Nf(s)qwAf(s). Then, there exists an

open fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) such that Pf(s)qwBf(s) ≤ Nf(s).

Nf(s)qwAf(s) and Bf(s) ≤ Nf(s) implies Bn
f (x) + An

f(x) ≤ 1 for

all x ∈ X and n ∈ N, that means, Af(s) ≤ Bc
f(s) and hence

Pf(s) ∈ Bc
f(s). This contradicts the fact that Pf(s)qwBf(s).

Hence the result follows.

Corollary 2.1.2 A fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) ∈ Af(s) if and

only if each nbd of its dual point Pdf(s) is weakly quasi-coincident

with Af(s).

Proof. Proof is straightforward, sinceQ-nbd of a fuzzy sequential

point is exactly the nbd of its dual point.
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Theorem 2.1.3 A fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) ∈
o

Af(s) if and

only if its dual point Pdf(s) /∈ Ac
f(s).

Proof. Let Pf(s) ∈
o

Af(s). Then, there exists an open fuzzy

sequential set Bf(s) such that Pf(s) ∈ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s), which

implies Bf(s) and Ac
f(s) are not weakly quasi-coincident. Hence

Pdf(s) /∈ Ac
f(s). Conversely, let Pdf(s) /∈ Ac

f(s). Then, there

exists an open nbd Bf(s) of Pf(s) which is not weakly quasi-

coincident with Ac
f(s). This implies Pf(s) ∈ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s) and

hence Pf(s) ∈
o

Af(s).

Proposition 2.1.7 In an FSTS (X,δ(s)), the following hold:

(i) Xr
f(s) = Xr

f(s), r ∈ {0, 1},

(ii) Af(s) is closed if and only if Af(s) = Af(s),

(iii) Af(s) = Af(s),

(iv) Af(s) ∨Bf(s) = Af(s) ∨Bf(s),

(v) Af(s) ∧Bf(s) ≤ Af(s) ∧Bf(s),

(vi) (Xr
f(s))

o = Xr
f(s), r ∈ {0, 1},

(vii) Af(s) is open if and only if
o

Af(s) = Af(s),

(viii) (
o

Af(s))
o =

o

Af(s),

(ix) (Af(s) ∧Bf(s))
o =

o

Af(s) ∧
o

Bf(s),

(x)
o

Af(s) ∨
o

Bf(s) ≤ (Af(s) ∨Bf(s))
o,

(xi)
o

Af(s) = (Ac
f(s))

c,

(xii) Af(s) = ((Ac
f(s))

o)c,

(xiii) (Af(s))
c = (Ac

f(s))
o,

(xiv) (Ac
f(s)) = (

o

Af(s))
c.
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Proof. Proof is omitted.

Definition 2.1.16 A fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) is called an ad-

herence point of a fuzzy sequential set Af(s) if every weak Q-nbd

of Pf(s) is weakly quasi-coincident with Af(s).

Definition 2.1.17 A fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) is called an ac-

cumulation point of a fuzzy sequential set Af(s) if Pf(s) is an ad-

herence point of Af(s) and every weak Q-nbd of Pf(s) and Af(s)

are weakly quasi-coincident at some fuzzy sequential point having

different base or support from that of Pf(s) whenever Pf(s) ∈

Af(s).

Proposition 2.1.8 Any reduced fs-point of an accumulation point

of a fuzzy sequential set is also an accumulation point of it.

Proof. Let Pf(s) be an accumulation point of an fs-set Af(s).

Since every weak Q-nbd of a reduced fs-point of Pf(s) is a weak

Q-nbd of Pf(s) itself, the result follows.

That the converse of proposition 2.1.8 may not true, is shown

by the following Example.

Example 2.1.3 Let X = {a, b}, δ(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s), Gf(s)},

where Gn
f(a) = 1

2, G
n
f(b) = 0 for all n ∈ N. Let Af(s) be an fs-set

such that An
f = (2

3) for n = 1, 2 and An
f = 0 otherwise. Then

the fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fa, r), where M = {1, 2}
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and r = {rn}n with r1 = r2 = 2
3 and rn = 0 otherwise, is not an

accumulation point of Af(s) although (p1
fa,

2
3) and (p2

fa,
2
3) both

are accumulation points of Af(s).

Definition 2.1.18 The union of all accumulation points of a

fuzzy sequential set Af(s) is called the fuzzy derived sequential

set of Af(s) and it is denoted by
d

Af(s).

Theorem 2.1.4 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), Af(s) = Af(s)∨
d

Af(s).

Proof. Let Pf(s) ∈ Af(s). If Pf(s) /∈ Af(s), then Pf(s) is an

accumulation point of Af(s) and hence belongs to
d

Af(s). Thus ,

Af(s) ≤ Af(s) ∨
d

Af(s). (2.1.3)

Again, Af(s) ≤ Af(s) and since any accumulation point of Af(s)

belongs to Af(s). Therefore ,

Af(s) ∨
d

Af(s) ≤ Af(s). (2.1.4)

From 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, the result follows.

Corollary 2.1.3 A fuzzy sequential set is closed in an FSTS if

and only if it contains all its accumulation points.

Proof. Proof is straightforward.

Remark 2.1.2 The fuzzy derived sequential set of a fuzzy sequen-

tial set may not be closed, as shown by the following Example.
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Example 2.1.4 Let X = {a, b} and δ(s) be the fuzzy sequential

topology having basis β = {X1
f (s), X

0
f (s)}∪{Pf(s), Gf(s)}, where

Gn
f(b) = 1 ∀ n ∈ N, G3

f(a) = 0, Gn
f(a) = 1 ∀ n 6= 3 and Pf(s) =

(pM
fa, r), where M = {1, 2, 3}, r = {rn}n with r1 = 0.5, r2 = 1,

r3 = 0.3, rn = 0 ∀ n 6= 1, 2, 3. Here the fuzzy derived sequential

set of (p3
fa, 0.3) is (p3

fa, 0.7), which is not closed.

Proposition 2.1.9 The fuzzy derived sequential set of a fuzzy

sequential point with a finite base, equals the union of the fuzzy

derived sequential sets of all its simple reduced fuzzy sequential

points.

Proof. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) be a fuzzy sequential point, where

M is finite. Let Df(s) be its fuzzy derived sequential set and

Dnf(s) be the fuzzy derived sequential set of the simple reduced

fuzzy sequential point (pn
fx, rn) for each n ∈ M . Since every

accumulation point of (pn
fx, rn) is an accumulation point of Pf(s),

we have

Dnf(s) ≤ Df(s) for all n ∈M

⇒
∨

n∈M

Dnf(s) ≤ Df(s)

Again, suppose Qf(s) be an accumulation point of Pf(s) and

assume that Qf(s) is not an accumulation point of (pn
fx, rn) for all

n ∈M . Then for each n ∈M , there exists a weak Q-nbd Bnf(s)

of Qf(s) which is not weakly quasi coincident with (pn
fx, rn). So,
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(pn
fx, rn) is not weakly quasi coincident with Bf(s) =

∧
n∈M

Bnf(s)

for all n ∈ M and hence Pf(s) and Bf(s) are not weakly quasi

coincident. But Bf(s) is a weak Q-nbd of Qf(s). Hence our

assumption must be wrong. Thus,

Df(s) =
∨

n∈M

Dnf(s)

Proposition 2.1.10 If the fuzzy derived sequential set of each

of the simple reduced fuzzy sequential points of a fuzzy sequen-

tial point, having a finite base, is closed, then the fuzzy derived

sequential set of the fuzzy sequential point is closed.

Proof. Let Af(s) = (pM
fx, r) be a fuzzy sequential point, where

M is finite. Let Df(s) be its fuzzy derived sequential set and Let

Dnf(s) be the fuzzy derived sequential set of Anf(s) = (pn
fx, rn),

n ∈M . Suppose Dnf(s) is closed for all n ∈M . Let Pf(s) be an

accumulation point of Df(s).

Now, Pf(s) /∈ Df(s)

⇒ Pf(s) is not an accumulation point of Af(s)

⇒ ∃ a weak Q-nbd Bf(s) of Pf(s) which is not weakly quasi

coincident with Af(s)

⇒ Bf(s) is not weakly quasi coincident with (pn
fx, rn) ∀ n ∈M .

⇒ Pf(s) /∈ Dnf(s) ∀ n ∈M

⇒ Pf(s) is not an accumulation point of Dnf(s) ∀ n ∈ M (since

Dnf(s) is closed ∀ n ∈M)
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⇒ Pf(s) is not an accumulation point of ∨
n∈M

Dnf(s) = Df(s), a

contradiction. Hence proved.

Remark 2.1.3 Converse of proposition 2.1.10 is not always true,

as shown by the next Example.

Example 2.1.5 Let X = {a, b} and δ(s) be the fuzzy sequential

topology having basis β = {X1
f (s), X

0
f (s)}∪{Pf(s), Gf(s)}, where

Gn
f(b) = 1 ∀ n ∈ N, G3

f(a) = 0, Gn
f(a) = 1 ∀ n 6= 3 and Pf(s) =

(pM
fa, r), where M = {1, 2, 3}, r = {rn}n with r1 = 0.5, r2 = 1,

r3 = 0.3, rn = 0 ∀ n 6= 1, 2, 3. Here the fuzzy derived sequential

set of Pf(s) is X1
f (s), which is closed, whereas, the fuzzy derived

sequential set of (p3
fa, 0.3) is (p3

fa, 0.7), which is not closed.

Lemma 2.1.1 Let Af(s) = (pM
fx, r) be a fuzzy sequential point

in an FSTS (X, δ(s)). Then,

(i) For y 6= x, Af(s)(y) =
d

Af(s)(y).

(ii) If Af(s)(x) >P r, Af(s)(x) =P

d

Af(s)(x), where P ⊆M .

(iii) If Af(s)(x) >M r, Af(s)(x) =
d

Af(s)(x).

(iv) If
d

Af(s)(x) = 0 = sequence of real zeros, then Af(s)(x) = r.

(v) If Af(s) is simple, then converse of (iv) is true.

Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) follows from Theorem 2.1.4. To

prove (v), let Af(s) = (pk
fx, r), where r = {rn}n with rn =

0 for all n 6= k. We will show that no fuzzy sequential point

having support x can be an accumulation point of Af(s). Let if

possible, suppose Qf(s) = (pN
fx, t) be an accumulation point of
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Af(s). If Qf(s) is contained in Af(s), then it must be a simple

fuzzy sequential point having base k and support x, but in that

case, any weak Q-nbd of Qf(s) and Af(s) cannot be weakly quasi

coincident at a fuzzy sequential point having different base or

different support than that of Qf(s). Again, due to the fact that

Af(s)(x) = r, if it is not contained in Af(s), then Qf(s) /∈ Af(s),

a contradiction. Hence
d

Af(s)(x) = 0.

Note 2.1.1 Let Af(s) be a fuzzy sequential set in a set X, x ∈ X

and r = {rn}n be a sequence in I. Then, Af(s)(x) = 1 − r

means for each n ∈ N, An
f(x) = 1 − rn and Af(s)(x) = 1 means

An
f(x) = 1 for all n ∈ N.

Lemma 2.1.2 Let Af(s) = (pk
fx, rk) be a simple fuzzy sequential

point in an FSTS (X, δ(s)). Then,

(i) If
d

Af(s)(x) is a non zero sequence, then Af(s) =
d

Af(s).

(ii) If
d

Af(s)(x) = 0 = sequence of real zeros, then
d

Af(s) is closed

if and only if ∃ an fs-open set B@
f (s) such that B@

f (s)(x) = 1 and

for y 6= x, B@
f (s)(y) = (Af(s))

c(y) = (
d

Af(s))
c(y).

(iii) Ad
f(s)(x) = 0 = sequence of real zeros if and only if ∃ an

fs-open set Bf(s) such that Bf(s)(x) = 1 − r, where r = {rn}n

with rn = 0 if n 6= k and rn = rk if n = k.

Proof. (i) Follows from (i) and (v) of Lemma 2.1.1.

(ii) Suppose
d

Af(s) is closed, then we take B@
f (s) = (

d

Af(s))
c.

Conversely, suppose the given condition holds, then
d

Af(s) =
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(B@
f (s))c.

(iii) Let
d

Af(s)(x) = 0, then Af(s)(x) = r. Now, if we take

Bf(s) = (Af(s))
c, the necessary part will be proved. Conversely,

suppose there exists an fs-open set Bf(s) satisfying the given

condition. Then, (Bf(s))
c is an fs-closed set containing Af(s)

and hence contains Af(s). Thus, Af(s)(x) = r and therefore

Ad
f(s)(x) = 0.

We conclude the chapter by proving a variant of Yang’s Theo-

rem [19] from general topology.

Theorem 2.1.5 In an FSTS, the fuzzy derived sequential set of

each fuzzy sequential set is closed if and only if the fuzzy derived

sequential set of each simple fuzzy sequential point is closed.

Proof. The necessary part is obvious. For the converse part, sup-

pose Hf(s) be a fuzzy sequential set. We will show that
d

Hf(s) =

Df(s) (say) is closed. Let Pf(s) = (pk
fx, rk) be an accumulation

point of Df(s). It is sufficient to show that Pf(s) ∈ Df(s). Let

r = {rn}n ∈ I, where rn = rk for n = k and rn = 0 ∀ n 6= k.

Now Pf(s) ∈ Df(s) =
d

Hf(s) ≤ Hf(s) = Hf(s). Therefore Pf(s)

is an adherence point of Hf(s). If Pf(s) /∈ Hf(s), then Pf(s) is

an accumulation point of Hf(s), that is, Pf(s) ∈ Df(s) and we

are done. Let us assume Pf(s) ∈ Hf(s). Then,

r ≤ Hf(s)(x) = ρ (say)

⇒ rk ≤ Hk
f (x) = ρk,
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where ρk is the kth term of the sequence ρ. Now consider the

simple fuzzy sequential point Af(s) = (pk
fx, ρk). Let ρ′ = {ρ′n}n,

where ρ′k = ρk and ρ′n = 0 ∀ n 6= k. There are two possibilities

concerning
d

Af(s).

Case I. Suppose Ad
f(s)(x) = {ρ′′n}n is a non zero sequence. Now,

Af(s)(x) ≥ Af(s)(x) = ρ′. By (i) of Lemma 2.1.2,
d

Af(s) = Af(s)

and by (v) of Lemma 2.1.1, Af(s)(x) 6= ρ′. Hence,

⇒ ρ′′k > ρk = Ak
f(x) = Hk

f (x)

Hence, the simple fuzzy sequential point Qf(s) = (pk
fx, ρ

′′
k) /∈

Hf(s). But since Qf(s) ∈
d

Af(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Hf(s), Qf(s) is an

accumulation point of Hf(s), that is, Qf(s) ∈ Df(s). Moreover,

rk ≤ ρk < ρ′′k

⇒ rk < ρ′′k

⇒ Pf(s) ∈ Df(s)

Case II. Suppose
d

Af(s)(x) = 0. Let Bf(s) be an arbitrary

weak Q-nbd of Pf(s). In view of Lemma 2.1.2 (ii), ∃ an fs-open

set B@
f (s) such that B@

f (s)(x) = 1 and for y 6= x, B@
f (s)(y) =

(Af(s))
c(y). Let Cf(s) = Bf(s) ∧ B@

f (s). Then, Cf(s)(x) =

Bf(s)(x) which implies Ck
f (x) = Bk

f (x) > 1 − rk. Thus, Cf(s)

is a weak Q-nbd of Pf(s). Hence, Cf(s) and Df(s) are weakly

quasi-coincident, that is, ∃ a point z ∈ X and n ∈ N such that
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Dn
f (z) + Cn

f (z) > 1. Owing to the fact that Df(s) is the union

of all the accumulation points of Hf(s), ∃ an accumulation point

P ′
f(s) = (pn

fz, µn) of Hf(s) such that µn + Cn
f (z) > 1. Therefore,

Cf(s) is a weak Q-nbd of P ′
f(s). Again, by Lemma 2.1.2 (iii),

there exists an fs-open set B′
f(s) such that B′

f(s)(x) = 1−ρ′. The

proof will be carried out, according to the following subcases:

Subcase I. When n = k.

(a) If z = x and µk ≤ ρ′k, then P ′
f(s) ∈ Hf(s). Since P ′

f(s) is

an accumulation point of Hf(s), every weak Q-nbd of P ′
f(s) (and

hence Bf(s)) and Hf(s) are weakly quasi coincident at some fuzzy

sequential point having different base or different support than

that of Pf(s).

(b) If z = x and µk > ρ′k, then P ′
f(s) /∈ Hf(s). Therefore, Gf(s) =

Cf(s)∧B′
f(s) is a weak Q-nbd of P ′

f(s) and hence is weakly quasi-

coincident with Hf(s). Since Gf(s)(x) ≤ B′
f(s)(x) = 1 − ρ′, we

have Gk
f(x) ≤ B′k

f (x) = 1 − ρk. Thus, Gf(s) (and hence Bf(s))

and Hf(s) are weakly quasi coincident at some fuzzy sequential

point having different base or different support than that of Pf(s).

(c) If z 6= x, we have B@
f (s)(z) = (Af(s))

c(z). Also, (Af(s))
c =

(Ac
f(s))

◦. Since (Ac
f(s))

◦(z) = B@
f (s)(z) ≥ Cf(s)(z), ∃ an fs-open

set B′′
f (s) ≤ Ac

f(s) such that B′′k
f (z) ≥ Ck

f (z) > 1−µk. Therefore,

G′
f(s) = Bf(s) ∧ B′′

f (s) is a weak Q-nbd of P ′
f(s) and hence is

weakly quasi coincident with Hf(s). Since B′′
f (s) ≤ Ac

f(s), we

have B′′
f (s)(x) ≤ 1−Af(s)(x) and hence B′′k

f (x) ≤ 1−Ak
f(x) = 1−

Hk
f (x). Thus, G′

f(s) (and hence Bf(s)) is weakly quasi coincident
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with Hf(s) at some fuzzy sequential point having different base

or different support than that of Pf(s).

Subcase II. When n 6= k.

(a) Suppose z = x. We have B′
f(s)(x) = 1 − ρ′ which implies

B′n
f (x) = 1 > 1 − µn. Thus, Gf(s) = Cf(s) ∧ B′

f(s) is a weak

Q-nbd of P ′
f(s) and hence is weakly quasi coincident with Hf(s).

Now,

Gf(s)(x) ≤ B′
f(s)(x) = 1− ρ′

⇒ Gk
f(x) ≤ 1− ρk = 1−Hk

f (x).

So, Gf(s) (and henceBf(s)) is weakly quasi-coincident withHf(s)

at some fuzzy sequential point having different base or different

support than that of Pf(s).

(b) When z 6= x, the proof is similar to Subcase I (c).

——————————



CHAPTER

3

Separation Axioms

After the initiation of fuzzy topology by C. L. Chang in 1968, a

number of works have been done in fuzzy topology. One of them

is the study of separation axioms. This Chapter mainly deals with

the separation axioms in our setting of fuzzy sequential topology.

3.1 Separation Axioms in a Fuzzy Sequential

Topological Space

Definition 3.1.1 Two fuzzy sequential points Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r)

and Qf(s) = (pN
fy, t) are said to be identical if x = y, M = N

and r = t; otherwise they are distinct.

Definition 3.1.2 A set M ⊆ N is said to be the base of a fuzzy

sequential set Uf(s) if Un
f 6= 0 ∀n ∈M and Un

f = 0 ∀n ∈ N−M .

31
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Definition 3.1.3 A fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) (having base N )

is said to be completely contained in a fuzzy sequential set Af(s)

(having base M) if M = N and Bn
f ≤ An

f for all n ∈ N .

Definition 3.1.4 A fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) (having base N)

is said to be totally reduced from the fuzzy sequential set Af(s)

(having base M) if N $ M and Bn
f ≤ An

f ∀n ∈ N .

Definition 3.1.5 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be an fs-T0 space

if for any two distinct fuzzy sequential points Pf(s) and Qf(s),

there exist a weak Q-nbd of one of Pf(s) and Qf(s) which is not

weakly quasi-coincident with the other.

Theorem 3.1.1 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is an fs-T0 space if and

only if for every pair of distinct fuzzy sequential points Pf(s) and

Qf(s), either Pf(s) does not belong to the closure of Qf(s) or

Qf(s) does not belong to the closure of Pf(s).

Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) be fs-T0. Then, ∃ a weak Q-nbd

Uf(s) of Pf(s) (say) which is not weakly quasi-coincident with

Qf(s). This implies that Pf(s) /∈ Qf(s). Conversely, suppose

Pf(s) and Qf(s) be any two distinct fuzzy sequential points such

that Pf(s) /∈ Qf(s). This implies that ∃ a weak Q-nbd of Pf(s)

which is not weakly quasi-coincident with Qf(s). Hence (X, δ(s))

is fs-T0.

Corollary 3.1.1 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0 space if and only if

distinct fuzzy sequential points have distinct closures.
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Theorem 3.1.2 A fuzzy topology (X, δ) is fuzzy T0 if and only

if the fuzzy sequential topology (X, δN) is fs-T0.

Proof. Suppose (X, δ) be fuzzy T0. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and

Qf(s) = (pN
fy, t) be any two distinct fuzzy sequential points where

r = {rn}n and t = {tn}n.

Case I. Suppose x 6= y. Then, for prm
x 6= ptm

y (m ∈M), ∃ a Q-nbd

U of prm
x which is not quasi-coincident with ptm

x .

Case II. Suppose x = y, M ∩N = φ. Then for prm
x 6= ptm

x (m ∈M

), ∃ a Q-nbd U of prm
x which is not quasi-coincident with ptm

x .

Case III. Suppose x = y, N ⊆ M . If rm 6= tm for some m ∈

N , then for prm
x 6= ptm

x , ∃ a Q-nbd U of prm
x which is not quasi-

coincident with ptm
x . If rn = tn ∀ n ∈ N , then for prm

x 6= ptm
x

(m ∈M −N), ∃ a Q-nbd U of prm
x which is not quasi-coincident

with ptm
x .

Case IV. Suppose x = y and neither N ⊆ M nor M ⊆ N nor

M ∩ N = φ. Then, for prm
x 6= ptm

x (m ∈ M , m /∈ N ), ∃ a Q-nbd

U of prm
x which is not quasi-coincident with ptm

x .

In all the above cases, the fuzzy sequential set Uf(s) where Um =

U and Un = 0 ∀n 6= m, is a weak Q-nbd of Pf(s) which is not

weakly quasi-coincident with Qf(s).

Conversely, suppose (X, δN) is fs-T0. Let pλ
x and pµ

y be any

two distinct fuzzy points in X. Then, for each n ∈ N, fuzzy

sequential points (pn
fx, λ) and (pn

fy, µ) are distinct. So ∃ a weak

Q-nbd Uf(s) of one of (pn
fx, λ) and (pn

fy, µ) which is not weakly
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quasi-coincident with the other. This implies, Un
f is a Q-nbd of

one of pλ
x and pµ

y which is not quasi-coincident with the other .

Theorem 3.1.3 If an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0, then the fuzzy

topological space (X, δn) is fuzzy T0 for each n ∈ N, where δn =

{An
f ; Af(s) ∈ δ(s)}.

Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) be fs-T0. Let pλ
x and pµ

y be any two

distinct fuzzy points in X. Then for each n ∈ N, fuzzy sequential

points (pn
fx, λ) and (pn

fy, µ) are distinct. So ∃ a weak Q-nbd

Uf(s) of one of (pn
fx, λ) and (pn

fy, µ) which is not weakly quasi-

coincident with the other. This implies, Un
f is a Q-nbd of one of

pλ
x and pµ

y which is not quasi-coincident with the other .

Converse of Theorem 3.1.3 may not be true, as shown by the

following Example.

Example 3.1.1 Let (X, δ) be a fuzzy topological space. For any

A ∈ δ, let us consider the fuzzy sequential sets BfA(s), CfA(s)

and DfA(s), where Bn
fA = A for odd n, Bn

fA = 0 for even n,

Cn
fA = 0 for odd n, Cn

fA = A for even n and Dn
fA = A ∀n ∈ N.

The collection δ(s) of all the fuzzy sequential sets BfA(s), CfA(s)

and DfA(s) for all A ∈ δ, forms a fuzzy sequential topology on X.

If (X, δ) is fuzzy T0, then the components of (X, δ(s)) are fuzzy

T0 but (X, δ(s)) is not fs-T0.

Definition 3.1.6 Suppose Uf(s) and Vf(s) be two fuzzy sequen-

tial sets. If there exists an M ⊆ N such that Un
f qV

n
f ∀n ∈
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M , we say that Uf(s) is M-quasi coincident with Vf(s) and we

write Uf(s)q
MVf(s). If Un

f qV
n
f for at least one n ∈ M , we say

that Uf(s) is weakly M-quasi coincident with Vf(s) and we write

Uf(s)q
M
w Vf(s).

Definition 3.1.7 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be an fs-T1 space

if every fuzzy sequential point in X is closed.

Remark 3.1.1 An fs-T1 space is fs-T0.

Theorem 3.1.4 A fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy T1 if

and only if the fuzzy sequential topological space (X, δN) is fs-T1.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 3.1.5 If an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T1, then the compo-

nent fuzzy topological space (X, δn) is fuzzy T1 for each n ∈ N.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

The next example shows that the converse of Theorem 3.1.5

may not true.

Example 3.1.2 Let (X, δ) be a fuzzy topological space. For any

A ∈ δ, let us consider the fuzzy sequential sets BfA(s), CfA(s)

and DfA(s), where Bn
fA = A for odd n, Bn

fA = 0 for even n,

Cn
fA = 0 for odd n, Cn

fA = A for even n and Dn
fA = A ∀n ∈ N.

The collection δ(s) of all the fuzzy sequential sets BfA(s), CfA(s)
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and DfA(s) for all A ∈ δ, forms a fuzzy sequential topology on X.

If (X, δ) is fuzzy T1 then the components of (X, δ(s)) are fuzzy

T1 but (X, δ(s)) is not fs-T1.

Theorem 3.1.6 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T1 if and only if for

each x ∈ X and each sequence r = {rn}n in I, ∃ Bf(s)̇ ∈ δ(s)

such that Bf(s)(x) = 1− r and Bf(s)(y) = 1 for y 6= x.

Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) be fs-T1. If r is a zero sequence, then

it is sufficient to take Bf(s) = X1
f (s). Suppose r is a non zero

sequence. Let M ⊆ N such that rn 6= 0 ∀n ∈ M and rn = 0

∀n ∈ N−M . If Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r), then Bf(s) = X1

f (s)− Pf(s) is

the required open fuzzy sequential set.

Conversely, suppose Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) be an arbitrary fuzzy se-

quential point in X. By the given condition, there exists an open

fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) in X such that Bf(s)(x) = 1 − r and

Bf(s)(y) = 1 for y 6= x. It follows that Pf(s) is the complement

of Bf(s) and hence is closed.

Theorem 3.1.7 The fuzzy derived sequential set of every fuzzy

sequential set on an fs-T1 space is closed.

Proof. The fuzzy derived sequential set of a fuzzy sequential

point in an fs-T1 space is a fuzzy sequential point and hence is

closed. Thus the result follows from Theorem 2.1.5.

Definition 3.1.8 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be an fs-Hausdorff

or an fs-T2 space if for any two distinct fuzzy sequential points
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Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and Qf(s) = (pN

fy, t), none of which is com-

pletely contained in the other, ∃ open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s)

and Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Uf(s), Qf(s)qwVf(s), Pf(s) q

M−N
w Vf(s),

and Qf(s) qw Uf(s),

whenever Qf(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from

Pf(s); otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and

Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s)qwUf(s), Qf(s)qwVf(s), Pf(s) qw Vf(s), Qf(s) qw Uf(s).

Definition 3.1.9 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be a weak fs-

Hausdorff space or (w) fs-Hausdorff space if for any two distinct

fuzzy sequential points Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and Qf(s) = (pN

fy, t),

none of which is completely contained in the other, there exist

open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈M−N
w Uf(s), Qdf(s) ∈w Vf(s), Uf(s)qwVf(s),

whenever Qf(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from

Pf(s); otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and

Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈w Uf(s), Qdf(s) ∈w Vf(s), Uf(s)qwVf(s).

Theorem 3.1.8 An fs-Hausdorff space is a weak fs-Hausdorff

space.

Proof. Proof is omitted.
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Example 3.1.3 shows that a weak fs-Hausdorff space may not

be an fs-Hausdorff space.

Example 3.1.3 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Then (X,

δN) is weak fs-Hausdorff but not fs-Hausdorff.

An fs-T2 space may not be an fs-T1 space, as shown by the

following Example.

Example 3.1.4 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {1, 0, p1
x, p

1
y}. Fuzzy

sequential topological space (X, δN) is fs-T2 but not fs-T1.

Definition 3.1.10 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be a weak fs-T2

or (w) fs-T2 space if it is (w) fs-Hausdorff and fs-T1.

Remark 3.1.2 An fs-T2 space is weak fs-T2.

Theorem 3.1.9 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff if and only if

for any two distinct fuzzy sequential points Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and

Qf(s) = (pN
fy, t), none of which is completely contained in the

other, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s), Df(s)

and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈M−N Gf(s), Qf(s)qwHf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Df(s), Qf(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s)qwDf(s),

whenever Qf(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from

Pf(s); otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s),
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Df(s) and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈ Gf(s), Qf(s)qwHf(s), Gf(s)qwHf(s),

Pf(s)qwDf(s), Qf(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s)qwDf(s).

Proof. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and Qf(s) = (pN

fy, t) be any two

distinct fuzzy sequential points in X, none of which is completely

contained in the other. Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff.

Case I. Suppose none of Pf(s) and Qf(s) is totally reduced from

the other. Then, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and

Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s)qwUf(s), Qf(s)qwVf(s), Pf(s) qw Vf(s), Qf(s) qw Uf(s).

If we take Gf(s) = X1
f (s)− Vf(s), Hf(s) = Vf(s), Df(s) = Uf(s)

and Ef(s) = X1
f (s)− Uf(s), we are done.

Case II. Suppose one of Pf(s) and Qf(s), say Qf(s) is totally

reduced from Pf(s). Then, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets

Uf(s) and Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Uf(s), Qf(s) qw Vf(s), Pf(s) q

M−N
w Vf(s),

and Qf(s) qw Uf(s).

Now if we take Gf(s) = X1
f (s) − Vf(s), Hf(s) = Vf(s), Df(s) =

Uf(s) and Ef(s) = X1
f (s)− Uf(s), we are done.

Conversely, suppose the given conditions are true. In both

the cases, if we take Uf(s) = Df(s), Vf(s) = Hf(s) and use the

Definition 3.1.8, we are done.
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Theorem 3.1.10 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff if and only

if for any fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) in X,

Pf(s) = ∧{Nf(s); Nf(s) is a nbd of Pf(s)} (3.1.1)

Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) be fs-Hausdorff. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx,

r) be any fuzzy sequential point in X and Qf(s) = (pN
fx, t) be

another fuzzy sequential point distinct from Pf(s) and Qf(s) /∈

Pf(s).

If Pf(s) is totally reduced from Qf(s), there exist an open

fuzzy sequential set Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Qf(s) q
N−M
w Vf(s), Pf(s) qwVf(s) ;

otherwise there exist an open fuzzy sequential set Vf(s) in (X,

δ(s)) such that

Qf(s) qw Vf(s), Pf(s) qw Vf(s).

In both the cases, if we take Uf(s) = X1
f (s)−Vf(s), then Pf(s) ∈

Uf(s) and Qf(s) /∈ Uf(s). Hence 3.1.1 is true.

Conversely, suppose 3.1.1 holds. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and

Qf(s) = (pN
fy, t) be any two distinct fuzzy sequential points in X,

none of which is completely contained in the other.

Case I. Suppose none of Pf(s) and Qf(s) is totally reduced from

the other. By 3.1.1, there exist nbds Sf(s) and Tf(s) of Pf(s) and

Qf(s) respectively such that

Pf(s) /∈ Tf(s) and Qf(s) /∈ Sf(s).
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Case II. Suppose one of Pf(s) and Qf(s), Qf(s) (say) is totally

reduced from Pf(s). Then, there exist nbds Sf(s) and Tf(s) of

P ′
f(s) and Qf(s) respectively such that Pf(s) /∈M−N Tf(s) and

Qf(s) /∈ Sf(s), where P
′

f(s)̇ is a reduced fuzzy sequential point of

Pf(s) with base M −N .

In both of the above two cases, if we take Uf(s) = X1
f (s)−Tf(s),

Vf(s) = X1
f (s)− Sf(s) and use the Definition 3.1.8, we are done.

Theorem 3.1.11 If a fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy T2,

then the FSTS (X, δN) is weak fs-Hausdorff.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

That the converse of Theorem 3.1.11 is not true, is shown by

the following Example.

Example 3.1.5 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {1, 0, p1
x, p

1
y}. Then, the

fuzzy sequential topological space (X, δN) is weak fs-Hausdorff

although the fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is not fuzzy T2.

Example 3.1.6 shows that even if (X, δ) is fuzzy T2, the FSTS

(X, δN) may not be fs-Hausdorff.

Example 3.1.6 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Then, the

fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy T2 but the FSTS (X, δN) is

not fs-Hausdorff.
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Example 3.1.7 shows that if an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T2, then

its component fuzzy topological space (X, δn) may not be fuzzy

T2 for each n ∈ N.

Example 3.1.7 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {1, 0, p1
x, p

1
y}. Let δ(s) =

δN, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-T2 but (X, δn) = (X, δ) (∀n ∈ N) is not

fuzzy T2.

Example 3.1.8 shows that even if all the component fuzzy topo-

logical spaces of an FSTS are fuzzy T2, the FSTS may not be fs-T2.

Example 3.1.8 Let (X, δ) be a fuzzy topological space. For

any G ∈ δ, consider the fs-sets AfG(s), BfG(s), CfG(s) where

An
fG = G for odd n, An

fG = 0 for even n; Bn
fG = 0 for odd n,

Bn
fG = G for even n; Cn

fG = G ∀n ∈ N. Then the collection

δ(s) of all the fs-sets AfG(s), BfG(s), CfG(s) ∀G ∈ δ, forms a

fuzzy sequential topology on X. If (X, δ) is fuzzy T2, then the

components of (X, δ(s)) are fuzzy T2 but (X, δ(s)) itself is not

fs-T2.

Definition 3.1.11 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-regular if

for any fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and a non zero

closed fuzzy sequential set Af(s) such that Pf(s) /∈ Af(s) and

Af(s) is not completely contained in Pf(s), there exist open fuzzy

sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) q
M−N
w Uf(s), Af(s) qw Vf(s), Pf(s) q

M−N
w Vf(s)

and Af(s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Uf(s),
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whenever Af(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s) and has base N ;

otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s)

in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) qw Uf(s), Af(s) qw Vf(s), Pf(s) qw Vf(s),

and Af(s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Uf(s).

Definition 3.1.12 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be weak fs-

regular if for any fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and

its any open weak nbd Af(s), there exists a fuzzy sequential set

Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈M−N
w

o

Bf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s),

whenever Ac
f(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s) and has base N ;

otherwise there exists a fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) in (X, δ(s))

such that

Pf(s) ∈w

o

Bf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Example 3.1.9 shows that an fs-regular space may not be weak

fs-regular.

Example 3.1.9 Let X = {a}, δ = {0, 1, p0.4
a }. Then the FSTS

(X, δN) is fs-regular but not weak fs-regular.

A weak fs-regular space may not be fs-regular and it has been

shown in the following example.
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Example 3.1.10 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}, then the

FSTS (X, δN) is weak fs-regular but not fs-regular.

Example 3.1.11 shows that an fs-regular space may not be fs-T1.

Example 3.1.11 Let X = {x} and let δ = {0, 1, p0.5
x }. Then

the FSTS (X, δN) is fs-regular but not fs-T1.

Definition 3.1.13 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-T3 if it is

fs-regular and fs-T1.

Remark 3.1.3 An fs-T3 space is fs-T2.

Theorem 3.1.12 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular if and only

if for any fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and a non zero

closed fuzzy sequential set Af(s) such that Pf(s) /∈ Af(s) and

Af(s) is not completely contained in Pf(s), there exist open fuzzy

sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s), Df(s) and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such

that

Pf(s) ∈M−N Gf(s), Af(s) qw Hf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Pf(s) q
M−N
w Df(s), Af(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s) qw Df(s),

whenever Af(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s) and has base N ; oth-

erwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s), Df(s)

and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈ Gf(s), Af(s) qw Hf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Pf(s) qw Df(s), Af(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s) qw Df(s).
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Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 3.1.13 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular if and only

if for any fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and an open

fuzzy sequential set Cf(s) such that Pf(s)qwCf(s) (where X1
f (s)−

Cf(s) is not completely contained in Pf(s)), there exist open fuzzy

sequential sets Of(s) and Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈M−N Of(s), Of(s) ≤w X
1
f (s)− Cf(s),

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Bf(s), Bf(s) ≤ Cf(s),

whenever X1
f (s) − Cf(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s) and has

base N ; otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Of(s)

and Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈ Of(s), Of(s) ≤w X
1
f (s)− Cf(s),

Pf(s) qw Bf(s), Bf(s) ≤ Cf(s).

Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) be fs-regular. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) be

any fuzzy sequential point and Cf(s) be an open fuzzy sequential

set such that Pf(s)qwC(s) i.e Pf(s) /∈ X1
f (s) − Cf(s) = Af(s)

(say). Then, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s),

Df(s) and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈M−N Gf(s), Af(s) qw Hf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Df(s), Af(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s) qw Df(s),

whenever Af(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s) and has base N ;

otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s),
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Df(s) and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈ Gf(s), Af(s) qw Hf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Pf(s) qw Df(s), Af(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s) qw Df(s).

If we take Of(s) = Gf(s) and Bf(s) = Df(s), we are done.

Conversely, suppose the given conditions hold. Let Pf(s) =

(pM
fx, r) be any fuzzy sequential point and Af(s) be any closed

fuzzy sequential set such that Pf(s) /∈ Af(s) and Af(s) is not

completely contained in Pf(s), that is, Pf(s)qw(X1
f (s)−Af(s)) =

Cf(s) (say). Then, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Of(s)

and Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈M−N Of(s), Of(s) ≤w X
1
f (s)− Cf(s),

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Bf(s), Bf(s) ≤ Cf(s),

whenever X1
f (s) − Cf(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s) and has

base N ; otherwise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Of(s)

and Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) ∈ Of(s), Of(s) ≤w X
1
f (s)− Cf(s),

Pf(s) qw Bf(s), Bf(s) ≤ Cf(s).

If we take Gf(s) = Of(s), Hf(s) = X1
f (s)−Of(s), Df(s) = Bf(s),

Ef(s) = X1
f (s)−Bf(s) and use Theorem 3.1.12, then we are done.

Theorem 3.1.14 If (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular, then for any closed

fuzzy sequential set Af(s) which is not a fuzzy sequential point,

Af(s) = ∧{Nf(s); Nf(s) is a closed nbd of Af(s)} (3.1.2)
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Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) be fs-regular and Af(s) be any closed

fuzzy sequential set which is not a fuzzy sequential point. If

Af(s) = X0
f (s), then 3.1.2 is true. Suppose Af(s) 6= X0

f (s). Let

Pf(s) be any fuzzy sequential point such that Pf(s) /∈ Af(s). Let

M and N be the bases of Pf(s) and Af(s) respectively. Then,

Pf(s)qw(X1
f (s)− Af(s)) = Gf(s) (say) and hence there exists an

open fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s)q
M−N
w Bf(s), Bf(s) ≤ Gf(s)

whenever Af(s) is totally reduced from Pf(s); otherwise there

exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf(s) qw Bf(s), Bf(s) ≤ Gf(s).

This implies, Af(s) ≤ X1
f (s) − Bf(s) = Hf(s) (say). Again,

Pf(s) /∈ X1
f (s)−Bf(s) =⇒ Pf(s) /∈ Hf(s). Thus 3.1.2 holds.

Example 3.1.12 shows that converse of Theorem 3.1.14 may not

be true.

Example 3.1.12 Consider a set X and δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}.

Then the FSTS (X, δN) is not fs-regular although for any closed

fuzzy sequential set Af(s) in (X, δN) , Af(s) = ∧{Nf(s); Nf(s)

is a closed nbd of Af(s)}.

Example 3.1.13 shows that for a fuzzy sequential point, Theo-

rem 3.1.14 may not hold.
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Example 3.1.13 Let X = {x} and δ = {1, 0, p0.2
x }. Then the

FSTS (X, δN) is fs-regular but for the closed fuzzy sequential point

Af(s) = (p
{1, 2}
fx , 0.8), Af(s) 6= ∧{Nf(s); Nf(s) is a closed nbd of

Af(s)}.

Theorem 3.1.15 A fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy regular

if and only if (X, δN) is weak fs-regular.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Even if the FSTS (X, δN) is fs-regular, (X, δ) may not be fuzzy

regular, as shown by Example 3.1.14.

Example 3.1.14 Let X = {a}, δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then the FSTS

(X, δN) is fs-regular but (X, δ) is not fuzzy regular.

If (X, δ) be a fuzzy regular space, then it may not imply (X,

δN) is fs-regular, as shown by Example 3.1.15.

Example 3.1.15 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}, then the

fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy regular but (X, δN) is not

fs-regular.

The component fuzzy topological spaces (X, δn), n ∈ N, of

an fs-regular space (X, δ(s)) may not be fuzzy regular. This is

shown by Example 3.1.16.
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Example 3.1.16 Let X = {a}, δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Let δ(s) = δN,

then (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular but (X, δn) = (X, δ) ∀n ∈ N, is not

fuzzy regular.

An FSTS (X, δ(s)) may not be fs-regular even if its each com-

ponent fuzzy topological space (X, δn), n ∈ N, is fuzzy regular,

as shown by Example 3.1.17.

Example 3.1.17 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Let

δ(s) = δN. Then (X, δ(s)) is not be fs-regular but each of its

component fuzzy topological spaces (X, δn), n ∈ N, is fuzzy regu-

lar.

Definition 3.1.14 Fuzzy sequential sets Af(s) and Bf(s) are said

to be strong quasi-discoincident if An
f and Bn

f are strong quasi-

discoincident ∀n ∈ N.

Definition 3.1.15 Fuzzy sequential sets Af(s) and Bf(s) are said

to be partially quasi-discoincident if An
f and Bn

f are strong quasi-

discoincident for some n ∈ N.

Definition 3.1.16 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-normal

if for any two partially quasi-discoincident non zero closed fuzzy

sequential sets Af(s) and Bf(s) (having the respective bases M

and N and none of which is completely contained in the other),

there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s) in (X, δ(s))
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such that

Af(s)q
M−N
w Uf(s), Bf(s)qwVf(s), Af(s) ≤M−N X1

f (s)− Vf(s),

and Bf(s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Uf(s),

whenever Bf(s) is totally reduced from Af(s); otherwise there ex-

ist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such

that

Af(s) qw Uf(s), Bf(s) qw Vf(s), Af(s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Vf(s),

and Bf(s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Uf(s).

Definition 3.1.17 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be weak fs-

normal if for any non zero closed fuzzy sequential set Cf(s) and

its any open weak nbd Af(s), there exists a fuzzy sequential set

Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Cf(s) ∈M−N
w

o

Bf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s),

whenever Ac
f(s) is totally reduced from Cf(s); otherwise there ex-

ists a fuzzy sequential set Bf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Cf(s) ∈w

o

Bf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s)

(M and N being the respective bases of Cf(s) and Ac
f(s)).

An fs-normal space may not be weak fs-normal, which is shown

by Example 3.1.18.

Example 3.1.18 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then the

FSTS (X, δN) is fs-normal but not weak fs-normal.
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Example 3.1.19 shows that a weak fs-normal space may not be

fs-normal.

Example 3.1.19 Let X = {x, y} and β = {pr
x; r ∈ [0, 1]}∪{pr

y;

r ∈ [0, 1]} be a basis for some fuzzy topology δ on X. Then the

FSTS (X, δN) is weak fs-normal but not fs-normal.

Definition 3.1.18 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be an fs-T4

space if it is fs-normal and fs-T1.

An fs-normal space may not be fs-T1, as shown by Example

3.1.20.

Example 3.1.20 Let X = {a, b} and δ(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s),

Af(s), Bf(s)}, where ∀n ∈ N, An
f(a) = 1, An

f(b) = 0, Bn
f (a) = 0,

Bn
f (b) = 1. Then the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal but not fs-T1.

An fs-normal space may not be fs-regular as shown by Example

3.1.21.

Example 3.1.21 Let X = {x, y} and δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Then

the FSTS (X, δN) is fs-normal but not fs-regular.

Theorem 3.1.16 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal if and only

if for any two partially quasi-discoincident non zero closed fuzzy

sequential sets Af(s) and Bf(s) (none of which is completely con-

tained in the other) there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s),
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Hf(s), Df(s) and Ef(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af(s) ∈M−N Gf(s), Bf(s) qw Hf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Af(s)q
M−N
w Df(s), Bf(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s) qw Df(s),

whenever Bf(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from Af(s)

(M and N are respectively the bases of Af(s) and Bf(s)); other-

wise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf(s), Hf(s), Df(s)

and Ef(s)in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af(s) ∈ Gf(s), Bf(s) qw Hf(s), Gf(s) qw Hf(s),

Af(s) qw Df(s), Bf(s) ∈ Ef(s), Ef(s) qw Df(s).

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 3.1.17 If an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is weak fs-normal, then

for any two non-zero closed partially quasi-discoincident fs-sets

Af(s) and Bf(s) (none of which is completely contained in the

other), there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s) in

(X, δ(s)) such that

Af(s) ∈M−N
w Uf(s), Bf(s) ∈w Vf(s), Uf(s) qw Vf(s),

whenever Bf(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from Af(s)

(M and N are respectively the bases of Af(s) and Bf(s)); other-

wise there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf(s) and Vf(s) in (X,

δ(s)) such that

Af(s) ∈w Gf(s), Bf(s) ∈w Vf(s), Uf(s) qw Vf(s).
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Proof. The proof is omitted.

Remark 3.1.4 For an FSTS to be weak fs-normal, the condition

given in Theorem 3.1.17, is only necessary but not sufficient, as

shown by Example 3.1.22.

Example 3.1.22 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then the

FSTS (X, δN) is not weak fs-normal but the condition in Theorem

3.1.17 is satisfied.

Theorem 3.1.18 A weak fs-regular space is weak fs-normal, when

X is finite.

Proof. Let (X, δ(s)) be a weak fs-regular space, where X is

finite. Let Cf(s) be any non zero closed fuzzy sequential set in

(X, δ(s)) and Af(s) be its any open weak nbd. Let M and N be

respectively the bases of Cf(s) and Ac
f(s). We choose m ∈M−N

when Ac
f(s) is totally reduced from Cf(s) and we take m ∈ M

otherwise. Let x ∈ X such that Cm
f (x) 6= 0 and let Cm

f (x) = rm.

Then, for the fuzzy sequential point Pxf(s) = (pm
fx, rm), Af(s) is

an open weak nbd. Hence, there exists an open fuzzy sequential

set Bxf(s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pxf(s) ∈M−N
w Bxf(s) ≤ Bxf(s) ≤ Af(s)

whenever Ac
f(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from

Cf(s); otherwise there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bxf(s)

in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pxf(s) ∈w Bxf(s) ≤ Bxf(s) ≤ Af(s)
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Corresponding to each x ∈ X for which Cm
f (x) 6= 0, we get such

fs-open set Bxf(s). Taking X = {x1, x2, ....., xk}, we get fs-open

sets Bx1f(s), Bx2f(s),..........., Bxkf(s) such that

Pxnf(s) ∈M−N
w Bxnf(s) ≤ Bxnf(s) ≤ Af(s), ∀n = 1, 2, .., k,

whenever Ac
f(s) is totally reduced from Cf(s); otherwise

Pxnf(s) ∈w Bxnf(s) ≤ Bxnf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Now, let Bf(s) =
k
∨

n=1
Bxnf(s). Then

Cf(s) ∈M−N
w Bf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s)

whenever Ac
f(s) is totally reduced from Cf(s); otherwise

Cf(s) ∈w Bf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Hence (X, δ(s)) is weak fs-normal.

Theorem 3.1.19 A fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy nor-

mal if and only if (X, δN) is weak fs-normal.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Fuzzy topological space (X, δ) may not be fuzzy normal even

if (X, δN) is fs-normal, as shown by Example 3.1.23.

Example 3.1.23 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then the

FSTS (X, δN) is fs-normal but (X, δ) is not fuzzy normal.
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Example 3.1.24 shows that if (X, δ) is fuzzy normal, it may

not imply (X, δN) is fs-normal.

Example 3.1.24 Let X = {x, y} and β = {pr
x; r ∈ [0, 1]}∪{pr

y;

r ∈ [0, 1]} be a basis for some fuzzy topology δ on X. Then the

fuzzy topological space (X, δ) is fuzzy normal but (X, δN) is not

fs-normal.

If an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal, then it may not imply (X,

δn) is fuzzy normal for each n ∈ N and it is shown by Example

3.1.25.

Example 3.1.25 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Let δ(s) =

δN, then the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal but (X, δn) = (X, δ)

(∀n ∈ N), is not fuzzy normal.

An FSTS (X, δ(s)) may not be fs-normal even if its each com-

ponent fuzzy topological space (X, δn) is fuzzy normal, as shown

by Example 3.1.26 .

Example 3.1.26 Let X = {x, y}, β = {pr
x; r ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {pr

y;

r ∈ [0, 1]} be a basis for some fuzzy topology δ on X and let

δ(s) = δN. Then the FSTS (X, δ(s)) is not fs-normal but each

of the component fuzzy topological spaces (X, δn), n ∈ N, is fuzzy

normal.

——————————



CHAPTER

4

FS-closure operators and FS-interior
operators

Closure and interior operators on an ordinary set belong to the

very fundamental mathematical structures with direct applica-

tions on many fields like topology, logic etc. Being motivated by

the importance of closure and interior operators, we introduce the

concepts of FS-closure and FS-interior operators on a set. Books

([8], [10] [19], [27]) and the articles ([2], [3], [4], [13], [24], [28],

[30]) may provide a suitable background as some basic ideas have

been derived from these sources.

56
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4.1 FS-closure Operator

Definition 4.1.1 An operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N is said to be

an fs-closure operator on X if it satisfies the following conditions:

(FSC1) Cl(X0
f (s)) = X0

f (s).

(FSC2) Af(s) ≤ Cl(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

(FSC3) Cl(Cl(Af(s))) = Cl(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

(FSC4) Cl(Af(s)∨Bf(s)) = Cl(Af(s))∨Cl(Bf(s)) for all Af(s),

Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 4.1.1 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), closure of a fuzzy sequen-

tial set is an fs-closure operator on X.

Example 4.1.2 The operator C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

C(Af(s)) = Af(s)∨Df(s) whenever Af(s) 6= X0
f (s) and C(X0

f (s))

= X0
f (s), where Df(s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential set in X, is an

fs-closure operator on X.

Theorem 4.1.1 If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then

(i) Cl is monotonic increasing.

(ii) For all Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N,

Af(s) ≤ Cl(Bf(s)) ⇒ Cl(Af(s)) ≤ Cl(Bf(s)).

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 4.1.2 Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an operator satisfy-

ing (FSC1), (FSC2) and (FSC4), then
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a) The collection δ′(s) = {(Af(s))
c; Af(s) ∈ (IX)N and Cl(Af(s))

= Af(s)} forms a fuzzy sequential topology on X.

b) If Cl also satisfies (FSC3), then for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, we

have Af(s) = Cl(Af(s)), where Af(s) is the closure of Af(s) in

δ′(s).

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Remark 4.1.1 From Theorem 4.1.2, it follows that, if Cl be an

fs-closure operator on X, then δ′(s) = {(Af(s))
c; Af(s) ∈ (IX)N

and Cl(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms a fuzzy sequential topology on X.

Also, Af(s) = Cl(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, where Af(s) is

the closure of Af(s) in δ′(s). This fuzzy sequential topology δ′(s)

is called the fuzzy sequential topology induced by the fs-closure

operator Cl and we denote it by δCl(s).

Example 4.1.3 shows that, if an operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N

on a set X, satisfies (FSC1), (FSC2) and (FSC4) but does not

satisfy (FSC3), then δCl(s) forms a fuzzy sequential topology

on X but for any Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, Af(s) may not be equal to

Cl(Af(s)).

Example 4.1.3 Let X = {a}. Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an

operator defined by

Cl(Af(s)) = {An
f ∨ An+1

f }∞n=1 for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Then Cl satisfies (FSC1), (FSC2) and (FSC4) and hence (X,

δCl(s)) forms a fuzzy sequential topological space. Further, Cl
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does not satisfy (FSC3) and in (X, δCl(s)), Cl(Bf(s)) 6= Bf(s),

where Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N with B1
f = p0.2

a , B2
f = p0.4

a , B3
f = p0.5

a , Bn
f = 0

∀ n 6= 1, 2, 3.

Definition 4.1.2 Let Cl be an fs-closure operator on X. For

n ∈ N, if nAX
0
f (s) denotes a fuzzy sequential set whose nth term is

the fuzzy set A and others are 0, then an operator (Cl)n
f : I

X → IX

defined by

(Cl)n
f(A) = nth term of Cl(nAX

0
f (s)),

is called the nth component of Cl.

Theorem 4.1.3 If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then each

component (Cl)n
f is a fuzzy closure operator and (δCl)n = δ(Cl)n

f
,

where (δCl)n is the nth component fuzzy topology of fuzzy sequen-

tial topology δCl(s) and δ(Cl)n
f

is the fuzzy topology induced by the

component (Cl)n
f of Cl.

Proof. (Cl)n
f(0) = 0 by definition. Let A ∈ IX , then

nAX
0
f (s) ≤ Cl(nAX

0
f (s)) ⇒ A ≤ (Cl)n

f(A).

Hence,

(Cl)n
f(A) ≤ (Cl)n

f((Cl)n
f(A)).

Also,

Cl(Cl(nAX
0
f (s))) = Cl(nAX

0
f (s))

⇒ Cl(n(Cl)n
f (A)X

0
f (s)) ≤ Cl(nAX

0
f (s))

⇒ (Cl)n
f((Cl)n

f(A)) ≤ (Cl)n
f(A)
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Hence (Cl)n
f((Cl)n

f(A)) = (Cl)n
f(A).

Again let A,B ∈ IX , then

Cl(nAX
0
f (s) ∨ nBX

0
f (s)) = Cl(nAX

0
f (s)) ∨Cl(nBX

0
f (s))

⇒ Cl(n(A∨B)X
0
f (s)) = Cl(nAX

0
f (s)) ∨Cl(nBX

0
f (s))

⇒ (Cl)n
f(A ∨B) = (Cl)n

f(A) ∨ (Cl)n
f(B)

Thus, (Cl)n
f is a fuzzy closure operator.

For the next part, Let A ∈ (δCl)n, then 1−A is a closed fuzzy

set in (X, (δCl)n). Let Bf(s) be a closed fuzzy sequential set in

(X, δCl(s)) such that Bn
f = 1− A. Now,

n(1−A)X
0
f (s) ≤ Bf(s)

⇒ Cl(n(1−A)X
0
f (s)) ≤ Cl(Bf(s))

⇒ (Cl)n
f(1− A) ≤ Bn

f = 1− A

⇒ (Cl)n
f(1− A) = 1− A

⇒ A ∈ δ(Cl)n
f

Also, A ∈ δ(Cl)n
f

implies (Cl)n
f(1 − A) = 1 − A. Let Bf(s) =

Cl(n(1−A)X
o
f(s)), then Bf(s) is a closed fuzzy sequential set in

(X, δCl(s)) and its nth component is 1−A. Therefore A ∈ (δCl)n.

Hence the theorem.

Theorem 4.1.4 Let Cl be an fs-closure operator on X and Y ⊆

X. If Char(Y ) denotes the characteristic function of Y , then

ClY : (IY )N → (IY )N defined by

ClY (Bf(s)) = {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf(s)) ∀Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N,
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is an fs-closure operator on Y . Moreover, (ClY )n
f(B) = Char(Y )

∧(Cl)n
f(B) for all B ∈ IY .

Proof. Let Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N. Now,

ClY (ClY (Bf(s))) = ClY ({Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf(s)))

= {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl({Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf(s)))

≤ {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl({Char(Y )}∞n=1) ∧Cl(Cl(Bf(s))))

≤ {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf(s)))

= ClY (Bf(s))

All the other conditions being straightforward, we can conclude

that ClY is an fs-closure operator on Y . Also for B ∈ IY ,

(ClY )n
f(B) = nth component of ClY (nBX

0
f (s))= nth component

of {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∧Cl(nBX
0
f (s)) = Char(Y ) ∧ nth component of

Cl(nBX
0
f (s)) = Char(Y ) ∧ (Cl)n

f(B).

Theorem 4.1.5 Let {Clλ : (IXλ)N → (IXλ)N;λ ∈ Λ} be a fam-

ily of fs-closure operators, where Xλ ∩ Xµ = φ for all distinct

λ, µ ∈ Λ. If X = ∨
λ∈Λ

Xλ and Char(Xλ) denotes the characteristic

function of Xλ, then C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

C(Af(s)) =
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ Af(s)),

is an fs-closure operator on X.
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Proof. For Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

C (C (Af(s))) = C (
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ Af(s)))

=
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ (
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧

Af(s))))

=
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ Af(s)))

=
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ(Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ Af(s)))

=
∨
λ∈Λ

Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ Af(s))

= C (Af(s))

Other conditions being straightforward, it follows that C is an

fs-closure operator on X.

Definition 4.1.3 A collection ζ(s) = {Aλf(s) ∈ (IX)N; λ ∈ Λ}

is called an fs-closure system if
∧

λ∈Λ, Af (s)≤Aλf (s)
Aλf(s) ∈ ζ(s) for

each Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Theorem 4.1.6 ζ(s) is an fs-closure system if and only if ζ(s)

is closed under arbitrary intersection.

Proof. Suppose ζ(s) is closed under arbitrary intersection. Let

Af(s) ∈ (IX)N and let {Aλf(s);λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ ζ(s) such that Af(s) ≤

Aλf(s) ∀λ ∈ Λ. Then
∧

λ∈Λ
Aλf(s) ∈ ζ(s).
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Conversely, suppose ζ(s) is an fs-closure system. Let {Aλf(s); λ

∈ Λ} ⊆ ζ(s) and let Af(s) =
∧

λ∈Λ
Aλf(s). Then

Af(s) ≤ Aλf(s) ∀λ ∈ Λ

⇒
∧
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s) =
∧

λ∈Λ, Af (s)≤Aλf (s)

Aλf(s) ∈ ζ(s)

Hence ζ(s) is closed under arbitrary intersection.

Lemma 4.1.1 Let ζ(s) = {Aλf(s) ∈ (IX)N;λ ∈ Λ} be an

fs-closure system containing X0
f (s). Then an operator Clζ(s) :

(IX)N → (IX)N defined by

Clζ(s)(Af(s)) =
∧

λ∈Λ, Af (s)≤Aλf (s)

Aλf(s), ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N

and which commutes with finite union, is an fs-closure operator.

Moreover, for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, Af(s) ∈ ζ(s) if and only if

Af(s) = Clζ(s)(Af(s)).

Proof. Since Cl ζ(s)(Af(s)) ∈ ζ(s) for Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, we have

Cl ζ(s)(Cl ζ(s)(Af(s))) =
∧

λ∈Λ,Clζ(s)(Af (s))≤Aλf (s)

Aλf(s)

≤ Cl ζ(s)(Af(s))

Hence, Cl ζ(s) is an fs-closure operator.

Now, if Af(s) ∈ ζ(s), then Af(s) = Aλf(s) for some λ ∈ Λ and

Cl ζ(s)(Af(s)) =
∧

i∈Λ, Af (s)≤Aif (s)

Aif(s) ≤ Aλf(s) = Af(s)

Also, Af(s) ≤ Cl ζ(s)((Af(s)). Hence Cl ζ(s)(Af(s)) = Af(s).

Converse part follows from the definition of Cl ζ(s).
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Lemma 4.1.2 Let Cl be an fs-closure operator on X. Then

ζCl(s) = {Af(s) ∈ (IX)N;Af(s) = Cl(Af(s))}

is an fs-closure system.

Proof. Let Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N and let {Aλf(s);λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ ζCl(s) such

that Bf(s) ≤ Aλf(s) ∀λ ∈ Λ. Let Df(s) =
∧

λ∈Λ
Aλf(s). Therefore,

Cl(Df(s)) ≤ Cl(Aλf(s)) ∀λ ∈ Λ

⇒ Cl(Df(s)) ≤
∧
λ∈Λ

Cl(Aλf(s))

=
∧
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s)

= Df(s)

Thus, Df(s) = Cl(Df(s)) and so Df(s) ∈ ζCl(s). Hence ζCl(s) is

an fs-closure system.

Note 4.1.1 The fs-closure operator Clζ(s), defined in Lemma 4.1.1,

is called an fs-closure operator generated by the fs-closure system

ζ(s) and the fs-closure system ζCl(s), defined in Lemma 4.1.2, is

called an fs-closure system generated by the fs-closure operator

Cl.

Theorem 4.1.7 Let Cl be an fs-closure operator and ζ(s) be an

fs-closure system on X containing X0
f (s), then ζCl(s) and Clζ(s)

are respectively fs-closure system and fs-closure operator on X.

Also, Cl = ClζCl(s) and ζ(s) = ζClζ(s)
(s), that is, the mappings

Cl → ClζCl(s) and ζ(s) → ζClζ(s)
(s) are mutually inverse.
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Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2.

For the second part, let Af(s) ∈ (IX)N and let {Aλf(s);λ ∈ Λ} ⊆

ζCl(s) such that Af(s) ≤ Aλf(s) ∀λ ∈ Λ. Then, Cl ζCl (s)(Af(s)) =∧
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s). Now,

Af(s) ≤ Aλf(s) ∀λ ∈ Λ

⇒ Cl(Af(s)) ≤ Cl(Aλf(s)) ∀λ ∈ Λ

⇒ Cl(Af(s)) ≤ Aλf(s) ∀λ ∈ Λ

⇒ Cl(Af(s)) ≤
∧
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s) = Cl ζCl (s)(Af(s))

Again,

Af(s) ≤ Cl(Af(s)) and Cl(Af(s)) ∈ ζCl(s)

⇒ Cl ζCl (s)(Af(s)) =
∧
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s) ≤ Cl(Af(s))

Hence Cl = Cl ζCl (s).

Also,

Af(s) ∈ ζClζ(s)
(s)

⇔ Af(s) = Cl ζ(s)(Af(s))

⇔ Af(s) ∈ ζ(s)

Thus ζ(s) = ζClζ(s)
(s).

4.2 FS-interior Operator

Definition 4.2.1 An operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N is said to be an

fs-interior operator on X, if it satisfies the following conditions:
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(FSI1) I(X1
f (s)) = X1

f (s).

(FSI2) I(Af(s)) ≤ Af(s) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

(FSI3) I(I(Af(s))) = I(Af(s))) for all Af(s)) ∈ (IX)N.

(FSI4) I(Af(s) ∧ Bf(s)) = I(Af(s)) ∧ I(Bf(s)) for all Af(s),

Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 4.2.1 For any FSTS (X, δ(s)), interior of an fs-set is

an fs-interior operator on X.

Example 4.2.2 The operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

I(Af(s)) = Af(s)∧Df(s) whenever Af(s) 6= X1
f (s) and I(X1

f (s)) =

X1
f (s), where Df(s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential set in X, is an fs-

interior operator on X.

Theorem 4.2.1 If I be an fs-interior operator on X, then

(i) I is monotonic increasing.

(ii) For all Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N,

I(Af(s)) ≤ Bf(s) ⇒ I(Af(s)) ≤ I(Bf(s))

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 4.2.2 Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an operator satisfying

(FSI1), (FSI2) and (FSI4), then

a) the collection δ(s) = {Af(s) ∈ (IX)N; I(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms

a fuzzy sequential topology on X.

b) if I also satisfies (FSI3), then for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, we have
o

Af(s) = I(Af(s)), where
o

Af(s) is the interior of Af(s) in δ(s).
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Proof. Proof is omitted.

Remark 4.2.1 From Theorem 4.2.2, it follows that, if I : (IX)N →

(IX)N be an fs-interior operator on X, then δ(s) = {Af(s) ∈

(IX)N ; I(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms a fuzzy sequential topology on

X. Also
o

Af(s) = I(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, where
o

Af(s) is

the interior of Af(s) in δ(s). This fuzzy sequential topology δ(s)

is called the fuzzy sequential topology induced by the fs-interior

operator I and we denote it by δI(s).

Example 4.2.3 shows that, if an operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N

on a set X, satisfies (FSI1), (FSI2) and (FSI4) but does not

satisfy (FSI3), then δI(s) forms a fuzzy sequential topology on

X but
o

Af(s) may not be equal to I(Af(s)), where Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 4.2.3 Let X = {a}. Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be

an operator defined by I(Af(s)) = {An
f ∧ An+1

f }∞n=1 ∀Af(s) ∈

(IX)N. Then, I satisfies (FSI1), (FSI2) and (FSI4) and hence

(X, δI(s)) forms an FSTS. Further, I does not satisfy (FSI3)

and in (X, δI(s)), I(Bf(s)) 6=
0
Bf(s), where Bf(s) is an fs-set

with B1
f = p0.2

a , B2
f = p0.4

a , B3
f = p0.5

a , Bn
f = 0 ∀ n 6= 1, 2, 3.

Definition 4.2.2 Let I be an fs-interior operator on X. For n ∈

N, if nAX
1
f (s) denotes a fuzzy sequential set whose nth term is A

and others are 1, then an operator (I)n
f : I

X → IX defined by

(I)n
f(A) = nth term of I(nAX

1
f (s)),

is called the nth component of I.
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Theorem 4.2.3 If I be an fs-interior operator on X, then each

component (I)n
f is a fuzzy interior operator. Also (δI)n = δ(I)n

f
,

where (δI)n is the nth component fuzzy topology of fuzzy sequen-

tial topology δI(s) and δ(I)n
f

is the fuzzy topology induced by the

component (I)n
f of I.

Proof. :(I )n
f(1) = 1 by definition. Let A ∈ IX , then

I (nAX
1
f (s)) ≤ nAX

1
f (s) ⇒ (I )n

f(A) ≤ A.

Hence

(I )n
f((I )n

f(A)) ≤ (I )n
f(A).

Also,

I (I (nAX
1
f (s))) = I (nAX

1
f (s))

⇒ I (nAX
1
f (s)) ≤ I (n(I )n

f (A)X
1
f (s))

⇒ (I )n
f(A) ≤ (I )n

f((I )n
f(A))

Hence, (I )n
f((I )n

f(A)) = (I )n
f(A).

Again let A, B ∈ IX , then

I (nAX
1
f (s) ∧ nBX

1
f (s)) = I (nAX

1
f (s)) ∧ I (nAX

1
f (s))

⇒ I (n(A∧B)X
1
f (s)) = I (nAX

1
f (s)) ∧ I (nBX

1
f (s))

⇒ (I )n
f(A ∧B) = (I )n

f(A) ∧ (I )n
f(B)

Thus, (I )n
f is a fuzzy interior operator.
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For the next part, Let A∈ (δI )n. Let Bf(s) be an fs-open set

in (X, δI (s)) such that Bn
f = A. Now,

Bf(s) ≤ nAX
1
f (s)

⇒ I (Bf(s)) ≤ I (nAX
1
f (s))

⇒ Bf(s) ≤ I (nAX
1
f (s))

⇒ A ≤ (I )n
f(A)

⇒ (I )n
f(A) = A

⇒ A ∈ δ(I )n
f

Also, A ∈ δ(I )n
f

implies (I )n
f(A) = A. Let Bf(s) = I (nAX

1
f (s)),

then Bf(s) is an fs-open set in (X, (δI (s)) and its nth component

is A. Therefore A ∈ (δI )n. Hence the theorem.

Theorem 4.2.4 Let I be an fs-interior operator on a set X and

Y ⊆ X. If Char(Y ) denotes the characteristic function of Y ,

then IY : (IY )N → (IY )N defined by

IY (Bf(s)) = {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I(Bf(s)) ∀Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N,

is an fs-interior operator on Y and (IY )n
f(B) = Char(Y )∨(I)n

f(B)

for all B ∈ IY .
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Proof. Let Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N. Now

I Y (Bf(s))) = {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I (Bf(s))

= {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I ({Char(Y )}∞n=1) ∨ I (I (Bf(s)))

≤ {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I ({Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I (Bf(s)))

= I Y ({Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I (Bf(s)))

= I Y (I Y (Bf(s)))

All the other conditions being straightforward, we can conclude

that I Y is an fs-interior operator on X. Also,

(I Y )n
f(B) = nth component of I Y (nBX

1
f (s))

= nth component of {Char(Y )}∞n=1 ∨ I (nBX
1
f (s))

= Char(Y ) ∨ nth component of I (nBX
1
f (s))

= Char(Y ) ∨ (I )n
f(B).

Definition 4.2.3 A collection η(s) = {Ajf(s) ∈ (IX)N; j ∈ J}

is called an fs-interior system if
∨

j∈J, Ajf (s)≤Af (s)
Ajf(s) ∈ η(s) for

each Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Theorem 4.2.5 η(s) is an fs-interior system if and only if η(s)

is closed under arbitrary union.

Proof. Suppose η(s) is closed under arbitrary union. Let Af(s) ∈

(IX)N. Let {Ajf(s); j ∈ J} ⊆ η(s) such that Ajf(s) ≤ Af(s)
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∀j ∈ J . Then, ∨
j∈J

Ajf(s) ∈ η(s)

Conversely, suppose η(s) is an fs-interior system. Let {Ajf(s); j ∈

J} ⊆ η(s) and let Af(s) =
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s). Then,

Ajf(s) ≤ Af(s) ∀j ∈ J

⇒
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s) =
∨

j∈J, Ajf (s)≤Af (s)

Ajf(s) ∈ η(s)

Hence, η(s) is closed under arbitrary union.

Lemma 4.2.1 Let η(s) = {Ajf(s) ∈ (IX)N; j ∈ J} be an fs-

interior system containing X1
f (s). Then, an operator Iη(s) : (IX)N →

(IX)N defined by

Iη(s)(Af(s)) =
∨

j∈J, Ajf (s)≤Af (s)

Ajf(s) ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

and which commutes with finite intersection, is an fs-interior op-

erator on X. Moreover, for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, Af(s) ∈ η(s) if

and only if Af(s) = Iη(s)(Af(s)).

Proof. Proof of the first part is straightforward. Now, if Af(s) ∈

η(s), then Af(s) = Ajf(s) for some j ∈ J and

I η(s)(Af(s)) =
∨

i∈J, Aif (s)≤Af (s)

Aif(s) = Af(s)

Converse part follows from the definition of I η(s).
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Lemma 4.2.2 Let I be an fs-interior operator on X. Then,

ηI(s) = {Af(s) ∈ (IX)N; Af(s) = I(Af(s))} is an fs-interior

system.

Proof. Let Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N and {Ajf(s); j ∈ J} ⊆ ηI(s) such that

Ajf(s) ≤ Bf(s) for all j ∈ J . Let Df(s) =
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s). Then,

I (Ajf(s)) ≤ I (Df(s)) ∀j ∈ J

Therefore, ∨
j∈J

I (Ajf(s)) ≤ I (Df(s))

⇒ Df(s) =
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s) ≤ I (Df(s))

Thus, Df(s) = I (Df(s)) and so Df(s) ∈ ηI (s). Hence, ηI (s) is

an fs-interior system.

Note 4.2.1 The fs-interior operator Iη(s), defined in Lemma 4.2.1,

is called an fs-interior operator generated by the fs-interior system

η(s) and the fs-interior system ηI(s), defined in Lemma 4.2.2, is

called an fs-interior system generated by the fs-interior operator

I.

Theorem 4.2.6 Let I be an fs-interior operator and η(s) be an

fs-interior system on X containing X1
f (s), then ηI(s) and Iη(s)

are respectively fs-interior system and fs-interior operator on X.

Also, I = IηI(s) and η(s) = ηIη(s)
(s), that is, the mappings I →

IηI(s) and η(s) → ηIη(s)
(s) are mutually inverse.
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Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma

4.2.2. Let Af(s) ∈ (IX)N and let {Ajf(s); j ∈ J} ⊆ ηI (s) such

that Ajf(s) ≤ Af(s) ∀j ∈ J . Then,

I ηI (s)(Af(s)) =
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s).

Now,

Ajf(s) ≤ Af(s) ∀j ∈ J

⇒ I (Ajf(s)) ≤ I (Af(s)) ∀j ∈ J

⇒
∨
j∈J

I (Ajf(s)) ≤ I (Af(s))

⇒ I ηI (s)(Af(s)) =
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s) ≤ I(Af(s))

Again,

I (Af(s)) ≤ Af(s) and I (Af(s)) ∈ ηI (s)

⇒ I (Af(s)) ≤
∨
j∈J

Ajf(s) = I ηI (s)(Af(s)).

Hence I = I ηI(s).

Also,

Af(s) ∈ ηI η(s)
(s)

⇔ Af(s) = I η(s)(Af(s))

⇔ Af(s) ∈ η(s).

Thus η(s) = ηI η(s)
(s).

Definition 4.2.4 If I be an fs-interior operator on X, then the

collection {(Af(s))
c ∈ (IX)N; I(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms an fs-
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closure system on X and we call it to be an fs-closure system

generated by the fs-interior operator I.

Definition 4.2.5 If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then the

collection {(Af(s))
c ∈ (IX)N; Cl(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms an fs-

interior system on X and we call it to be an fs-interior system

generated by the fs-closure operator Cl.

Theorem 4.2.7 Let I be an fs-interior operator on X, then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) δI(s) = {Af(s) ∈ (IX)N; I(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms a fuzzy

sequential topology on X.

(ii) δI(s) = {Af(s) ∈ (IX)N; I(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms an fs-

interior system on X.

(iii) {Af(s); (Af(s))
c ∈ δI(s)} forms an fs-closure system on X.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 4.2.8 Let Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) δCl(s) = {(Af(s))
c ∈ (IX)N; Cl(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms a

fuzzy sequential topology on X.

(ii) δCl(s) = {(Af(s))
c ∈ (IX)N; Cl(Af(s)) = Af(s)} forms an

fs-interior system on X.

(iii) {Af(s); (Af(s))
c ∈ δCl(s)} forms an fs-closure system on X.

Proof. Proof is omitted.
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Theorem 4.2.9 If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then the

operator ICl : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

ICl(Af(s)) = X1
f (s)−Cl((Af(s))

c) ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

is an fs-interior operator on X. Again, if I be an fs-interior

operator on X, then the operator ClI : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

ClI(Af(s)) = X1
f (s)− I((Af(s))

c) ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

is an fs-closure operator on X.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

It follows from Theorem 4.2.9, that, given an fs-closure oper-

ator on a set, we can define an fs-interior operator and given an

fs-interior operator, we can define an fs-closure operator. In fact,

there is a one to one correspondence between the collections of all

fs-closure and fs-interior operators on a set (see Theorem 4.2.10).

We denote the collection of all fs-closure operators and the collec-

tion of all fs-interior operators on X by CX and IX respectively.

Theorem 4.2.10 For any set X, there exists a one to one cor-

respondence between CX and IX.

Proof. Define t : CX → IX by

t(Cl) = ICl ∀Cl ∈ CX .
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Then t is a well defined map. Now, for Cl 1,Cl 2 ∈ CX such that

t(Cl 1) = t(Cl 2), we have ICl1 = ICl2. Hence ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

ICl1((Af(s))
c) = ICl2((Af(s))

c)

X1
f (s)−Cl 1(Af(s)) = X1

f (s)−Cl 2(Af(s))

Cl 1(Af(s)) = Cl 2(Af(s))

Thus t is injective. Again for I ∈ IX , there is Cl I ∈ CX such

that ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

Cl I ((Af(s))
c) = X1

f (s)− I (Af(s))

Now, ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

ICl I ((Af(s)) = X1
f (s)−Cl I ((Af(s))

c)

= X1
f (s)− (X1

f (s)− I (Af(s)))

= I (Af(s))

Therefore, t is surjective and this completes the theorem.

If I is the t-image of Cl under the bijection t defined in Theorem

4.2.10, then I and Cl are called t-associated to each other.

Theorem 4.2.11 The fuzzy sequential topologies on a set X, in-

duced by Cl and ICl are identical and the fuzzy sequential topolo-

gies induced by I and ClI are identical.

Proof. Proof is omitted.
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If we define an fs-interior and an fs-closure operator, separately,

on a set, they will induce two fuzzy sequential topologies, which

may not be identical in general. In view of Theorem 4.2.10 and

Theorem 4.2.11, we give a necessary and sufficient condition that

the two fuzzy sequential topologies induced by an fs-interior op-

erator and an fs-closure operator on a set, are identical.

Theorem 4.2.12 If Cl ∈ CX and I ∈ IX, then δCl(s) and δI(s)

are identical if and only if Cl and I are t-associated to each other.

Proof. Suppose Cl and I are t-associated to each other. Then

t(Cl) = ICl = I . Now,

Af(s) ∈ δI (s)

⇔ I (Af(s)) = Af(s)

⇔ ICl(Af(s)) = Af(s)

⇔ X1
f (s)−Cl((Af(s))

c) = Af(s)

⇔ Cl((Af(s))
c) = (Af(s))

c

⇔ Af(s) ∈ δCl(s).

Thus, δI (s) and δCl(s) are identical.

Conversely, suppose δI(s) and δCl(s) are identical. Let Af(s) ∈

(IX)N. Then

(Cl((Af(s))
c))c ∈ δI (s)

⇒ I ((Cl((Af(s))
c))c) = X1

f (s)−Cl((Af(s))
c)
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Now,

(Af(s))
c ≤ Cl((Af(s))

c)

⇒ (Cl((Af(s))
c))c ≤ Af(s)

⇒ I ((Cl((Af(s))
c))c) ≤ I (Af(s))

⇒ X1
f (s)−Cl((Af(s))

c) ≤ I (Af(s)).

Again,

I (Af(s)) ∈ δCl(s)

⇒ Cl((I (Af(s)))
c) = (I (Af(s)))

c = X1
f (s)− I (Af(s)).

Also,

I (Af(s)) ≤ Af(s)

⇒ (Af(s))
c ≤ (I (Af(s)))

c

⇒ Cl((Af(s))
c) ≤ Cl((I (Af(s)))

c) = X1
f (s)− I (Af(s))

⇒ I (Af(s)) ≤ X1
f (s)−Cl((Af(s))

c).

Thus, I (Af(s)) = X1
f (s)−Cl((Af(s))

c) = ICl(Af(s)) ∀ Af(s) ∈

(IX)N. Hence I = ICl = t(Cl).

Theorem 4.2.13 If Cl ∈ CX, I ∈ IX, then the following condi-

tions are equivalent:

(i) I and Cl are t-associated to each other.

(ii) The fuzzy sequential topologies δI(s) and δCl(s) are identical.

(iii) fs-closure systems generated by Cl and I are identical.

(iv) fs-interior systems generated by Cl and I are identical.

Proof. Proof is omitted.
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Theorem 4.2.13 gives two more necessary and sufficient condi-

tions, ((iii) and (iv)), under which the fuzzy sequential topologies

induced by an fs-interior operator and an fs-closure operator on

a set X, are identical.

4.3 Composition of FS-closure and FS-interior

operators

In this section, we study the composition of FS-closure and that

of FS-interior operators.

Definition 4.3.1 If C1 and C2 be two fs-closure operators on X,

then the mapping C2 ◦C1 : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

(C2 ◦C1)(Af(s)) = C2(C1(Af(s))) ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

is called the composition of the fs-closure operators C1 and C2.

Theorem 4.3.1 Composition of fs-closure operators is associa-

tive.

Proof. Let C1, C2 and C3 be three fs-closure operators on X.

Then ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

((C1 ◦C2) ◦C3)(Af(s)) = (C1 ◦C2)(C3(Af(s)))

= C1(C2(C3(Af(s))))

= C1((C2 ◦C3)(Af(s)))

= (C1 ◦ (C2 ◦C3))(Af(s))

Hence (C1 ◦C2) ◦C3 = C1 ◦ (C2 ◦C3).
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Composition of two fs-closure operators may not be commuta-

tive, as shown by Example 4.3.1.

Example 4.3.1 Let C1 be an fs-closure operator on X, de-

fined by C1(Af(s)) = Af(s) ∨ Df(s) whenever Af(s) 6= X0
f (s)

and C1(X
0
f (s)) = X0

f (s), where Df(s) is a fixed fuzzy sequen-

tial set in X. Also, let C2 be an fs-closure operator on X, de-

fined by C2(Af(s)) = {An
f ∨ An+1

f }∞n=1 ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N. Then

C2 ◦C1 6= C1 ◦C2.

Theorem 4.3.2 If C1 and C2 be two fs-closure operators on X,

then

(i) (C2 ◦C1)(X
0
f (s)) = X0

f (s)

(ii) Af(s) ≤ (C2 ◦C1)(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

(iii) (C2◦C1)(Af(s)∨Bf(s)) = (C2◦C1)(Af(s))∨(C2◦C1)(Bf(s))

for all Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

For two fs-closure operators C1 and C2 on X, C2 ◦C1 may not

be idempotent, as shown by Example 4.3.2.

Example 4.3.2 Consider the fs-closure operator C1 on X, de-

fined by C1(Af(s)) = Af(s) ∨ Df(s) whenever Af(s) 6= X0
f (s)

and C1(X
0
f (s)) = X0

f (s), where Df(s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential

set in X. Also, consider the fs-closure operator C2 on X, de-

fined by C2(Af(s)) = {An
f ∨ An+1

f }∞n=1 ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N. Then

(C2 ◦C1) ◦ (C2 ◦C1) 6= (C2 ◦C1).
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Theorem 4.3.3 Let C1 and C2 be two fs-closure operators on X.

Under commutative composition, C2◦C1 is an fs-closure operator

on X.

Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4.3.2, we need only to show that

C 2 ◦C 1 is idempotent. Let Af(s) ∈ (IX)N. Then,

(C 2 ◦C 1)((C 2 ◦C 1)(Af(s))) = (C 2 ◦C 1)(C 2(C 1(Af(s))))

= C 2(C 1(C 2(C 1(Af(s)))))

= C 2(C 2(C 1(C 1(Af(s)))))

= C 2(C 1(Af(s)))

= (C 2 ◦C 1)(Af(s))

Hence the theorem.

Theorem 4.3.4 Let C1 and C2 be two fs-closure operators on

X. Under commutative composition, δC2◦C1
(s) = δC2

(s) ∩ δC1
(s),

where δC2◦C1
(s), δC2

(s) and δC1
(s) respectively denote the fuzzy

sequential topologies on X, induced by C2 ◦C1, C2 and C1.

Proof. Let Af(s) ∈ δC 2◦C 1
(s), then

(C 2 ◦C 1)((Af(s))
c) = (Af(s))

c
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Now,

C 1((Af(s))
c) = C 1((C 2 ◦C 1)((Af(s))

c))

= C 1((C 1 ◦C 2)((Af(s))
c))

= C 1(C 1(C 2((Af(s))
c)))

= C 1(C 2((Af(s))
c))

= (C 1 ◦C 2)((Af(s))
c)

= (Af(s))
c.

Similarly, C 2((Af(s))
c) = (Af(s))

c. Hence Af(s) ∈ δC 2
(s) ∩

δC 1
(s).

Again, let Af(s) ∈ δC 2
(s) ∩ δC 1

(s), then

C 1((Af(s))
c) = (Af(s))

c and C 2((Af(s))
c) = (Af(s))

c

Now,

(C 2 ◦C 1)((Af(s))
c) = C 2(C 1((Af(s))

c))

= C 2((Af(s))
c)

= (Af(s))
c

Thus, Af(s) ∈ δC 2◦C 1
(s) and hence the theorem.

Theorem 4.3.5 Under commutative composition, (CX , ◦) forms

a semigroup with identity.

Proof. Proof is omitted.
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Definition 4.3.2 If I1 and I2 be two fs-interior operators on X,

then the mapping I2 ◦ I1 : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

(I2 ◦ I1)(Af(s)) = I2(I1(Af(s))) ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

is called the composition of the fs-interior operators I1 and I2.

Theorem 4.3.6 Composition of fs-interior operators is associa-

tive.

Proof. Let I1, I2 and I3 be three fs-interior operators on X.

Then ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N

((I1 ◦ I2) ◦ I3)(Af(s)) = (I1 ◦ I2)(I3(Af(s)))

= I1(I2(I3(Af(s))))

= (I1 ◦ (I2 ◦ I3))(Af(s))

Hence (I1 ◦ I2) ◦ I3 = I1 ◦ (I2 ◦ I3).

Composition of two fs-interior operators may not be commuta-

tive, as shown by Example 4.3.3.

Example 4.3.3 Consider the fs-interior operator I1 on X, de-

fined by I1(Af(s)) = Af(s) ∧ Df(s) whenever Af(s) 6= X1
f (s)

and I1(X
1
f (s)) = X1

f (s), where Df(s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential

set in X. Also, consider the fs-interior operator I2 on X, de-

fined by I2(Af(s)) = {An
f ∧ An+1

f }∞n=1 ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N. Then

I2 ◦ I1 6= I1 ◦ I2.
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Theorem 4.3.7 If I1 and I2 be two fs-interior operators on X,

then

(i) (I2 ◦ I1)(X
1
f (s)) = X1

f (s)

(ii) (I2 ◦ I1)(Af(s)) ≤ Af(s) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

(iii) (I2 ◦ I1)(Af(s) ∧Bf(s)) = (I2 ◦ I1)(Af(s)) ∧ (I2 ◦ I1)(Bf(s))

for all Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

For two fs-interior operators I1 and I2 on X, I2 ◦ I1 may not

be idempotent, as shown by Example 4.3.4.

Example 4.3.4 Consider the fs-interior operator I1 on X, de-

fined by I1(Af(s)) = Af(s) ∧Df(s) whenever Af(s) 6= X1
f (s) and

I1(X
1
f (s)) = X1

f (s), where Df(s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential set in

X. Also, consider the fs-interior operator I2 : (IX)N → (IX)N on

X, defined by I2(Af(s)) = {An
f ∧An+1

f }∞n=1 ∀Af(s) ∈ (IX)N. Then

(I2 ◦ I1) ◦ (I2 ◦ I1) 6= (I2 ◦ I1).

Theorem 4.3.8 Let I1 and I2 be two fs-interior operators on X.

If the composition is commutative, then I2◦I1 forms an fs-interior

operator on X.
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Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4.3.7, we need only to show that,

I 2 ◦ I 1 is idempotent. Let Af(s) ∈ (IX)N. Then,

(I 2 ◦ I 1)((I 2 ◦ I 1)(Af(s))) = (I 2 ◦ I 1)(I 2(I 1(Af(s))))

= I 2(I 1(I 2(I 1(Af(s)))))

= I 2(I 2(I 1(I 1(Af(s)))))

= I 2(I 1(Af(s)))

= (I 2 ◦ I 1)(Af(s))

Hence the theorem.

Theorem 4.3.9 Let I1 and I2 be two fs-interior operators on X.

Under commutative composition, δI2◦I1
(s) = δI2

(s)∩ δI1
(s), where

δI2◦I1
(s), δI2

(s) and δI1
(s) respectively denote the fuzzy sequential

topologies on X, induced by I2 ◦ I1, I2 and I1.

Proof. Let Af(s) ∈ δI 2◦I 1
(s), then

(I 2 ◦ I 1)(Af(s)) = Af(s)

Now,

I 1(Af(s)) = I 1((I 2 ◦ I 1)(Af(s)))

= I 1((I 1 ◦ I 2)(Af(s)))

= I 1(I 1(I 2(Af(s))))

= I 1(I 2(Af(s)))

= (I 1 ◦ I 2)(Af(s))

= Af(s).
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Similarly, I 2(Af(s)) = Af(s). Hence Af(s) ∈ δI 2
(s) ∩ δI 1

(s).

Again, let Af(s) ∈ δI 2
(s) ∩ δI 1

(s), then

I 1(Af(s)) = Af(s) and I 2(Af(s)) = Af(s)

Now,

(I 2 ◦ I 1)(Af(s)) = I 2(I 1(Af(s)))

= I 2(Af(s))

= Af(s)

Thus, Af(s) ∈ δI 2◦I 1
(s) and hence the theorem.

Theorem 4.3.10 Under commutative composition, (IX , ◦) forms

a semigroup with identity.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 4.3.11 If IX and CX are equipped with commutative

composition, then there exists a semigroup isomorphism between

them.

Proof. Define t : CX → IX by

t(Cl) = ICl ∀Cl ∈ CX .

From Theorem 4.2.10, t is a bijection. Also for C 1, C 2 ∈ CX and

Af(s) ∈ (IX)N,

(IC 1
◦ IC 2

)(Af(s)) = IC 1
(X1

f (s)−C 2((Af(s))
c))

= X1
f (s)−C 1(C 2((Af(s))

c))

= X1
f (s)− (C 1 ◦C 2)((Af(s))

c)

= IC 1◦C 2
(Af(s)).
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Therefore,

t(C 1 ◦C 2) = IC 1◦C 2

= IC 1
◦ IC 2

= t(C 1) ◦ t(C 2)

Hence t is an isomorphism.

4.4 Relative FS-closure Operators and

FS-connectors

Relative fs-closure operators and FS-connectors connecting two

fuzzy topologies on a set, have been studied in this section.

Definition 4.4.1 Let Af(s) be an fs-set in X and Cl be an fs-

closure operator on X. A function (Cl)n
Af (s) : IX → IX defined

by

(Cl)n
Af (s)(B) = nth term of Cl(nBAf(s)),

where nBAf(s) is the fs-set in X obtained from Af(s) by replacing

nth term of it by B, is called the nth relative fs-closure operator

of Cl with respect to Af(s).

If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then it is obvious that

(Cl)n
X0

f (s) = (Cl)n
f and consequently δ(Cl)n

X0
f
(s)

= δ(Cl)n
f
, where

δ(Cl)n
X0

f
(s)

and δ(Cl)n
f

are the fuzzy topologies induced by (Cl)n
X0

f (s)

and (Cl)n
f respectively.
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Theorem 4.4.1 If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X and (Cl)n
Af (s)

be the nth relative fs-closure operator of Cl, with respect to an fs-

set Af(s). Then, (Cl)n
Af (s) satisfies

(i) B ≤ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B) for all B ∈ IX

(ii) (Cl)n
Af (s)((Cl)n

Af (s)(B)) = (Cl)n
Af (s)(B) for all B ∈ IX

(iii) (Cl)n
Af (s)(B1∨B2) = (Cl)n

Af (s)(B1)∨ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B2) for all B1,

B2 ∈ IX.

Proof. (i) For B ∈ IX ,

nBAf(s) ≤ Cl(nBAf(s)) ⇒ B ≤ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B).

(ii) For B ∈ IX ,

B ≤ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B) ⇒ nBAf(s) ≤ n(Cl)n

Af (s)(B)Af(s)

⇒ Cl(nBAf(s)) ≤ Cl(n(Cl)n
Af (s)(B)Af(s))

⇒ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B) ≤ (Cl)n

Af (s)((Cl)n
Af (s)(B)).

Also,

Cl(Cl(nBAf(s))) = Cl(nBAf(s))

⇒ Cl(n(Cl)n
Af (s)(B)Af(s)) ≤ Cl(nBAf(s))

⇒ (Cl)n
Af (s)((Cl)n

Af (s)(B)) ≤ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B).

Thus, (Cl)n
Af (s)(B) = (Cl)n

Af (s)((Cl)n
Af (s)(B))

(iii) Let B1, B2 ∈ IX . Then,

Cl(nB1
Af(s) ∨ nB2

Af(s)) = Cl(nB1
Af(s)) ∨Cl(nB2

Af(s))

⇒ Cl(n(B1∨B2)Af(s)) = Cl(nB1
Af(s)) ∨Cl(nB2

Af(s))

⇒ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B1 ∨B2) = (Cl)n

Af (s)(B1) ∨ (Cl)n
Af (s)(B2).
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The nth relative fs-closure operator (Cl)n
Af (s) of an fs-closure

operator Cl , with respect to an fs-set Af(s), may not satisfy

(Cl)n
Af (s)(0) = 0, as shown by Example 4.4.1. Hence (Cl)n

Af (s)

may not be a fuzzy operator.

Example 4.4.1 Define a function Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N by

Cl(Bf(s)) = X1
f (s) if Bf(s) 6= X0

f (s),

= X0
f (s) if Bf(s) = X0

f (s).

Then for any fs-set Af(s) 6= X0
f (s) in X, (Cl)n

Af (s)(0) = 1 for all

n ∈ N.

Theorem 4.4.2 Let (Cl)n
Af (s) be the nth relative fs-closure oper-

ator of an fs-closure operator Cl on X, with respect to an fs-

set Af(s). Then, δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

= {1} ∪ {B ∈ IX ; (Cl)n
Af (s)(B

c) =

Bc} forms a fuzzy topology on X. Further, the closure in the

fuzzy topological space (X, δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

) and (Cl)n
Af (s) are identical on

IX − {0}.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Definition 4.4.2 The fuzzy topology δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

= {1} ∪ {B ∈ IX ;

(Cl)n
Af (s)(B

c) = Bc}, induced by the nth relative fs-closure oper-
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ator (Cl)n
Af (s), is called the nth relative fuzzy topology induced by

the fs-closure operator Cl, with respect to the fs-set Af(s).

Theorem 4.4.3 Let Af(s) be an fs-set in a set X and Cl be an

fs-closure operator on X. Let (Cl)n
f be the nth component of Cl,

n ∈ N . Then,

(1) Cl(Af(s)) ≥ {(Cl)n
f(A

n
f)} and the equality holds if Af(s) is a

closed fs-set in (X, δCl(s)).

(2) If Cl(Af(s)) = {(Cl)n
f(A

n
f)} and An is closed in (X, δ(Cl)n

f
) for

each n ∈ N, then Af(s) is closed in (X, δCl(s)).

(3) Cl(Af(s)) = {(Cl)n
Af (s)(A

n
f)}.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), if Af(s) is closed, then An
f is closed in

(X, δn) for each n ∈ N but the converse is not true by virtue of

Example 2.1.1. Corollary 4.4.1 provides a pair of if and only if

conditions for an fs-set Af(s), to be closed in an FSTS.

Corollary 4.4.1 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), an fs-set Af(s) is closed:

(1) if and only if Af(s) = {Bn
f } and An

f is closed in (X, δn) for

each n ∈ N, where Bn
f = nth component of nAn

f
X0

f (s).

(2) if and only if An
f is closed in (X, δRn

Af (s)
) for each n ∈ N, where

Rn
Af (s) is the nth relative fs-closure operator of the closure operator

in (X, δ(s)), with respect to Af(s).

Theorem 4.4.4 If {Aλf(s); λ ∈ Λ} be a chain of fs-sets in
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((IX)N, ≤), then {δ(Cl)n
Aλf (s)

; λ ∈ Λ} is a chain of fuzzy topologies

on X for each n ∈ N, where Cl is an fs-closure operator on X.

Proof. Let Aλf(s) ≤ Aµf(s), λ, µ∈ Λ. It suffices to show that

δ(Cl)n
Aµf (s)

⊆ δ(Cl)n
Aλf (s)

. Let B ∈ δ(Cl)n
Aµf (s)

. Then

(Cl)n
Aµf (s)(1−B) = 1−B

⇒ nth term of Cl(n(1−B)Aµf(s)) = 1−B

⇒ nth term of Cl(n(1−B)Aλf(s)) ≤ 1−B

⇒ (Cl)n
Aλf (s)(1−B) ≤ 1−B.

Hence B ∈ δ(Cl)n
Aλf (s)

.

Definition 4.4.3 Each member of δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

, except possibly 1, is

contained in 1 − (Cl)n
Af (s)(0) and hence δ(Cl)n

Af (s)
is called (1 −

(Cl)n
Af (s)(0))-cut of δ(Cl)n

f
.

Theorem 4.4.5 Let {Cn} be a sequence of fuzzy closure opera-

tors on X. Then the operator C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

C(Af(s)) = {Cn(A
n
f)} for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, is an fs-closure

operator on X.

Proof. The proof is omitted.

Definition 4.4.4 The operator C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

C(Af(s)) = {Cn(A
n
f)} for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N, is called an fs-

closure operator induced by a sequence {Cn} of fuzzy closure op-

erators on X.
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Definition 4.4.5 Let δ and δ′ be two fuzzy topologies on a set X.

A subset Kf of δ′δ is called an fs-connector of δ to δ′ if it satisfies

the following conditions:

(1) Aλ ∈ δ and fλ ∈ Kf , λ ∈ Λ ⇒ there exist f ∈ Kf so that

f( ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλ) = ∨
λ∈Λ

fλ(Aλ),

(2) Ai ∈ δ and fi ∈ Kf , i = 1, 2, ..., n ⇒ there exist f ∈ Kf so

that f(
n
∧
i=1
Ai) =

n
∧
i=1
fi(Ai) and

(3) δ′ = ∨
f∈Kf

f(δ).

Example 4.4.2 Let δ and δ′ be two fuzzy topologies on a set X.

A function f : δ → δ′ defined by f(A) = O for all A ∈ δ, where O

is a fixed member of δ′, is called a constant function from δ into

δ′. Now, let Kf be the collection of all such constant functions

from δ into δ′. If Aλ ∈ δ and fλ ∈ Kf , λ ∈ Λ, then fλ(Aλ) ∈ δ′

for all λ ∈ Λ ⇒ ∨
λ∈Λ

fλ(Aλ) ∈ δ′. Consider the function f ∈ Kf

which maps each element of δ to ∨
λ∈Λ

fλ(Aλ). Since ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλ ∈ δ,

we have f( ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλ) = ∨
λ∈Λ

fλ(Aλ). Again, if Ai ∈ δ and fi ∈ Kf

(i = 1, 2, ..., n), then f ∈ Kf defined by f(A) =
n
∧
i=1
fi(Ai) for

all A ∈ δ, is the desired function to satisfy the second condition

to be an fs-connector. Also for each O ∈ δ′, define a function

fO : δ → δ′ by fO(A) = O for all A ∈ δ. Then Kf = {fO : δ → δ′,

O ∈ δ′} and fO(δ) = {O} ⇒ ∨
O∈δ′

fO(δ) = δ′ ⇒ ∨
f∈Kf

f(δ) = δ′.

Thus, Kf is an fs-connector from δ to δ′.

Definition 4.4.6 Let δ and δ′ be two fuzzy topologies on a set X.

Then the collection of all constant functions from δ into δ′, forms
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an fs-connector of δ to δ′ and is called the discrete fs-connector

of δ to δ′.

If {δn} be a sequence of fuzzy topologies on a set X, then any

sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors such that Kn connects δn to δn+1

for all n ∈ N, provides a unique fuzzy sequential topology on X

(See Theorem 4.4.6), which is denoted by δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >

such that the nth components (δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >)n = δn for all

n ∈ N and it is called the fuzzy sequential topology generated by

{δn} and {Kn}. Further, if each Kn is the discrete fs-connector

of δn to δn+1, then the fuzzy sequential topology is said to be

generated by {δn} and is denoted by δ(s) < {δn} >.

Theorem 4.4.6 Let {δn} be a sequence of fuzzy topologies on a

set X. Then, for any sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors, such that

Kn connects δn to δn+1 for all n ∈ N, there is a unique fuzzy

sequential topology δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} > on X such that (δ(s) <

{δn}, {Kn} >)n = δn, n ∈ N. Also, for any FSTS (X,δ(s)), there

is a sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors, such that Kn connects δn to

δn+1 and δ(s) = δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >.

Proof. Let K =
∞∏

n=1
Kn, g = {gn} ∈ K and A ∈ δ1. Define

H1 = A andHn = gn−1gn−2.....g2g1A, n > 1. LetHg
A(s) = {Hn} ∈

(IX)N and consider δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >= {X1
f (s), X

0
f (s)} ∪

{Hg
A(s); g ∈ K and A ∈ δ1}. Consider

Hλ(s) = Hgλ

Aλ
(s) ∈ δ(s), λ ∈ Λ,
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where Λ is an index set and

A = ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλ ∈ δ1.

For gλ1 ∈ K1 and A ∈ δ1, there exists g1 ∈ K1 such that

g1A = ∨
λ∈Λ

gλ1Aλ, where gλn ∈ Kn

and for gn−1gn−2......g2g1A ∈ δn, there exists gn ∈ Kn such that

gngn−1......g2g1A = ∨
λ∈Λ

gλngλ(n−1)....gλ2gλ1Aλ.

Obviously,

∨
λ∈Λ

Hλ(s) = ∨
λ∈Λ

Hgλ

Aλ
(s) = Hg

A(s) ∈ δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >,

where g = gn. Arguing in the same way, it can be shown that

δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} > is closed under finite intersection. Therefore,

(X, δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >) is a fuzzy sequential topological space.

The third condition to be an fs-connector ensures that (δ(s) <

{δn}, {Kn} >)n = δn for all n ∈ N. For the next part, for each

n ∈ N, define a relation Rn,n+1 on δ(s) by

Af(s)R
n,n+1Bf(s) if and only if An

f = Bn
f .

Then, Rn,n+1 defines a partition of δ(s), say

{Cls(Af(s)); Af(s) ∈ δn,n+1(s) ⊆ δ(s)},

where δn,n+1(s) is a family of fs-open sets taking exactly one from

each class of the partition of δ(s) by Rn,n+1 and Cls(Af(s)) rep-

resents the class of Af(s). Let
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Kn,n+1 =
∏

Af (s)∈δn,n+1(s)
Cls(Af(s))

Then, each t ∈ Kn,n+1 defines a function gt : δn → δn+1 and

Kn = {gt; t ∈ Kn,n+1} is an fs-connector connecting δn to δn+1

and properties of fs-connectors ensures that δ(s) = δ(s) < {δn},

{Kn} >.

Corollary 4.4.2 If Cl be an fs-closure operator on X, then for

any sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors such that Kn connects δ(Cl)n
f

to δ(Cl)n+1
f

for all n ∈ N, there is a unique fuzzy sequential topology

δ(s) < {δ(Cl)n
f
}, {Kn} > on X, such that (δ(s) < {δ(Cl)n

f
}, {Kn} >

)n = δ(Cl)n
f

and the components of the closure operator on (X,

δ(s) < {δ(Cl)n
f
}, {Kn} >) are (Cl)n

f , n ∈ N. Also, for any FSTS

(X,δ(s)), there is a sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors, such that Kn

connects δ(Cl)n
f

to δ(Cl)n+1
f

and δ(s) = δ(s) < {δ(Cl)n
f
}, {Kn} >.

Corollary 4.4.3 If I be an fs-interior operator on X, then for

any sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors, such that Kn connects δ(I)n
f

to δ(I)n+1
f

for all n ∈ N, there is a unique fuzzy sequential topology

δ(s) < {δ(I)n
f
}, {Kn} > on X, such that (δ(s) < {δ(I)n

f
}, {Kn} >

)n = δ(I)n
f

and the components of the interior operator on (X,

δ(s) < {δ(I)n
f
}, {Kn} >) are (I)n

f , n ∈ N. Also, for any FSTS

(X,δ(s)), there is a sequence {Kn} of fs-connectors, such that Kn

connects δ(I)n
f

to δ(I)n+1
f

and δ(s) = δ(s) < {δ(I)n
f
}, {Kn} >.

Corollary 4.4.4 If {δn} be a sequence of fuzzy topologies on a

set X such that δn = δ for all n ∈ N, then δ(s) < {δn} >= δN.
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Corollary 4.4.5 If {Cn} be a sequence of fuzzy closure operators

on a set X and C be an fs-closure operator induced by {Cn},

then δC(s) = δ(s) < {δn} >, where δn is the fuzzy topology on X

induced by Cn, n ∈ N.

——————————



CHAPTER

5

Compactness

Following the introduction of fuzzy sets by L. A. Zadeh [42], sev-

eral authors studied various notions of fuzzy topological spaces.

Among them, one of the most studied topics is compactness.

Fuzzy compact spaces were first studied by C. L. Chang [7] in

1968 and then different kinds of fuzzy compactness were studied

by various authors like J.A. Goguen [14], R. Lowen [21, 22], T.E.

Gantner, R.C. Steinlage and R.H. Warren [12], Wang Guojun

[15], Gunther Jager [18] etc. and they were compared in detail

by R. Lowen [23].

Here we present a development of fuzzy sequential topology,

which includes the introduction and study of the concepts of con-

tinuous functions and compact spaces. Section 5.1 deals with the

97
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study of continuous functions, where both nbds and Q-nbds have

been used to characterize it and Section 5.2 deals with the no-

tion of compactness, where two types of compactness have been

discussed.

5.1 FS-continuity

Let g : X → Y be a map. For Af(s) ∈ (IX)N and Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N,

g(Af(s)) is an fs-set in Y defined by

g(Af(s))(y) = { sup
x∈g−1(y)

An
f(x)}∞n=1 if g−1(y) 6= φ,

= X0
f (s)(y) if g−1(y) = φ,

where y ∈ Y and g−1(Bf(s)) is an fs-set in X defined by

g−1(Bf(s))(x) = Bf(s)(g(x)) ∀x ∈ X.

If Af(s), Bf(s) ∈ (IX)N and Cf(s), Df(s) ∈ (IY )N, then it is seen

that,

(i) g(Af(s)) = {g(An
f)}∞n=1.

(ii) g−1(Cf(s)) = {g−1(Cn
f )}∞n=1.

(iii) Af(s)qwBf(s) if and only if g(Af(s))qwg(Bf(s)).

(iv) Cf(s)qwDf(s) at some point y ∈ Y such that g−1(y) 6= φ if

and only if g−1(Cf(s))qwg
−1(Df(s)).

Theorem 5.1.1 Let g : X → Y be a map. For Af(s), Bf(s) ∈

(IX)N and Cf(s), Df(s) ∈ (IY )N,

(i) g−1((Cf(s))
c) = (g−1(Cf(s)))

c.
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(ii) (g(Af(s)))
c(y) ≤ g((Af(s))

c)(y) ∀y ∈ Y such that g−1(y) 6= φ

and (g(Af(s)))
c = g((Af(s))

c) if g is bijective.

(iii) Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ⇒ g(Af(s)) ≤ g(Bf(s)).

(iv) Cf(s) ≤ Df(s) ⇒ g−1(Cf(s)) ≤ g−1(Df(s)).

(v) g(g−1(Cf(s))) ≤ Cf(s) and the equality holds if g is onto.

(vi) Af(s) ≤ g−1(g(Af(s))) and the equality holds if g is one-one.

(vii) If h : Y → Z be another map. Then, (h ◦ g)−1(Gf(s)) =

g−1(h−1(Gf(s))) for any fs-set Gf(s) in Z, where h ◦ g is the

composition of h and g.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Definition 5.1.1 A map g from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to an FSTS

(Y, η(s)) is called fs-continuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is an fs-open set in

(X, δ(s)) for every fs-open set Bf(s) in (Y, η(s)).

Definition 5.1.2 Fuzzy sequential sets X l
f(s) (l ∈ I), in a set

X, are called constant fs-sets.

Definition 5.1.3 An fs-set is called a component constant fs-set

if its each component is a constant fuzzy set.

Clearly, each constant fs-set is component constant.

Remark 5.1.1 A constant function from an FSTS to another

FSTS, may not be fs-continuous, as shown by Example 5.1.1.
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Example 5.1.1 Let (X, δ(s)) and (Y, γ(s)) be two fuzzy sequen-

tial topological spaces, where X be any set, δ(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s)},

Y = [0, 1], γ(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s), {id[0,1]}∞n=1}. Define g : X → Y

by

g(x) =
1

2
for all x ∈ X.

Here, g is a constant function but not fs-continuous.

Theorem 5.1.2 If every constant function from an FSTS (X,

δ(s)) to any other FSTS is fs-continuous, then δ(s) must contain

all the constant fs-sets.

Proof. Proof is simple and hence omitted.

Remark 5.1.2 Unlike in case of fuzzy topological spaces, the con-

verse of Theorem 5.1.2 may not true, as shown by Example 5.1.2.

Example 5.1.2 Let (X, δ(s)) and (Y, γ(s)) be two fuzzy sequen-

tial topological spaces, where X be any set, δ(s) = {Xr
f(s); r ∈

[0, 1]}, Y = [0, 1], γ(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s), Gf(s)} with Gn

f = 1
3 for

n odd and Gn
f = 1

4 for n even. Define g : X → Y by

g(x) =
1

2
for all x ∈ X.

Though δ(s) contains all the constant fs-sets, the constant func-

tion g is not fs-continuous.

Theorem 5.1.3 Every constant function from an FSTS (X, δ(s))

to any other FSTS is fs-continuous if and only if δ(s) contains

all the component constant fs-sets.
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Proof. Proof is discarded.

Theorem 5.1.4 If g : X → Y and h : Y → Z be fs-continuous

functions, then h ◦ g is an fs-continuous function from X to Z.

Proof. The proof is straightforward.

Theorem 5.1.5 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a map. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) g is fs-continuous.

(ii) For each fs-set Af(s) in X, g(Af(s)) ≤ g(Af(s)).

(iii) The inverse image of every fs-closed set under g is fs-closed.

(iv) For each fs-set Af(s) in X, the g inverse of every nbd of

g(Af(s)) is a nbd of Af(s).

(v) For each fs-set Af(s) in X and each nbd Vf(s) of g(Af(s)),

there exists a nbd Wf(s) of Af(s) such that g(Wf(s)) ≤ Vf(s).

(vi) For each fs-set Af(s) in X, the g inverse of every weak Q-nbd

of g(Af(s)) is a weak Q-nbd of Af(s).

(vii) g−1(Af(s)) ≤ g−1(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let Af(s) be an fs-set in X and Pf(s) ∈ Af(s)

be a fuzzy sequential point. So g(Pf(s)) ∈ g(Af(s)). Let Vf(s) be

a weak Q-nbd of g(Pf(s)). So g−1(Vf(s)) is a weak Q-nbd of Pf(s)

and hence g−1(Vf(s))qwAf(s). This implies, Vf(s)qwg(Af(s)) and

the result follows.

(ii) ⇒ (iii) Let Bf(s) be an fs-closed set in Y and let Af(s) =

g−1(Bf(s)). Consider a fuzzy sequential point Pf(s) ∈ Af(s).
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Then, g(Pf(s)) ∈ g(Af(s)) ≤ g(Af(s)) ≤ Bf(s) = Bf(s) so that

Pf(s) ∈ g−1(Bf(s)). Hence the result.

(iii) ⇒ (i) is straightforward.

(i) ⇒ (iv) Let Vf(s) be a nbd of g(Af(s)). So there exists an

fs-open set Wf(s) in (Y, η(s)) such that

g(Af(s)) ≤ Wf(s) ≤ Vf(s).

Then, g−1(Wf(s)) is an fs-open set in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af(s) ≤ g−1(Wf(s)) ≤ g−1(Vf(s)).

Hence, g−1(Vf(s)) is a nbd of Af(s).

(iv) ⇒ (i) Let Bf(s) be an fs-open set in Y and let a fuzzy

sequential point Pf(s) ∈ g−1(Bf(s)). Then g(Pf(s)) ∈ Bf(s). By

(iv), g−1(Bf(s)) is a nbd of Pf(s) and thus there exists an fs-open

set Of(s) in X such that Pf(s) ∈ Of(s) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)). Hence the

result.

(iv) ⇒ (v) and (v) ⇒ (iv) are easy to check.

(i) ⇒ (vi) Let Vf(s) be a weak Q-nbd of g(Af(s)). So there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) in (Y, η(s)) such that

g(Af(s))qwOf(s) ≤ Vf(s).

Then, g−1(Of(s)) is an fs-open set in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af(s)qwg
−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Vf(s)).

Hence, g−1(Vf(s)) is a weak Q-nbd of Af(s).

(vi) ⇒ (ii), (i) ⇒ (vii) and (vii) ⇒ (iii) are straightforward.
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Definition 5.1.4 A mapping g from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to an

FSTS (Y, η(s)), is called an fs-open map if the image of an fs-

open set in (X, δ(s)) is an fs-open set in (Y, η(s)).

Definition 5.1.5 A mappping g from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to an

FSTS (Y, η(s)), is called an fs-closed map if the image of an fs-

closed set in (X, δ(s)) is an fs-closed set in (Y, η(s)).

Definition 5.1.6 A map g from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to an FSTS

(Y, η(s)), is called an fs-homeomorphism if g is bijective, g and

g−1 are both fs-continuous. Further, two fuzzy sequential topo-

logical spaces are said to be fs-homeomorphic if there exists an

fs-homeomorphism between them.

Theorem 5.1.6 A bijective map g from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to an

FSTS (Y, η(s)) is fs-open if and only if it is fs-closed.

Proof. Proof is obvious.

Theorem 5.1.7 (i) Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-closed

map. Given any Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N and any fs-open set Uf(s) in

(X, δ(s)) containing g−1(Bf(s)), there exists an fs-open set Vf(s)

in (Y, η(s)) containing Bf(s) such that g−1(Vf(s)) ≤ Uf(s).

(ii) Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-open map. Given any

Bf(s) ∈ (IY )N and any fs-closed set Uf(s) in (X, δ(s)) containing

g−1(Bf(s)), there exists an fs-closed set Vf(s) in (Y, η(s)) con-

taining Bf(s) such that g−1(Vf(s)) ≤ Uf(s).
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Proof. In both (i) and (ii), if we take Vf(s) = Y 1
f (s)−g(X1

f (s)−

Uf(s)), we are done.

Now, we characterize fs-open maps, fs-closed maps and fs-

homeomorphisms, stating some theorems (Theorem 5.1.8 to The-

orem 5.1.12), without proofs as the proofs are simple and straight-

forward.

Theorem 5.1.8 Let g be a function from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to

an FSTS (Y, η(s)), then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) g is fs-open.

(ii) g((Af(s))
◦) ≤ (g(Af(s)))

◦ for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

(iii) For each fs-set Af(s) in X, the g image of every nbd of Af(s)

is a nbd of g(Af(s)) .

Theorem 5.1.9 Let g be a function from an FSTS (X, δ(s)) to

an FSTS (Y, η(s)), then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) g is fs-closed.

(ii) g(Af(s)) ≤ g(Af(s)) for all Af(s) ∈ (IX)N.

Theorem 5.1.10 If g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a bijective map,

then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) g is an fs-homeomorphism.

(ii) g is fs-continuous and fs-open.

(iii) g is fs-continuous and fs-closed

(iv) For each fs-set Af(s) in X, g(Af(s)) = g(Af(s)).
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Theorem 5.1.11 Two fuzzy topological spaces (X, δ) and (Y, η)

are homeomorphic to each other if and only if (X, δN) and (Y, ηN)

are fs-homeomorphic.

Theorem 5.1.12 If an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-homeomorphic to

an FSTS (Y, η(s)), then the component fuzzy topologies of (X, δ(s))

are homeomorphic to the corresponding component fuzzy topolo-

gies of (Y, η(s)).

Converse of Theorem 5.1.12 may not be true, which is shown by

Example 5.2.1 in our next section.

Theorem 5.1.13 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-closed

bijection. If (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff, so is (Y, η(s)).

Proof. Let Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r) and Qf(s) = (pN

fy, t) be any two

distinct fs-points in Y , none of which is completely contained in

the other. Then, g−1(Pf(s)) = P ′
f(s) (say) and g−1(Qf(s)) =

Q′
f(s) (say) are distinct fs-points in X, with the respective bases

M and N and none of which is completely contained in the other

and thus there exist Uf(s), Vf(s) ∈ δ(s) such that

P ′
f(s)q

M−N
w Uf(s), Q

′
f(s)qwVf(s), P

′
f(s)q

M−N
w Vf(s), Q

′
f(s)qwUf(s),

whenever Q′
f(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from

P ′
f(s); otherwise ∃ Uf(s), Vf(s) ∈ δ(s) such that

P ′
f(s)qwUf(s), Q

′
f(s)qwVf(s), P

′
f(s)qwVf(s), Q

′
f(s)qwUf(s).
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If we take U ′
f(s) = g(Uf(s)) and V ′

f(s) = g(Vf(s)), then U ′
f(s), V

′
f(s)

∈ η(s) such that

Pf(s)q
M−N
w U ′

f(s), Qf(s)qwV
′
f(s), Pf(s)q

M−N
w V ′

f(s), Qf(s)qwU
′
f(s),

whenever Qf(s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from

Pf(s); otherwise

Pf(s)qwU
′
f(s), Qf(s)qwV

′
f(s), Pf(s)qwV

′
f(s), Qf(s)qwU

′
f(s)

Hence the theorem.

Theorem 5.1.14 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-closed

and an fs-continuous bijection. If (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal, so is

(Y, η(s)).

Proof. Let Af(s) and Bf(s) be any two partially quasi discoinci-

dent non zero fs-closed sets in Y , with the respective bases M and

N and none of which is completely contained in the other. Then,

g−1(Af(s)) = A′f(s) (say) and g−1(Bf(s)) = B′
f(s) (say) are par-

tially quasi discoincident non zero fs-closed sets in X, with the

respective bases M and N and none of which is completely con-

tained in the other. Thus, there exist Uf(s), Vf(s) ∈ δ(s) such

that

A′f(s)q
M−N
w Uf(s), B

′
f(s)qwVf(s), A

′
f(s) ≤M−N (Vf(s))

c

and B′
f(s) ≤ (Uf(s))

c,

whenever B′
f(s) is totally reduced from A′f(s); otherwise there

exist Uf(s), Vf(s) ∈ δ(s) such that

A′f(s)qwUf(s), B
′
f(s)qwVf(s), A

′
f(s) ≤ (Vf(s))

c, B′
f(s) ≤ (Uf(s))

c.
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Now if we take U ′
f(s) = g(Uf(s)) and V ′

f(s) = g(Vf(s)), then

U ′
f(s), V

′
f(s) ∈ η(s) such that

Af(s)q
M−N
w U ′

f(s), Bf(s)qwV
′
f(s), Af(s) ≤M−N (V ′

f(s))
c

and Bf(s) ≤ (U ′
f(s))

c,

whenever Bf(s) is totally reduced from Af(s); otherwise

Af(s)qwU
′
f(s), Bf(s)qwV

′
f(s), Af(s) ≤ (V ′

f(s))
c, Bf(s) ≤ (U ′

f(s))
c.

Hence the theorem.

5.2 FS-compactness and ΩFS-compactness

In this section, fs-compact spaces are introduced and studied.

It has also been proved that an arbitrary product of fs-compact

spaces may not be fs-compact. For this, we introduce a modified

version of fs-compactness so called Ωfs-compactness, where the

said problem is solved.

Definition 5.2.1 A family B of fs-sets is said to be a cover of an

fs-set Af(s) if Af(s) ≤
∨
{Bf(s); Bf(s) ∈ B}. If each member

of B is open, then it is called an open cover of Af(s). A subcover

of Af(s) is a subfamily of B which is also a cover of Af(s).

Definition 5.2.2 An fs-set Af(s) is said to be compact if its ev-

ery open cover has a finite subcover.

Definition 5.2.3 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called fs-compact if X1
f (s)

is compact.
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Definition 5.2.4 A family B of fs-sets is said to have finite in-

tersection property (FIP) if intersection of the members of each

finite subfamily of B is non zero.

Theorem 5.2.1 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-compact if and only if

each family of fs-closed sets which has the finite intersection prop-

erty, has a non zero intersection.

Proof. Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-compact. Let B be a family of

fs-closed sets having the finite intersection property. Suppose

further that, ∧
{Bf(s); Bf(s) ∈ B} = X0

f (s).

This implies, {(Bf(s))
c; Bf(s) ∈ B} is an open cover of X1

f (s)

and hence there exists {B1f(s), B2f(s),......, Bkf(s)}⊆ B such

that
k∨

i=1
(Bif(s))

c = X1
f (s) - a contradiction.

Conversely, let B be an open cover of X1
f (s) having no finite

subcover. Then {(Bf(s))
c; Bf(s) ∈ B} is a family of fs-closed

sets having the FIP but zero intersection. Hence the result.

Theorem 5.2.2 An fs-continuous image of an fs-compact space

is fs-compact.

Proof. Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-continuous onto

map, where (X, δ(s)) is fs-compact. Let B be an open cover of

Y 1
f (s), that is, Y 1

f (s) =
∨

Bf (s)∈B

Bf(s). Then, {g−1(Bf(s));Bf(s) ∈
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B} is an open cover ofX1
f (s) and hence there exist a finite number

of fs-sets, say B1f(s), B2f(s),....., Bkf(s)∈ B such that

X1
f (s) =

k∨
i=1

g−1(Bif(s)) = g−1(
k∨

i=1

Bif(s)).

Since g is onto, we have

Y 1
f (s) = g(X1

f (s)) = g(g−1(
k∨

i=1

Bif(s))) =
k∨

i=1

Bif(s)

Hence, {Bif(s); i = 1, 2, ..., k} is a finite subfamily of B covering

Y 1
f (s).

Corollary 5.2.1 An fs-homeomorphic image of an fs-compact

space is fs-compact.

Example 5.2.1 Let (X, δ) be a fuzzy topological space, where

δ = {0, 1}. Consider the FSTS’s (X, δN) and (X, δ(s)), where

δ(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Both the FSTS’s have each component

fuzzy topologies δ. Again, (X, δ(s)) is fs-compact but (X, δN) is

not. Thus, (X, δN) and (X, δ(s)) are not fs-homeomorphic al-

though their component fuzzy topologies are homeomorphic.

Theorem 5.2.3 If an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-compact, then the

component fuzzy topological space (X, δn) is fuzzy compact for each

n ∈ N.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 5.2.4 If (X, δN) if fs-compact, then (X, δ) is fuzzy

compact.
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Proof. Let A be an open cover of 1. For each A ∈ A, consider the

fs-sets BAf(s) = {Bn
Af}∞n=1, where Bn

Af = A for all n ∈ N. Then,

{BAf(s);A ∈ A} forms an open cover of X1
f (s) in (X, δN) and

hence there exist A1, A2,..., Ak∈ A such that X1
f (s) =

k∨
i=1
BAif(s).

Hence, {A1, A2, ..., Ak} is a finite subfamily of A covering 1.

Remark 5.2.1 Converse of Theorem 5.2.3 and Theorem 5.2.4

may not be true, as shown by Example 5.2.2.

Example 5.2.2 Let (X, δ) be a fuzzy topological space, where

δ = {1, 0}. Then, (X, δ) is fuzzy compact but (X, δN) is not fs-

compact, since the family {Akf(s), k ∈ N}, where

An
kf = 1 if n = k

= 0 otherwise,

is an open cover of X1
f (s) in (X, δN), having no finite subfamily

covering X1
f (s).

Definition 5.2.5 For each i ∈ J , let (Xi, δi(s)) be an FSTS. A

product fuzzy sequential topology δ(s) on the product X =
∏
i∈J

Xi is

the coarsest fuzzy sequential topology on X, making all the projec-

tion mappings πi : X → Xi fs-continuous. If δ(s) is the product

fuzzy sequential topology on X =
∏
i∈J

Xi, then (X, δ(s)) is called

product fuzzy sequential topological space.

Theorem 5.2.5 For each i ∈ J , let (Xi, δi(s)) be an FSTS. A

subbase for the product fuzzy sequential topology δ(s) on X =
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∏
i∈J

Xi is given by S = {π−1
i (Oif(s));Oif(s) ∈ δi(s), i ∈ J}, so

that a basis for δ(s) can be taken to be B = {
n∧

j=1
π−1

ij
(Oijf(s));

Oijf(s) ∈ δij(s), ij ∈ J, n ∈ N}.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Lemma 5.2.1 If S be a subbase for a fuzzy sequential topology

δ(s) on X, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-compact if and only if every open

cover of X1
f (s) by the members of S, has a finite subcover.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Definition 5.2.6 A collection of fs-sets in an FSTS is said to

have the finite union property (FUP) if none of its finite sub-

collection covers X1
f (s).

Theorem 5.2.6 Let n be a positive integer. If (Xi, δi(s)) be

fs-compact spaces for each i = 1, 2,.....n and δ(s) be the prod-

uct fuzzy sequential topology on X =
∏
i∈J

Xi, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-

compact.

Proof. We know that S = {π−1
i (Oif(s));Oif(s) ∈ δi(s), i =

1, 2, ...., n} is a subbase for δ(s). By Lemma 5.2.1, it suffices

to show that no sub-collection of S with FUP covers X1
f (s). Let

D be a sub-collection of S with FUP. For each i = 1, 2,....., n,

let Di = {Of(s) ∈ δi(s) : π−1
i (Of(s)) ∈ D}. Then Di is a collec-

tion of fs-open sets in (Xi, δi(s)) with FUP. By fs-compactness of
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(Xi, δi(s)), Di cannot cover X1
if(s). So, there exists xi ∈ Xi and

m ∈ N such that

the mth component of (
∨

Of (s)∈Di

Of(s))(xi) = ai( say ) < 1

Now, if we consider the point x = (x1, x2, ....., xn) ∈ X and the

collection D′
i = {π−1

i (Of(s));Of(s) ∈ δi(s)} ∩ D, then it follows

that

(
∨

O′
f (s)∈D′i

O′
f(s))(x)

=
∨
{π−1

i (Of(s))(x);Of(s) ∈ δi(s) and π−1
i (Of(s)) ∈ D}

=
∨
{Of(s)(xi);Of(s) ∈ δi(s) and π−1

i (Of(s)) ∈ D}

= (
∨

Of (s)∈Di

Of(s))(xi)

Further, noting that D =
n⋃

i=1
D′

i, we obtain

(
∨

O′
f (s)∈D

O′
f(s))(x) =

n∨
i=1

(
∨

O′
f (s)∈D′i

O′
f(s))(x)

=
n∨

i=1

(
∨

Of (s)∈Di

Of(s))(xi)

Therefore, the mth term of (
∨

O′
f (s)∈D

O′
f(s))(x) is

n∨
i=1
ai which is less

than 1 and hence the theorem.

Remark 5.2.2 An arbitrary product of fs-compact spaces may

not be fs-compact, as shown by Example 5.2.3.
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Example 5.2.3 For each i ∈ N, let Xi = N. Let Aif(s) be

an fs-set in Xi such that An
if(xi) = i−1

i ∀xi ∈ Xi and ∀n ∈ N.

Let δi(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s), Aif(s)} ∪ {Aif(s) × χ{1,2,....,n}(s);n ∈

N}, where χ{1,2,....,n}(s) is an fs-set whose each component is the

characteristic function of the set {1, 2, ....., n}. Then (Xi, δi(s)) is

an FSTS. Further, if {Oλf(s);λ ∈ Λ} be an open cover of X1
if(s)

in (Xi, δi(s)), then Oλf(s) = X1
if(s) for some λ ∈ Λ. This implies

that (Xi, δi(s)) is fs-compact for all i ∈ N.

Now, let δ(s) be the product fuzzy sequential topology on X =∏
i∈N
Xi. For (i, n) ∈ N× N,

π−1
i (Aif(s)× χ{1,2,....,n}(s)) = Aif(s)× χ{1,2,....,n}(s) ◦ πi

= Bif(s) (say)

is a member of δ(s). Let x = (xi)i∈N ∈ X. Then

Bif(s)(x) = Aif(s)× χ{1,2,....,n}(s)(xi)

which implies, ∀ n ∈ N,

Bn
if(x) = (An

if × χ{1,2,....,n})(xi) =


i−1
i if xi ≤ n

0 if xi > n

Given ε > 0, we can find i with 1− ε < i−1
i , which gives Bn

if(x) >

1 − ε ∀ n ≥ xi. So
∨

(i,n)∈N×N
Bn

if(x) = 1 for all n ∈ N, that is,∨
(i,n)∈N×N

Bif(s) = X1
f (s). If L be a finite subset of N × N, then

we can find N ∈ N such that whenever (i, n) ∈ L, n < N . It

follows that, for x = (N,N,N, .......), we have Bn
if(x) = 0 for all
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(i, n) ∈ L and certainly
∨

(i,n)∈L

Bn
if(x) = 0. Thus,

∨
(i,n)∈L

Bif(s) 6=

X1
f (s) and hence (X, δ(s)) is not fs-compact.

Definition 5.2.7 A fuzzy sequential topology is called Ω fuzzy

sequential topology if it contains all the component constant fs-

sets.

Definition 5.2.8 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said

to be Ω-compact if for any open cover {Bif(s); i ∈ J} of Af(s)

and for any positive sequence ε = {εn} of real numbers, there exist

finitely many Bif(s)’s say Bi1f(s), Bi2f(s),......,Bikf(s), such that

k∨
j=1

Bijf(s)(x) ≥ Af(s)(x)− ε for all x ∈ X.

Definition 5.2.9 An Ω fuzzy sequential topological space or Ω−

FSTS is called Ωfs-compact if every component constant fs-set is

Ω-compact.

Theorem 5.2.7 An fs-continuous image of an Ωfs-compact space

is Ωfs-compact.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Lemma 5.2.2 Let S be a subbase for an Ω fuzzy sequential topol-

ogy δ(s) on X. Then (X, δ(s)) is Ωfs-compact if and only if

for any component constant fs-set αf(s) with
∨
i∈J

Oif(s) ≥ αf(s),

where Oif(s) ∈ δ(s) for all i ∈ J , and for any positive sequence
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of real numbers ε = {εn}, there are finitely many indices say i1,

i2,....,ik ∈ J such that

k∨
j=1

Oijf(s)(x) ≥ αf(s)(x)− ε for all x ∈ X.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Definition 5.2.10 For an fs-set αf(s) = {αn}∞n=1 and for a pos-

itive real sequence ε = {εn} with εn < αn for each n ∈ N, we say

that a collection of fs-sets has ε-FUP for αf(s) if none of its finite

sub-collection covers αf(s)− ε.

Theorem 5.2.8 Let (Xi, δi(s)) be Ωfs-compact spaces for all i ∈

J (J being an index set). Then the product fuzzy sequential topo-

logical space (X, δ(s)), where X =
∏
i∈J

Xi, is Ωfs-compact.

Proof. Let αf(s) = {αn}∞n=1 be a component constant fs-set in

X. We wish to show that αf(s) is Ω-compact. A subbase for δ(s)

is S = {π−1
i (Oif(s));Oif(s) ∈ δi(s), i ∈ J}. Let ε = {εn} be any

positive sequence of real numbers with εn < αn for all n ∈ N and

let D be a sub-collection of S with ε-FUP for αf(s). By Lemma

5.2.2, it is sufficient to show that D does not cover αf(s).

For each i ∈ J , set Di = {Of(s) ∈ δi(s) : π−1
i (Of(s)) ∈ D}.

Let Oi1f(s), Oi2f(s),...,Oikf(s)∈ Di. Then {π−1
i (Oijf(s)) ; j =

1, 2, ..., k} is a finite sub-collection of D, whence there exists a

point x = (xi)i∈J ∈ X and r ∈ N such that

the rth component of
k∨

j=1

π−1
i (Oijf(s))(x) < αr − εr.
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It then follows that

the rth component of
k∨

j=1

Oijf(s)(xi)

= the rth component of
k∨

j=1

Oijf(s)(πi(x))

= the rth component of
k∨

j=1

π−1
i (Oijf(s))(x)

< αr − εr

= (αr − εr/2)− εr/2

This implies, Di is a collection of fs-open sets in (Xi, δi(s)) with

{εn/2}-FUP for αf(s)− {εn/2}.

By Ωfs-compactness of (Xi, δi(s)), Di cannot cover αf(s) −

{εn/2}. So, there exists yi ∈ Xi and m ∈ N such that

the mth component of (
∨

Of (s)∈Di

Of(s))(yi) < αm − εm/2

Having done this for each i ∈ J , set y = (yi)i∈J . If we set D′
i =

{π−1
i (Of(s));Of(s) ∈ δi(s)} ∩ D, then as in Theorem 5.2.6, D =⋃

i∈J

D′
i and ∨

O′
f (s)∈D′i

O′
f(s)(y) =

∨
Of (s)∈Di

Of(s)(yi)

so that

(
∨

O′
f (s)∈D

O′
f(s))(y) =

∨
i∈J

(
∨

O′
f (s)∈D′i

O′
f(s))(y)

=
∨
i∈J

(
∨

Of (s)∈Di

Of(s))(yi)
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Therefore, the mth component of (
∨

O′
f (s)∈D

O′
f(s))(y) ≤ αm − εm/2,

which is less than αm. Thus D cannot cover αf(s).

——————————



CHAPTER

6

Some Nearly Open Sets

In this Chapter, some nearly open sets like fs-semiopen, fs-preopen,

fs-regular open sets have been studied and interrelations among

the continuities associated with them have been investigated.

6.1 FS-semiopen sets and FS-semicontinuity

This section is devoted to the study of fs-semiopen sets and fs-

semicontinuity.

Definition 6.1.1 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS, is said to be an

fs-semiopen set if Af(s) ≤
o

Af(s). An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS, is

said to be an fs-semiclosed set if its complement is fs-semiopen.

Fundamental properties of fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) sets are:

118
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• Any union (intersection) of fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) sets

is fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed).

• Every fs-open (fs-closed) set is fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed).

• Closure (interior) of an fs-open (fs-closed) set is fs-semiopen

(fs-semiclosed).

Example 6.1.1 shows that an fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) set

may not be fs-open (fs-closed), the intersection (union) of any

two fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) sets need not be an fs-semiopen

(fs-semiclosed) set. Unlike in a general topological space, the

intersection of an fs-semiopen set with an fs-open set may fail to

be an fs-semiopen set.

Example 6.1.1 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) and Cf(s) in

X = [0, 1], defined as follows:

A1
f(x) = 0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

2

=
1

4
, if

1

2
< x ≤ 1

and An
f = 1 for all n 6= 1.

B1
f(x) =

1

2
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

2

= 0, if
1

2
< x ≤ 1

and Bn
f = 0 for all n 6= 1.

C1
f =

3

8
and Cn

f = 1 for all n 6= 1.
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Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X
0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Then

(X, δ(s)) is an FSTS. Now,

(i) Bf(s) and Cf(s) are fs-semiopen sets but their intersection is

not fs-semiopen.

(ii) Cf(s) is fs-semiopen but is not fs-open.

Theorem 6.1.1 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS. An fs-set Af(s) is fs-

semiopen if and only if there exists an fs-open set Of(s) in X

such that Of(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Of(s).

Proof. Straightforward.

Theorem 6.1.2 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS. An fs-set Af(s) is fs-

semiclosed if and only if there exists an fs-closed set Cf(s) in X

such that
o

Cf(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Cf(s).

Proof. Straightforward.

We will denote the set of all fs-semiopen sets inX by FSSO(X).

Theorem 6.1.3 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), (i) δ(s) ⊆ FSSO(X),

(ii) If Af(s) ∈ FSSO(X) and Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s), then

Bf(s) ∈ FSSO(X).

Proof. (i) Follows from definition.
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(ii) Let Af(s) ∈ FSSO(X). Then, there exists an fs-open set

Of(s) such that Of(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Of(s). So,

Of(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Of(s)

⇒ Of(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Of(s)

Since Of(s) is fs-open, Bf(s) is fs-semiopen.

Theorem 6.1.4 If
o

Cf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Cf(s) holds in an FSTS

(X, δ(s)), where Cf(s) is fs-semiclosed and Bf(s) is any fs-set,

then Bf(s) is also fs-semiclosed.

Proof. Omitted.

Theorem 6.1.5 Let A = {Aαf(s);α ∈ Λ} be a collection of

fs-sets in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) such that (i) δ(s) ⊆ A and (ii) if

Af(s) ∈ A and Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s), then Bf(s) ∈ A. Then,

FSSO(X) ⊆ A, that is, FSSO(X) is the smallest class of fs-sets

in X satisfying (i) and (ii).

Proof. Let Af(s) ∈ FSSO(X). Then, Of(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Of(s)

for some Of(s) ∈ δ(s). By (i), Of(s) ∈ A and thus Af(s) ∈ A by

(ii).

If A = {Aλf(s);λ ∈ Λ} be a collection of fs-sets in X, then

Int(A) denotes the set {
o

Aλf(s);λ ∈ Λ}.

Theorem 6.1.6 If (X, δ(s)) be a fuzzy sequential topological space,

then δ(s) = Int(FSSO(X)).
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Proof. It is clear that δ(s) ⊆ Int(FSSO(X)). Conversely, let

Of(s) ∈ Int(FSSO(X)). Then, Of(s) =
o

Af(s) for some Af(s) ∈

FSSO(X) and hence Of(s) ∈ δ(s).

Definition 6.1.2 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS and Af(s) be an fs-

set in X. We define fs-semiclosure scl(Af(s)) and fs-semiinterior

sint(Af(s)) of Af(s) by

scl(Af(s)) = ∧{Bf(s);Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) and Bc
f(s) ∈ FSSO(X)}

sint(Af(s)) = ∨{Cf(s);Cf(s) ≤ Af(s) and Cf(s) ∈ FSSO(X)}

Obviously, scl(Af(s)) is the smallest fs-semiclosed set contain-

ing Af(s) and sint(Af(s)) is the largest fs-semiopen set contained

in Af(s). Further,

(i) Af(s) ≤ scl(Af(s)) ≤ Af(s) and
o

Af(s) ≤ sint(Af(s)) ≤

Af(s).

(ii) Af(s) is fs-semiopen if and only if Af(s) = sint(Af(s))

(iii) Af(s) is fs-semiclosed if and only if Af(s) = scl(Af(s))

(iv) Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ⇒ sint(Af(s)) ≤ sint(Bf(s)) and scl(Af(s))

≤s cl(Bf(s)).

Definition 6.1.3 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, δ′(s)) is said to

be

(i) fs-semicontinuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-semiopen in X for every

Bf(s) ∈ δ′(s).

(ii) fs-semiopen if g(Af(s)) is fs-semiopen in Y for every Af(s) ∈

δ(s).
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(iii) fs-semiclosed if g(Af(s)) is fs-semiclosed in Y for every fs-

closed set Af(s) in X.

It is easy to check that an fs-continuous (fs-open, fs-closed)

function is fs-semicontinuous (fs-semiopen, fs-semiclosed). That

the converse may not be true, is shown by Example 6.1.2.

Example 6.1.2 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s), Cf(s) in a

set X, defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
, 1, 1, .......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
, 0, 0, .......

}
Cf(s) =

{
3

8
, 1, 1, .......

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∧ Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X

0
f (s),

X1
f (s)}. Then (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS. Let δ′(s) = {Cf(s), X

0
f (s),

X1
f (s)}. Define g : (X, δ(s)) → (X, δ′(s)) by g(x) = x for

all x ∈ X. The function g is fs-semicontinuous but not fs-

continuous.

Again, the map h : (X, δ′(s)) → (X, δ(s)) defined by h(x) = x

for all x ∈ X, is both fs-semiopen and fs-semiclosed but is neither

fs-open nor fs-closed.

Theorem 6.1.7 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a map. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:
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(i) g is fs-semicontinuous.

(ii) the inverse image of an fs-closed set in Y under g is fs-

semiclosed in X.

(iii) For any fs-set Af(s) in X, g(scl(Af(s))) ≤ g(Af(s)).

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

semicontinuous map and Bf(s) be an fs-closed set in Y . Then,

Bc
f(s) is fs-open in Y

⇒ (g−1(Bf(s)))
c = g−1(Bc

f(s)) is fs-semiopen in X

⇒ g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-semiclosed in X.

(ii) ⇒ (iii) Suppose Af(s) be an fs-set in X. Then by (ii),

g−1(g(Af(s))) is fs-semiclosed in X and hence g−1(g(Af(s))) =

scl(g
−1(g(Af(s)))). Again,

Af(s) ≤ g−1(g(Af(s)))

⇒ scl(Af(s)) ≤ scl(g
−1(g(Af(s)))) = g−1(g(Af(s)))

⇒ g(scl(Af(s))) ≤ g(g−1(g(Af(s)))) ≤ g(Af(s)).

(iii) ⇒ (i) Let Bf(s) be an fs-open set in Y . Then, for the

fs-closed set Bc
f(s), we have

g(scl(g
−1(Bc

f(s)))) ≤ g(g−1(Bc
f(s))) ≤ Bc

f(s) = Bc
f(s)

Thus, scl(g
−1(Bc

f(s))) ≤ g−1(g(scl(g
−1(Bc

f(s))))) ≤ g−1(Bc
f(s)).

Therefore, scl(g
−1(Bc

f(s))) = g−1(Bc
f(s)) and hence (g−1(Bf(s)))

c

= g−1(Bc
f(s)) is fs-semiclosed in X.
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Theorem 6.1.8 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

semicontinuous open map. Then the inverse image of every fs-

semiopen set in Y , is fs-semiopen in X.

Proof. Let Bf(s) be an fs-semiopen set in Y . Then there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) in Y such that

Of(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Of(s)

⇒ g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s))

We claim that g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s)). Let Pf(s) ∈ g−1(Of(s)).

This implies, g(Pf(s)) ∈ Of(s). Consider a weak open Q-nbd

Uf(s) of Pf(s), then g(Uf(s)) is a weak open Q-nbd of g(Pf(s)).

Therefore,

g(Uf(s))qwOf(s)

⇒ Uf(s)qwg
−1(Of(s))

⇒ Pf(s) ∈ g−1(Of(s)).

Thus we have, g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s)). Hence,

g−1(Of(s)) being fs-semiopen, g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-semiopen.

Corollary 6.1.1 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

semicontinuous open map. Then the inverse image of every fs-

semiclosed set in Y is fs-semiclosed in X.

Proof. The proof is omitted.

Corollary 6.1.2 Composition of an fs-semicontinuous open map

g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, δ′(s)) and an fs-semicontinuous map h :
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(Y, δ′(s)) → (Z, η(s)), that is, the map hog : (X, δ(s)) → (Z, η(s))

is fs-semicontinuous.

Proof. Let Cf(s) be an fs-open set in Z, then h−1(Cf(s)) is fs-

semiopen in Y and hence (hog)−1(Cf(s)) = g−1(h−1(Cf(s))) is

fs-semiopen in X by Theorem 6.1.8.

Theorem 6.1.9 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-continuous

open map. Then the g-image of an fs-semiopen set in X is fs-

semiopen in Y .

Proof. Let Af(s) be an fs-semiopen set in X. Then, there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) in X such that Of(s) ≤ Af(s) ≤ Of(s).

This implies, g(Of(s)) ≤ g(Af(s)) ≤ g(Of(s)) ≤ g(Of(s)). Since

g(Of(s)) is fs-open in Y , g(Af(s)) is fs-semiopen in Y .

Corollary 6.1.3 Semi-openness in an FSTS, is a topological prop-

erty.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 6.1.9.

Remark 6.1.1 Theorem 6.1.9 does not hold if g is not fs-open.

This is shown by Example 6.1.3.

Example 6.1.3 Let (X, δ(s)) and (X, δ′(s)) be two fuzzy sequen-

tial topological spaces, where δ(s) contains all the constant fs-sets

in X and δ′(s) = {X0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Define a map g : (X, δ(s)) →

(X, δ′(s)) by g(x) = x for all x ∈ X. Then, g is fs-continuous
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but not fs-open. Here, for the fs-semiopen set Af(s) = {1
2}
∞
n=1

in (X, δ(s)), g(Af(s)) = {1
2}
∞
n=1, which is not fs-semiopen in

(X, δ′(s)).

Theorem 6.1.10 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, δ′(s)) and h : (Y, δ′(s))

→ (Z, η(s)) be two mappings and hog : (X, δ(s)) → (Z, η(s)) be

an fs-semiclosed mapping. Then, g is fs-semiclosed if h is an

injective fs-semicontinuous open mapping.

Proof. Let Af(s) be an fs-closed set in X. Then hog(Af(s))

is fs-semiclosed in Z and hence g(Af(s)) = h−1(hog(Af(s))) is

fs-semiclosed in Y .

Theorem 6.1.11 For an fs-semicontinuous map g : (X, δ(s)) →

(Y, δ′(s)) and an fs-continuous map h : (Y, δ′(s)) → (Z, η(s)), the

map hog : (X, δ(s)) → (Z, η(s)) is fs-semicontinuous.

Proof. Omitted.

6.2 FS-regular open sets

Definition 6.2.1 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)), is said

to be fs-regular open if (Af(s))
o = Af(s). An fs-set is said to be

fs-regular closed if its complement is fs-regular open.

It is obvious that every fs-regular open (closed) set is fs-open

(closed). That the converse need not be true, is shown by Ex-

ample 6.2.1. Example 6.2.2 shows that the union (intersection)
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of any two fs-regular open (closed) sets need not be an fs-regular

open (closed) set.

Example 6.2.1 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) in a set X,

defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
, 1, 1, ....

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2
, .....

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∧ Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X

0
f (s),

X1
f (s)}. Then (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS, where Af(s) is fs-open but

not fs-regular open.

Example 6.2.2 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) and Cf(s) in

X = [0, 1], defined as follows:

A1
f(x) = 0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

2

=
2

3
, if

1

2
< x ≤ 1

and An
f = 0 for all n 6= 1.

B1
f(x) = 1, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

4

=
1

2
if

1

4
< x ≤ 1

2

= 0, if
1

2
< x ≤ 1

and Bn
f = 0 for all n 6= 1.

Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X
0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Then

(X, δ(s)) is an FSTS, where Af(s) and Bf(s) are fs-regular open

sets but their union is not fs-regular open.
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Theorem 6.2.1 (a) The intersection of any two fs-regular open

sets is an fs-regular open set.

(b) The union of any two fs-regular closed sets is an fs-regular

closed set.

Proof. We prove only (a). Let Af(s) and Bf(s) be two fs-regular

open sets in X. Since Af(s) ∧ Bf(s) is fs-open, we have Af(s) ∧

Bf(s) ≤ (Af(s) ∧Bf(s))
o. Now, (Af(s) ∧Bf(s))

o ≤ (Af(s))
o =

Af(s) and (Af(s) ∧Bf(s))
o ≤ (Bf(s))

o = Bf(s), which implies

(Af(s) ∧Bf(s))
o ≤ Af(s) ∧Bf(s). Hence the result.

Theorem 6.2.2 (a) Closure of an fs-semiopen set is fs-regular

closed.

(b) Interior of an fs-semiclosed set is fs-regular open.

Proof. We prove only (a). Let Af(s) be an fs-semiopen set in X.

Since (Af(s))
o ≤ Af(s), we have (Af(s))o ≤ Af(s) = Af(s). Now

Af(s) being fs-semiopen, Af(s) ≤
o

Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))o and hence

Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))o. Thus, Af(s) is fs-regular closed.

Definition 6.2.2 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is called

an fs-almost continuous mapping if g−1(Bf(s)) ∈ δ(s) for each

fs-regular open set Bf(s) in Y .

Theorem 6.2.3 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a mapping.

Then the following are equivalent:

(i) g is fs-almost continuous.
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(ii) g−1(Bf(s)) is an fs-closed set for each fs-regular closed set

Bf(s) of Y .

(iii) g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ (g−1((Bf(s))
o))o for each fs-open set Bf(s) of

Y .

(iv) g−1(
o

Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)) for each fs-closed set Bf(s) of Y .

Proof. Note that g−1(Bc
f(s)) = (g−1(Bf(s)))

c for any fs-set Bf(s)

in Y .

(i) ⇔ (ii) Follows from the fact that an fs-set is fs-regular open

if and only if its complement is fs-regular closed.

(i) ⇒ (iii) Let Bf(s) be an fs-open set in Y . Then Bf(s) ≤

(Bf(s))
o and hence g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1((Bf(s))

o). By Theorem

6.3.4 (b), (Bf(s))
o is an fs-regular open set in Y . Therefore,

g−1((Bf(s))
o) is fs-open inX and thus g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1((Bf(s))

o)

= (g−1((Bf(s))
o))o.

(iii) ⇒ (i) Let Bf(s) be an fs-regular open set in Y . Then by (iii),

we have g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ (g−1((Bf(s))
o))o = (g−1(Bf(s)))

o. Hence

g−1(Bf(s)) is an fs-open set in X.

(ii) ⇔ (iv) are easy to prove.

Clearly, an fs-continuous map is an fs-almost continuous map

but the converse need not be true, as is shown by Example 6.2.3.

Example 6.2.3 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) in a set X,
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defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
, 1, 1, 1, ......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2
, ......

}
Let δ(s) = {Bf(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)} and η(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s)

∧Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X
0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Then, (X, δ(s)) and (X,

η(s)) are fuzzy sequential topological spaces. Define a map g :

(X, δ(s)) → (X, η(s)) by g(x) = x for all x ∈ X. Then, g is fs-

almost continuous but not fs-continuous. Again, since the inverse

image of the fs-open set Af(s) of (X, η(s)) is not fs-semiopen in

(X, δ(s)), g is not fs-semicontinuous.

Example 6.2.4 Example to show that an fs-semicontinuous map

may not be fs-almost continuous.

Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) in a set X, as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

2
, 0, 0, 0, ......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2
, ......

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)} and η(s) = {Bf(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)

}. Then, (X, δ(s)) and (X, η(s)) are fuzzy sequential topological

spaces. Define a map g : (X, δ(s)) → (X, η(s)) by g(x) = x

for all x ∈ X. Then, g is fs-semicontinuous but not fs-almost

continuous.

Remark 6.2.1 Example 6.2.3 and Example 6.2.4 shows that an
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fs-almost continuous mapping and an fs-semicontinuous mapping

are independent notions.

Definition 6.2.3 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called an fs-semiregular

space if the collection of all fs-regular open sets in X forms a base

for δ(s).

Theorem 6.2.4 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a mapping,

where (Y, η(s)) is an fs-semiregular space. Then, g is fs-almost

continuous if and only if g is fs-continuous.

Proof. We need only to show that if g is fs-almost continuous,

then it is fs-continuous.

Suppose g is fs-almost continuous. Let Bf(s) ∈ η(s), then

Bf(s) = ∨
λ∈Λ

Bλf(s), where Bλf(s)’s are fs-regular open sets in Y .

Then

g−1(Bf(s)) = ∨
λ∈Λ

g−1(Bλf(s))

≤ ∨
λ∈Λ

(g−1((Bλf(s))
o))o

= ∨
λ∈Λ

(g−1(Bλf(s)))
o

≤ ( ∨
λ∈Λ

g−1(Bλf(s)))
o

= (g−1(Bf(s)))
o,

which shows that g−1(Bf(s)) ∈ δ(s).

Theorem 6.2.5 Let X, X1 and X2 be fuzzy sequential topolog-

ical spaces and πi : X1 × X2 → Xi (i = 1, 2) be the projection

mappings from X1×X2 onto Xi. If g : X → X1×X2 is fs-almost

continuous, then πiog is also fs-almost continuous.
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Proof. Let g be an fs-almost continuous map and let Bf(s) be

an fs-regular open set in Xi. Since πi is fs-continuous, we have,

π−1
i (Af(s)) ≤ π−1

i (Af(s)) and π−1
i (

o

Af(s)) ≤ (π−1
i (Af(s)))

o for

any fs-set Af(s) in Xi. Now,

πi((π
−1
i (Af(s)))

o) ≤ πi(π
−1
i (Af(s))) ≤ Af(s)

⇒ πi((π
−1
i (Af(s)))

o) ≤
o

Af(s)

⇒ (π−1
i (Af(s)))

o ≤ π−1
i (πi((π

−1
i (Af(s)))

o)) ≤ π−1
i (

o

Af(s))

⇒ π−1
i (

o

Af(s)) = (π−1
i (Af(s)))

o

Therefore,

(πiog)
−1(Bf(s)) = g−1(π−1

i (Bf(s)))

≤ (g−1((π−1
i (Bf(s)))

o))o

≤ (g−1((π−1
i (Bf(s)))

o))o

= (g−1(π−1
i ((Bf(s))

o)))o

= (g−1(π−1
i (Bf(s))))

o

= ((πiog)
−1(Bf(s)))

o

Hence the theorem.

Definition 6.2.4 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is called

an fs-weakly continuous mapping if for each fs-open set Bf(s) in

Y , g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ (g−1(Bf(s)))
o.

Remark 6.2.2 It is clear that every fs-continuous mapping is fs-

weakly continuous. That the converse may not true, in general,
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is shown by Example 6.2.5. Example 6.2.5 also shows that an

fs-weakly continuous mapping may neither be fs-semicontinuous

nor fs-almost continuous. However, it is clear that an fs-almost

continuous mapping is fs-weakly continuous.

Example 6.2.5 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) in a set X,

as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2
, ......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

3
,
1

3
,
1

3
, ......

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)} and η(s) = {Bf(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)

}. Then, (X, δ(s)) and (X, η(s)) are fuzzy sequential topological

spaces. Define a map g : (X, δ(s)) → (X, η(s)) by g(x) = x for

all x ∈ X. Then, g is fs-weakly continuous but not fs-continuous.

Since the inverse image of the fs-open set Bf(s) of Y is not fs-

semiopen in X, g is not fs-semicontinuous. Again, as the inverse

image of the fs-regular open set Bf(s) of Y is not fs-open in X,

g is not fs-almost continuous.

Remark 6.2.3 The map g defined in Example 6.2.4, is not fs-

weakly continuous but is fs-semicontinuous.

Remark 6.2.4 Example 6.2.5 and Remark 6.2.3 shows that fs-

semicontinuity and fs-weakly continuity are independent notions.

Definition 6.2.5 An FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called an Ωfs-semiregular

space if each fs-open set Af(s) of X is the union of fs-open sets

Aλf(s)(λ ∈ Λ) of X such that Aλf(s) ≤ Af(s) for all λ ∈ Λ.
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Theorem 6.2.6 An Ωfs-semiregular space is fs-semiregular.

Proof. Let (X, δ(s)) be an Ωfs-semiregular space and Af(s) be

an fs-open set in X. Then Af(s) = ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s), where Aλf(s) are

fs-open sets of X such that Aλf(s) ≤ Af(s) for all λ ∈ Λ. Since

Aλf(s) ≤ (Aλf(s))
o ≤ Af(s) for each λ ∈ Λ, we have Af(s) =

∨
λ∈Λ

(Aλf(s))
o. Now, for each λ ∈ Λ, (Aλf(s))

o is fs-regular open

in X and thus (X, δ(s)) is fs-semiregular.

Remark 6.2.5 Example 6.2.6 shows that the converse of Theo-

rem 6.2.6 may not be true.

Example 6.2.6 Consider the fuzzy sequential topology δ(s) =

{Af(s), X
0
f (s), X

1
f (s)} on a set X, where Af(s) =

{
1
4 , 0, 0, .......

}
.

Then (X, δ(s)) is an fs-semiregular space. If {Aλf(s);λ ∈ Λ} ⊆

δ(s) such that Af(s) = ∨
λ∈Λ

Aλf(s). Then Aλf(s) = Af(s) for some

λ ∈ Λ. Since Af(s) is not contained in Af(s), (X, δ(s)) is not an

Ωfs-semiregular space.

Theorem 6.2.7 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a mapping where

(X, δ(s)) is any FSTS and (Y, η(s)) is an Ωfs-semiregular space.

Then, g is fs-weakly continuous if and only if g is fs-continuous.

Proof. It suffices to show that if g is fs-weakly continuous, then

it is fs-continuous. Let Bf(s) ∈ η(s). Then Bf(s) = ∨
λ∈Λ

Bλf(s),

where for all λ ∈ Λ, Bλf(s) ∈ η(s) and Bλf(s) ≤ Bf(s). Since g
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is fs- weakly continuous, we have

g−1(Bf(s)) = g−1( ∨
λ∈Λ

Bλf(s)) = ∨
λ∈Λ

g−1(Bλf(s))

≤ ∨
λ∈Λ

(g−1(Bλf(s)))
o

≤ ∨
λ∈Λ

(g−1(Bf(s)))
o

= (g−1(Bf(s)))
o

and hence g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-open in X. Thus, g is fs-continuous.

Theorem 6.2.8 Let X, X1 and X2 be FSTS’s and πi : X1×X2 →

Xi (i = 1, 2) be the projection mappings from X1 × X2 onto Xi.

If g : X → X1 × X2 is fs-weakly continuous, then πiog is also

fs-weakly continuous.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.2.5.
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6.3 FS-preopen sets and FS-precontinuity

Definition 6.3.1 (i) An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS, is said to be

an fs-preopen set if Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))
o.

(ii) An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS, is said to be an fs-preclosed set

if its complement is fs-preopen or equivalently if
o

Af(s) ≤ Af(s).

If Af(s) is both fs-preopen and fs-preclosed, then it is called an

fs-preclopen set.

Definition 6.3.2 An fs-set Af(s) is called fs-dense in an FSTS

(X, δ(s)), if Af(s) = X1
f (s).

Fundamental properties of fs-preopen (fs-preclosed) sets are:

• Every fs-open (fs-closed) set is fs-preopen (fs-preclosed).

• Arbitrary union (intersection) of fs-preopen (fs-preclosed)

sets is fs-preopen (fs-preclosed).

Example 6.3.1 shows that an fs-preopen (fs-preclosed) set may

not be fs-open (fs-closed), the intersection (union) of any two fs-

preopen (fs-preclosed) sets need not be an fs-preopen (fs-preclosed)

set. Unlike in a general topological space, the intersection of an

fs-preopen set with an fs-open set may fail to be an fs-preopen

set.

Example 6.3.1 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) and Cf(s) in
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X = [0, 1], defined as follows:

A1
f(x) = 0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

2

=
1

4
, if

1

2
< x ≤ 1

and An
f = 1 for all n 6= 1.

B1
f(x) =

1

2
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

2

= 0, if
1

2
< x ≤ 1

and Bn
f = 0 for all n 6= 1.

C1
f(x) =

3

4
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1

2

= 1, if
1

2
< x ≤ 1

and Cn
f = 0 for all n 6= 1.

Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X
0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Then

(X, δ(s)) is an FSTS. Now,

(i) Af(s) and Cf(s) are fs-preopen sets but their intersection is

not fs-preopen.

(ii) Cf(s) is fs-preopen but is not fs-open.

Theorem 6.3.1 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS. An fs-set Af(s) is fs-

preopen if and only if there exists an fs-open set Of(s) in X such

that Af(s) ≤ Of(s) ≤ Af(s).

Proof. Straightforward.
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Corollary 6.3.1 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS. An fs-set Af(s) is

fs-preclosed if and only if there exists an fs-closed set Cf(s) in X

such that
o

Af(s) ≤ Cf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Proof. Straightforward.

Theorem 6.3.2 An fs-set is fs-clopen (both fs-closed and fs-open)

if and only if it is fs-closed and fs-preopen.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 6.3.3 In an FSTS, every fs-set is fs-preopen if and

only if every fs-open set is fs-closed.

Proof. Suppose every fs-set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)), is fs-preopen

and let Af(s) be an fs-open set. Then, Ac
f(s) = Ac

f(s) is fs-

preopen and hence Ac
f(s) ≤ (Ac

f(s))
o = (Ac

f(s))
o = (Ac

f(s))
o.

Thus, Ac
f(s) is fs-open and hence Af(s) is fs-closed.

Conversely, suppose every fs-open set is fs-closed and let Af(s)

be any fs-set. By the assumption, Af(s) = (Af(s))
o and hence

Af(s) is fs-preopen.

Theorem 6.3.4 (a) Closure of an fs-preopen set is fs-regular

closed.

(b) Interior of an fs-preclosed set is fs-regular open.

Proof. We prove only (a). Let Af(s) be an fs-preopen set in X.

Since (Af(s))
o ≤ Af(s), we have (Af(s))o ≤ Af(s) = Af(s). Now

Af(s) being fs-preopen, Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))
o and hence Af(s) ≤

(Af(s))o. Thus, Af(s) is fs-regular closed.
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The set of all fs-preopen sets in X, is denoted by FSPO(X).

Theorem 6.3.5 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), (i) δ(s) ⊆ FSPO(X),

(ii) If Vf(s) ∈ FSPO(X) and Uf(s) ≤ Vf(s) ≤ Uf(s), then

Uf(s) ∈ FSPO(X).

Proof. (i) Follows from definition.

(ii) Let Vf(s) ∈ FSPO(X), that is, Vf(s) ≤ (Vf(s))
o. We

have,

Uf(s) ≤ Vf(s) ≤ Uf(s)

Therefore, Uf(s) ≤ Vf(s) ≤ (Vf(s))
o ≤ (Uf(s))

o. Hence the re-

sult.

Definition 6.3.3 An fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS, is called an fs-

preneighbourhood of an fs-point Pf(s) = (pM
fx, r), if there exists

an fs-preopen set Bf(s) such that Pf(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Af(s).

Theorem 6.3.6 For an fs-set Af(s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)), the

following are equivalent:

(i) Af(s) is fs-preopen.

(ii) There exists an fs-regular open set Bf(s) containing Af(s)

such that Af(s) = Bf(s).

(iii) scl(Af(s)) = (Af(s))
o.

(iv) The semi-closure of Af(s) is fs-regular open.

(v) Af(s) is an fs-preneighbourhood of each of its fs-points.
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Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let Af(s) be fs-preopen. This implies

Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))
o ≤ Af(s)

⇒ Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))o ≤ Af(s)

⇒ (Af(s))o = Af(s)

⇒ Af(s) = Bf(s)

where Bf(s) = (Af(s))
o is an fs-regular open set containing Af(s).

(ii) ⇒ (iii) Let Af(s) = Bf(s), where Bf(s) is an fs-regular

open set containing Af(s). Then,

Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) = (Bf(s))
o = (Af(s))

o

Also, (Af(s))
o is fs-semiclosed. Let Cf(s) be an fs-semiclosed set

containing Af(s). Thus,

(Af(s))
o ≤ (Cf(s))

o ≤ Cf(s).

Hence scl(Af(s)) = (Af(s))
o.

(iii) ⇒ (iv) Obvious.

(iv) ⇒ (i) Suppose scl(Af(s)) is fs-regular open. Now,

Af(s) ≤ scl(Af(s))

⇒ (Af(s))
o ≤ (scl(Af(s)))

o = scl(Af(s)) ≤ (Af(s))
o

⇒ Af(s) ≤ scl(Af(s)) = (Af(s))
o

Thus, Af(s) is fs-preopen.

(i) ⇒ (v) and (v) ⇒ (i) are obvious.
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Corollary 6.3.2 An fs-set is fs-regular open if and only if it is

fs-semiclosed and fs-preopen.

Proof. Proof is omitted.

Theorem 6.3.7 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) Af(s) ∈ δ(s) for all Af(s) ∈ δ(s).

(ii) Every fs-regular closed set in X is fs-preopen.

(iii) Every fs-semiopen set in X is fs-preopen.

(iv) The closure of every fs-preopen set in X is fs-open.

(v) The closure of every fs-preopen set in X is fs-preopen.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let Af(s) be an fs-regular closed set, that

is,
o

Af(s) = Af(s). By (i), Af(s) ∈ δ(s) and hence Af(s) is fs-

preopen.

(ii) ⇒ (iii) Let Af(s) be an fs-semiopen set, that is, Af(s) ≤
o

Af(s). By (ii),
o

Af(s) is fs-preopen. Also, we have, Af(s) ≤
o

Af(s) ≤ Af(s). Thus, Af(s) is fs-preopen.

(iii) ⇒ (iv) Let Af(s) be an fs-preopen set, that is, Af(s) ≤

(Af(s))
o. This implies, Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))o. Thus, Af(s) being

fs-semiopen, is fs-preopen and the result follows.

(iv) ⇒ (v) Obvious.

(v) ⇒ (i) Let Af(s) ∈ δ(s). Then, Af(s) is fs-preopen and

hence Af(s) is fs-preopen. Therefore, Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))
o ≤ Af(s)

and hence Af(s) ∈ δ(s).
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Theorem 6.3.8 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) Every non-zero fs-open set is fs-dense.

(ii) For every non-zero fs-preopen set Af(s), we have scl(Af(s)) =

X1
f (s).

(iii) Every non-zero fs-preopen set is fs-dense.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let Af(s) be a non-zero fs-preopen set. By

Theorem 6.3.6 (iii), scl(Af(s)) = (Af(s))
o. Also, there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) such that Af(s) ≤ Of(s) ≤ Af(s). By (i),

Of(s) = X1
f (s). Therefore, Af(s) = X1

f (s) and hence scl(Af(s)) =

X1
f (s).

(ii) ⇒ (iii) Easy to prove.

(iii) ⇒ (i) Since every fs-open set is fs-preopen, the proof is

straightforward.

Definition 6.3.4 Let Af(s) be an fs-set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)).

We define fs-preclosure pcl(Af(s)) and fs-preinterior pint(Af(s))

of Af(s) by

pcl(Af(s)) = ∧{Bf(s);Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) and Bc
f(s) ∈ FSPO(X)}

pint(Af(s)) = ∨{Cf(s);Cf(s) ≤ Af(s) and Cf(s) ∈ FSPO(X)}

Clearly, pcl(Af(s)) is the smallest fs-preclosed set containing

Af(s) and pint(Af(s)) is the largest fs-preopen set contained in

Af(s). Further,

(i) Af(s) ≤ pcl(Af(s)) ≤ Af(s) and
o

Af(s) ≤ pint(Af(s)) ≤
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Af(s).

(ii) Af(s) is fs-preopen if and only if Af(s) = pint(Af(s))

(iii) Af(s) is fs-preclosed if and only if Af(s) = pcl(Af(s))

(iv)Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ⇒ pint(Af(s)) ≤ pint(Bf(s)) and pcl(Af(s)) ≤

pcl(Bf(s)).

Definition 6.3.5 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, δ′(s)) is said to

be

(i) fs-precontinuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-preopen in X, for every

Bf(s) ∈ δ′(s).

(ii) fs-preopen if g(Af(s)) is fs-preopen in Y , for every Af(s) ∈

δ(s).

(iii) fs-preclosed if g(Af(s)) is fs-preclosed in Y , for every fs-

closed set Af(s) in X.

It is easy to check that an fs-continuous (fs-open, fs-closed)

function is fs-precontinuous (fs-preopen, fs-preclosed). That the

converse may not be true, is shown by Example 6.3.2.

Example 6.3.2 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s), Cf(s) in a

set X, defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
, 1, 1, .......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
, 0, 0, .......

}
Cf(s) =

{
3

8
, 1, 1, .......

}
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Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∧ Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X
0
f (s),

X1
f (s)}. Then (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS. Let δ′(s) = {Cf(s), X

0
f (s),

X1
f (s)} and define g : (X, δ(s)) → (X, δ′(s)) by g(x) = x for all

x ∈ X. The function g is fs-precontinuous but not fs-continuous.

Again, the map h : (X, δ′(s)) → (X, δ(s)) defined by h(x) = x

for all x ∈ X, is both fs-preopen and fs-preclosed but neither fs-

open nor fs-closed.

Theorem 6.3.9 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a map. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) g is fs-precontinuous.

(ii) the inverse image of an fs-closed set in Y under g, is fs-

preclosed in X.

(iii) For any fs-set Af(s) in X, g(pcl(Af(s))) ≤ g(Af(s)).

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose g be an fs-precontinuous map and

Bf(s) be an fs-closed set in Y . Then,

Bc
f(s) is fs-open in Y

⇒ (g−1(Bf(s)))
c = g−1(Bc

f(s)) is fs-preopen in X

⇒ g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-preclosed in X.

(ii) ⇒ (iii) Let Af(s) be an fs-set in X. Then, g−1(g(Af(s))) is

fs-preclosed in X and hence g−1(g(Af(s))) = pcl(g
−1(g(Af(s)))).
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Again,

Af(s) ≤ g−1(g(Af(s)))

⇒ pcl(Af(s)) ≤ pcl(g
−1(g(Af(s)))) ≤ g−1(g(Af(s)))

⇒ g(pcl(Af(s))) ≤ g(g−1(g(Af(s)))) ≤ g(Af(s)).

(iii) ⇒ (i) Let Bf(s) be an fs-open set in Y . Then for the fs-closed

set Bc
f(s), we have

g(pcl(g
−1(Bc

f(s)))) ≤ g(g−1(Bc
f(s))) ≤ Bc

f(s) = Bc
f(s)

Thus, pcl(g
−1(Bc

f(s))) ≤ g−1(Bc
f(s)). Therefore, pcl(g

−1(Bc
f(s))) =

g−1(Bc
f(s)) and hence (g−1(Bf(s)))

c = g−1(Bc
f(s)) is fs-preclosed

in X.

In Theorem 6.1.8, it has been proved that the inverse image

of an fs-semiopen set is fs-semiopen, under an fs-semicontinuous

open map. The next Theorem shows that the result is true even

if we take an fs-semicontinuous preopen map.

Theorem 6.3.10 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

semicontinuous preopen mapping. Then the inverse image of ev-

ery fs-semiopen set in Y under g, is fs-semiopen in X.

Proof. Let Bf(s) be an fs-semiopen set in Y . Then there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) in Y such that

Of(s) ≤ Bf(s) ≤ Of(s)

⇒ g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s))
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We claim that g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s)). Let Pf(s) ∈ g−1(Of(s)).

This implies g(Pf(s)) ∈ Of(s). Consider a weak open Q-nbd

Uf(s) of Pf(s), then g(Uf(s)) is a weak Q-nbd of g(Pf(s)). There-

fore,

g(Uf(s))qwOf(s)

⇒ Wf(s)qwOf(s) where Wf(s) = g(Uf(s))

⇒ W n
f (y) +On

f (y) > 1 for some y ∈ Y

⇒ Of(s) is a weak open Q-nbd of the fs-point (pn
fy,W

n
f (y))

⇒ g(Uf(s))qwOf(s)

⇒ Uf(s)qwg
−1(Of(s))

⇒ Pf(s) ∈ g−1(Of(s)).

Thus g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s)). Since g−1(Of(s))

is fs-semiopen, g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-semiopen.

Corollary 6.3.3 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

semicontinuous preopen mapping. Then the inverse image of ev-

ery fs-semiclosed set in Y under g, is fs-semiclosed in X.

Proof. The proof is omitted.

Corollary 6.3.4 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

semicontinuous preopen map and h : (Y, η(s)) → (Z, δ′(s)) be

fs-semicontinuous. Then hog is fs-semicontinuous.

Proof. The proof is omitted.
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Theorem 6.3.11 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

precontinuous preopen mapping. Then the inverse image of every

fs-preopen set in Y under g, is fs-preopen in X.

Proof. Let Bf(s) be an fs-preopen set in Y . Then there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) in Y such that

Bf(s) ≤ Of(s) ≤ Bf(s)

⇒ g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)).

As in Theorem 6.3.10, we have g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)). Thus

g−1(Bf(s)) ≤ g−1(Of(s)) ≤ g−1(Bf(s)), where g−1(Of(s)) is fs-

preopen. Hence g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-preopen.

Corollary 6.3.5 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

precontinuous preopen mapping. Then the inverse image of every

fs-preclosed set in Y under g, is fs-preclosed in X.

Proof. The proof is omitted.

Corollary 6.3.6 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

precontinuous preopen map and h : (Y, η(s)) → (Z, δ′(s)) be an

fs-precontinuous map. Then hog is fs-precontinuous.

Proof. The proof is omitted.

Theorem 6.3.12 Suppose g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be an fs-

continuous open map. Then the g-image of an fs-preopen set in

X, is fs-preopen in Y .
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Proof. Let Af(s) be an fs-preopen set in X. Then there exists

an fs-open set Of(s) in X such that Af(s) ≤ Of(s) ≤ Af(s).

This implies g(Af(s)) ≤ g(Of(s)) ≤ g(Af(s)). Since g(Of(s)) is

fs-open in Y , g(Af(s)) is fs-preopen.

Corollary 6.3.7 Pre-openness in an FSTS, is a topological prop-

erty.

Proof. Proof follows from Theorem 6.3.12.

Theorem 6.3.13 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) and h : (Y, η(s)) →

(Z, δ′(s)) be two mappings, such that hog is fs-preclosed. Then g

is fs-preclosed if h is an injective fs-precontinuous preopen map-

ping.

Proof. Let Af(s) be an fs-closed set in X. Then, hog(Af(s))

is fs-preclosed in Z and hence g(Af(s)) = h−1(hog(Af(s))) is fs-

preclosed in Y .

Theorem 6.3.14 If g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, δ′(s)) be fs-precontinuous

and h : (Y, δ′(s))→ (Z, η(s)) be fs-continuous, then hog : (X, δ(s))

→ (Z, η(s)) is fs-precontinuous.

Proof. Omitted.

Previously, we showed that the intersection of any two fs-preopen

sets may not be fs-preopen and an fs-preopen set may not be fs-

open. Now, we investigate and establish conditions, under which
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the intersection of any two fs-preopen sets is fs-preopen and con-

ditions, under which an fs-preopen set is fs-open.

Theorem 6.3.15 The intersection of any two fs-preopen sets is

fs-preopen if the closure is preserved under finite intersection.

Proof. Proof is simple and hence omitted.

Theorem 6.3.16 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), if every fs-set is either

fs-open or fs-closed, then every fs-preopen set in X is fs-open.

Proof. Let Af(s) be an fs-preopen set in X. If Af(s) is not

fs-open, then it is fs-closed and hence Af(s) = Af(s). Therefore,

Af(s) ≤ (Af(s))
o =

o

Af(s) and hence the theorem.

For a fuzzy sequential topological space (X, δ(s)), δ∗(s) will

denote the fuzzy sequential topology on X, obtained by taking

FSPO(X) as a subbase.

Definition 6.3.6 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is called

strongly fs-precontinuous if the inverse image of each fs-preopen

set in Y is fs-open in X.

By the definition of a strong fs-precontinuous mapping, the

following two results are obvious.

Proposition 6.3.1 (i) A map g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is strongly

fs-precontinuous if and only if g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η∗(s)) is fs-

continuous.
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(ii) If g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is strongly fs-precontinuous, then

it is fs-continuous.

Remark 6.3.1 Converse of (ii) of Proposition 6.3.1 may not be

true, as is shown by the following Example.

Example 6.3.3 Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s), Cf(s) in a set

X, defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
, 1, 1, .......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
, 0, 0, .......

}
Cf(s) =

{
3

8
, 1, 1, .......

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∧ Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X

0
f (s),

X1
f (s)}. Then (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS. Consider the identity map

id : (X, δ(s)) → (X, δ(s)). Then, id is fs-continuous but not

strongly fs-precontinuous, as the inverse image of fs-preopen set

Cf(s) is not fs-open.

We conclude the section with a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for an fs-preopen set to be fs-open.

Theorem 6.3.17 In an FSTS (Y, η(s)), the following are equiv-

alent:

(i) Every fs-preopen set in Y is fs-open.

(ii) Every fs-continuous function g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is

strongly fs-precontinuous, where (X, δ(s)) is any FSTS.
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Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) is straightforward.

(ii) ⇒ (i) The identity map g : (Y, η(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is fs-

continuous and hence is strongly fs-precontinuous. Let Bf(s) be

an fs-preopen set in Y , then Bf(s) = g−1(Bf(s)) is fs-open in Y .

——————————



CHAPTER

7

Decomposition of Continuity

In the last few decades, there has been interests in the study of

generalized open sets and generalized continuity in a topological

space and various authors studied different kinds of generalized

open sets. In the fuzzy setting, fuzzy semi-open sets and fuzzy

semicontinuity were introduced and studied by K. K. Azad [1]

(1981) and fuzzy pre-open sets [25] (1982) by A. S. Mashhour, I.

A. Hasanein and S. N. EI-Deeb. Apart from these, other sets like

fuzzy α-open, fuzzy locally closed, fuzzy δ-set etc. have also been

studied in the past.

In Chapter 6, we studied generalized open sets like fs-semiopen,

fs-preopen and fs-regular open sets in a fuzzy sequential topo-

logical space. Here, we study some more of such sets and the

153
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respective continuities. Finally, we establish a decomposition of

fs-continuity. For our convenience, we denote the closure and

interior by cl and int respectively.

7.1 Decomposition of fs-continuity

Definition 7.1.1 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS. An fs-set Af(s) is

called

(i) fs α-open if Af(s) ≤ int cl intAf(s);

(ii) locally fs-closed if Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ Vf(s), where Uf(s) is fs-

open and Vf(s) is fs-closed;

(iii) an fs A-set if Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ Vf(s), where Uf(s) is fs-open

and Vf(s) is fs-regular closed;

(iv) an fs δ-set if int clAf(s) ≤ cl intAf(s);

(v) fs S-preopen if Af(s) is fs-preopen and Af(s) = Uf(s)∧Vf(s),

where Uf(s) is fs-open and intVf(s) is fs-regular open.

We denote the collection of all fs α-open sets, fs-semiopen

sets, fs-preopen sets, fs A-sets, fs S-preopen sets, locally fs-closed

sets and fs δ-sets in an FSTS (X, δ(s)), by α(X), FSSO(X),

FSPO(X), A(X), FSSPO(X), FSLC(X) and δ(X) respec-

tively.
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The relationships among different fs-sets defined above, are

given by the following diagram:

fs-open -

fs S-preopen

fs-preopen

6

�locally fs-closed

fs A-set

6

?

fs α-open

?
fs-semiopen

?
fs δ-set

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
��	 �

�
�

�
�

�
�

��

@
@

@
@

@
@

@
@R

The implications in the above diagram are not reversible. To

show this, here we give examples. In Sections 6.1 and 6.3 of

Chapter 6 respectively, it is already shown that an fs-semiopen
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and an fs-preopen set may not be fs-open.

Example 7.1.1 Example to show that an fs α-open set may not

be fs-open.

Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s), Cf(s) in a set X, defined as

follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
, 1, 1, .......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
, 0, 0, .......

}
Cf(s) =

{
3

8
, 1, 1, .......

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∧ Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s), X

0
f (s),

X1
f (s)}. Then (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS, where Cf(s) is fs α-open

but is not fs-open.

Example 7.1.2 Example to show that a locally fs-closed set may

not be fs-open.

Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) in a set X, defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
,
3

4
,
1

4
,
3

4
, .........

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

4
,
1

4
,
1

4
,
1

4
, .........

}
Let δ(s) = {Af(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Then (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS,

where Bf(s) is locally fs-closed but not fs-open.

Example 7.1.3 Example to show that an fs A-set may not be

fs-open.
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Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s), Cf(s), Df(s) in a set X,

defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1,

1

2
, 1,

1

2
, .......

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

2
, 0,

1

2
0, .......

}
Cf(s) =

{
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2
, ......

}
Df(s) =

{
1

2
, 1,

1

2
, 1, .......

}
Consider the fuzzy sequential topological space (X, δ(s)), where

δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), X
0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. Here, Cf(s) = Af(s) ∧

Df(s), where Af(s) is fs-open and Df(s) is fs-regular closed.

Hence Cf(s) is an fs A-set but is not fs-open.

Example 7.1.4 Example to show that a locally fs-closed set may

not be an fs A-set.

Consider the FSTS (X, δ(s)), given in Example 7.1.2. Here,

Bf(s) is a locally fs-closed set but not an fs A-set.

Example 7.1.5 Example to show that an fs-semiopen set may

not be an fs A-set.

Consider the FSTS (X, δ(s)), given in Example 7.1.1. The

fs-set Cf(s) is an fs-semiopen set but not an fs A-set.

Example 7.1.6 Example to show that an fs-semiopen set may

not be fs α-open.

In the FSTS, given in Example 7.1.3, the fs-set Cf(s) is fs-

semiopen but not fs α-open.
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Example 7.1.7 Example to show that an fs-preopen set may not

be fs α-open.

Consider the fs-sets Af(s), Bf(s) in a set X, defined as follows:

Af(s) =

{
1

4
,
1

4
,
1

4
, .........

}
Bf(s) =

{
1

5
,
1

5
,
1

5
, .......

}
Then δ(s) = {Af(s), X

0
f (s), X

1
f (s)} is a fuzzy sequential topology

on X. In this FSTS, Bf(s) is fs-preopen but not fs α-open.

Example 7.1.8 Example to show that an fs δ-set may not be fs-

semiopen.

In the FSTS, given in Example 7.1.2, the fs-set Bf(s) is an fs

δ-set but is not fs-semiopen.

Example 7.1.9 Example to show that an fs-preopen set may not

be an fs S-preopen set.

Consider the FSTS, given in Example 7.1.1, the fs-set Cf(s) is

fs-preopen but not fs S-preopen.

Example 7.1.10 Example to show that an fs S-preopen set may

not be an fs-open set.

Consider the FSTS, given in Example 7.1.7, the fs-set Bf(s)

is fs S-preopen but not fs-open.

Definition 7.1.2 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is called

(i) fs α-continuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is fs α-open in X, for every fs-

open set Bf(s) in Y .
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(ii) fs lc-continuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is locally fs-closed in X, for

every fs-open set Bf(s) in Y .

(iii) fs A-continuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is an fs A-set in X, for every

fs-open set Bf(s) in Y .

(iv) fs δ-continuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is an fs δ-set in X, for every

fs-open set Bf(s) in Y .

(v) fs S-precontinuous if g−1(Bf(s)) is fs S-preopen in X, for

every fs-open set Bf(s) in Y .

Theorem 7.1.1 An fs-set in an FSTS, is fs α-open if and only

if it is fs-semiopen and fs-preopen.

Proof. LetAf(s) be an fs α-open set, that is, Af(s) ≤ int cl intAf(s).

Clearly, Af(s) is fs-semiopen. Also,

intAf(s) ≤ clAf(s) ⇒ cl intAf(s) ≤ clAf(s)

⇒ int cl intAf(s) ≤ int clAf(s)

⇒ Af(s) ≤ int clAf(s)

Thus, Af(s) is fs-preopen.

Conversely, suppose Af(s) be fs-semiopen and fs-preopen, that

is, Af(s) ≤ cl intAf(s), Af(s) ≤ int clAf(s). Then,

int clAf(s) ≤ clAf(s) ≤ cl intAf(s)

⇒ Af(s) ≤ int cl intAf(s)

Hence, Af(s) is fs α-open.
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Corollary 7.1.1 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is fs α-

continuous if and only it is fs-semicontinuous and fs-precontinuous.

Definition 7.1.3 Let Af(s) be an fs-set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)).

Then αfs-closure αclAf(s) and αfs-interior αintAf(s) of Af(s)

are defined by

αclAf(s) = ∧{Vf(s); Af(s) ≤ Vf(s) and V c
f (s) ∈ α(X)}

αintAf(s) = ∨{Uf(s); Uf(s) ≤ Af(s) and Uf(s) ∈ α(X)}

Complement of an fs α-open set is called an fs α-closed set.

Hence, it is clear that αcl(Af(s)) is the smallest fs α-closed set

containing Af(s) and αint(Af(s)) is the largest fs α-open set con-

tained in Af(s). Further,

(i) Af(s) ≤ αcl(Af(s)) ≤ Af(s) and
o

Af(s) ≤ αint(Af(s)) ≤

Af(s).

(ii) Af(s) is fs α-open if and only if Af(s) = αint(Af(s))

(iii) Af(s) is fs α-closed if and only if Af(s) = αcl(Af(s))

(iv)Af(s) ≤ Bf(s) ⇒ αint(Af(s)) ≤ αint(Bf(s)) and αcl(Af(s)) ≤

αcl(Bf(s)).

Theorem 7.1.2 Let Af(s) be an fs-set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)).

Then,

(i) αintAf(s) = Af(s) ∧ int cl intAf(s).

(ii) if Af(s) is both fs-preopen and fs-preclosed, then Af(s) =

int clAf(s) ∧ Af(s) and thus Af(s) is fs S-preopen;

(iii) if Af(s) = Uf(s)∧Vf(s), where Uf(s) is fs-open and intVf(s)
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is fs-regular open, then αintAf(s) = intAf(s);

(iv) if Af(s) is an fs δ-set, then αintAf(s) = pintAf(s).

Proof. (i) Easy to prove.

(ii) GivenAf(s) ≤ int clAf(s) and cl intAf(s) ≤ Af(s). Then,

Af(s) = int clAf(s) ∧ Af(s).

Since intAf(s) = int cl intAf(s), hence Af(s) is fs S-preopen.

(iii) We have int cl intAf(s) ≤ int cl intVf(s) = intVf(s).

Therefore,

αintAf(s) = Af(s) ∧ int cl intAf(s)

≤ Af(s) ∧ intVf(s)

= intAf(s)

Also, intAf(s) ≤ αintAf(s). Hence intAf(s) = αintAf(s).

(iv) Given int clAf(s) ≤ cl intAf(s). Since αintAf(s) is an

fs-preopen set contained in Af(s), we have

αintAf(s) ≤ pintAf(s)

Now,

pintAf(s) ≤ int clAf(s) ≤ int cl intAf(s)

Thus, pintAf(s) ≤ Af(s) ∧ int cl intAf(s) = αintAf(s). Hence

the result.

Lemma 7.1.1 An fs-set Af(s) is locally fs-closed if and only if

Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ cl(Af(s)), where Uf(s) is an fs-open set.
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Proof. Omitted.

Theorem 7.1.3 Let Af(s) be an fs-set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)).

Then Af(s) is an fs A-set if it is fs-semiopen and locally fs-closed.

Proof. SupposeAf(s) be fs-semiopen and locally fs-closed. Then,

Af(s) ≤ cl intAf(s) and Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ clAf(s), where Uf(s)

is fs-open. Since clAf(s) = cl intAf(s) is fs-regular closed, the

result follows.

Corollary 7.1.2 A mapping g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) is fs A-

continuous if it is fs-semicontinuous and fs lc-continuous.

Remark 7.1.1 Unlike in a general topological space, the converse

of Theorem 7.1.3 may not be true and it has been shown by the

next Example.

Example 7.1.11 Let X = {x, y}. Consider the fs-sets Af(s),

Bf(s), Cf(s), Df(s) and Ef(s) in X, where

A1
f = 0.3, An

f(x) = 1 and An
f(y) = 0 for all n 6= 1;

B1
f(x) = 0.4, B1

f(y) = 0.7, Bn
f (x) = 0 and Bn

f (y) = 1 for all

n 6= 1;

C1
f = 0.7 and Cn

f = 1 for all n 6= 1;

D1
f(x) = 0.6, D1

f(y) = 0.3, Dn
f (x) = 1 and Dn

f (y) = 0 for all

n 6= 1;

E1
f(x) = 0.4, E1

f(y) = 0.3 and En
f = 0 for all n 6= 1.
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Let δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Cf(s), Af(s) ∧ Bf(s), Af(s) ∨ Bf(s),

X0
f (s), X

1
f (s)}. In the FSTS (X, δ(s)), Df(s) being an fs-regular

closed set, the fs-set Ef(s) = Bf(s)∧Df(s) is an fs A-set but not

fs-semiopen.

Theorem 7.1.4 Let (X, δ(s)) be an FSTS and Af(s) be an fs-

set in X. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) Af(s) is an fs-open set.

(ii) Af(s) is fs α-open and locally fs-closed.

(iii) Af(s) is fs-preopen and locally fs-closed.

(iv) Af(s) is fs-preopen and an fs A-set.

(v) Af(s) is fs S-preopen and an fs δ-set.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii) are obvious.

(iii) ⇒ (iv) Let Af(s) be fs-preopen and locally fs-closed.

Then,

Af(s) ≤ int clAf(s) and Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ clAf(s),

where Uf(s) is fs-open. clAf(s) being fs-regular closed, the result

follows.

(iv) ⇒ (i) Let Af(s) be an fs-preopen and an fs A-set. Then,

Af(s) ≤ int clAf(s) and Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ clAf(s),

where Uf(s) is fs-open. Since intAf(s) = Uf(s) ∧ int clAf(s),

Af(s) is fs-open.

(i) ⇒ (v) Obvious.
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(v) ⇒ (i) Let Af(s) be an fs S-preopen and an fs δ-set. Using

Theorem 7.1.2, (iii) and (iv),

intAf(s) = αintAf(s) = pintAf(s) = Af(s).

Hence, Af(s) is fs-open.

By Theorems 7.1.1, 7.1.3 and 7.1.4, we have the following rela-

tionships among the different classes of fs-sets of an FSTS (X, δ(s)):

(i) α(X) = FSPO(X) ∩ FSSO(X).

(ii) A(X) ⊇ FSSO(X) ∩ FSLC(X).

(iii) δ(s) = α(X) ∩ FSLC(X).

(iv) δ(s) = FSPO(X) ∩ FSLC(X).

(v) δ(s) = FSPO(X) ∩ A(X).

(vi) δ(s) = FSSPO(X) ∩ δ(X).

Theorem 7.1.5 In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) clAf(s) ∈ δ(s) for every Af(s) ∈ δ(s).

(v) A(X) = δ(s).

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) It is obvious that δ(s) ⊆ A(X). For the reverse

inclusion, let Af(s) ∈ A(X), then

Af(s) = Uf(s) ∧ Vf(s),

where Uf(s) is fs-open and Vf(s) is fs-regular closed. By (i),

Vf(s) ∈ δ(s) and hence Af(s) ∈ δ(s).

(ii) ⇒ (i) Suppose A(X) = δ(s). Let Af(s) ∈ δ(s), then

clAf(s) is fs-regular closed and hence belongs to A(X) = δ(s).
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We conclude the chapter by stating the following decomposi-

tions of fs-continuity:

Theorem 7.1.6 Let g : (X, δ(s)) → (Y, η(s)) be a map. Then g

is fs-continuous if and only if

(i) g is fs α-continuous and fs lc-continuous.

(ii) g is fs-precontinuous and fs lc-continuous.

(iii) g is fs-precontinuous and fs A-continuous.

(iv) g is fs S-continuous and fs δ-continuous.

——————————
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ABSTRACT 

Fuzzy sequential topology on a 
nonempty set   which is a sub-

collection of      satisfying the 

conditions given in the definition is 
introduced. Many pleasant properties of 

a countable number of fuzzy topologies 
on   associated as components of a 

fuzzy sequential topology have been 
investigated. Finally, a variant of 

Yang’s Theorem is established in this 
setting. 

Keywords 
Fuzzy sequential topology, fuzzy 

sequential point, quasi coincidence,  -

neighbourhood, fuzzy derived 
sequential set. 

 

             1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1965 fuzzy sets were introduced by 

L. A. Zadeh [20] which is followed by 

the initiation of fuzzy topology in 1968 

by C. L. Chang [5]. Till present, a 

variety of studies have been done in the 

theory of fuzzy topology. Some of them 

are fuzzy closure operators and fuzzy 

interior operators by Mashour and 

Ghanim [14], G. Gerla [7], Bandler and 

Kohout [1], R. Belohlavek [2], R. 

Belohlavek and T. Funiokova [3]; 

separation axioms by B. Hutton and I. 

Reilly [9]; fuzzy compactness by 

authors like C. L. Chang [5], J.A. 

Goguen [8], R. Lowen [11, 12, 13], 

T.E. Gantner, R.C. Steinlage and R.H. 

Warren [6], Wang Guojun [19], 

Gunther Jager [10] etc.  
In 2002, M. K. Bose and I. Lahiri 

introduced the concept of sequential 

topological spaces [4] and studied some 

separation axioms in such spaces. Then 

N. Tamang, M. Singha and S. De 

Sarkar [18] extended this field by 

studying separation axioms in the light 

of reduced and augmented bases. Also 

the new operators namely,    

operators, Relative Closure Operators 

and Monotonic Sequential Operators in 

a class of sequential sets are studied by 

M. Singha and S. De sarkar [16, 17]. 

      The purpose of this paper is to study 

the concept of sequential topological 
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spaces in fuzzy setting. We begin with 

some basic definitions: 

      Let   be a nonempty set and 

          be the closed unit interval in 

the set   of real numbers. Let       

    
    and           

    be 

sequences of fuzzy sets in   called 

fuzzy sequential sets in   and we define 

i.                
    

    

(union), 

ii.                
    

    

(intersection), 

iii.             if and only if 

  
    

  for all    ;   being 

the set of positive integers, 

iv.              if and only if 

there exists     such that 
  
    

 , 

v.             if and only if 

  
    

  for all    , 

vi.             
      ,    , 

vii.             if and only if 

  
        for all    , where 

        is a sequence in  . In 

particular if      , we write 

          , 

viii.   
         

    where       and 

  
        , for all      , 

   , 

ix.   
           

        
     , 

called complement of      , 

x. A fuzzy sequential set       
    

    is called a fuzzy 

sequential point if there exists 

      and a non zero sequence 

        in   such that 

 

                
           , if      , 

                             , if          , 
for all    .  

 

If   be the collection of all     such 
that     , then we can write the 

above expression as 

 
         

           , whenever    , 

                      , whenever      .  

 
The point   is called the support,   is 

called base and   is called the 

sequential grade of membership of   in 

the fuzzy sequential point       and we 

write           
    . If further 

       ,    , then the fuzzy 

sequential point is called a simple fuzzy 
sequential point and it is denoted by 

    
     . A fuzzy sequential point is 

called complete if its base is the set of 

natural numbers. A fuzzy sequential 

point            
     is said to belong 

to       if and only if             

and we write            . It is said 

to belong weakly to       symbolically 

             if and only if there 

exists       such that   
     

  
    . If       and   is the sequence 

in   same to   in   and vanishes outside 

 , then the fuzzy sequential point 

           
     is called a reduced 

fuzzy sequential point of       

    
    . A sequence                
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of subsets of  , where           for 

all       and          the null 

subset of  , for all      , is called 

a sequential point in  . 

Throughout this paper we use Chang’s 
definition of fuzzy topology [5].  

 

2 Definitions and Results:  
  
Definition 2.1 A family      of fuzzy 
sequential sets on a nonempty set   
satisfying the properties: 
 

i.   
           for all    

      , 
 

ii.                     
                    
 

iii. for any family                
                           

  
is called a fuzzy sequential topology 

(FST) on   and the ordered pair 

         is called fuzzy sequential 
topological space (FSTS). The 

members of      are called open fuzzy 

sequential sets in  . Complement of an 

open fuzzy sequential set in   is called 

closed fuzzy sequential set in  . 
 
Definition 2.2 If       and       be 

two FSTs on   such that       
        then we say that       is finer 

than       or       is weaker than 

      
 
Proposition 2.1 If   be a fuzzy 

topology (FT) on  , then    forms an 

FST on  . 
 
Proof. Proof is straightforward.  

We may construct different FSTs on   

from a given FT   on  ,    is the finest 

of all these FSTs. Not only that, any FT 
  on   can be considered as a 

component of some FST on  , one of 

them is   , there are at least countably 

many FSTs on   weaker than    of 
which   is a component. One of them is 

                    
  

 
    

  

                          
 

Proposition 2.2 If          is an 

FSTS, then        is a fuzzy 

topological space (FTS), where 
      

     
          

            

     . 

Proof. Proof is omitted.  
 

Definition 2.3 In Proposition 2.2, 

      , where    , is called the     

component fuzzy topological space of 
          
 

Proposition 2.3 Let          
    be 

an open (closed) fuzzy sequential set in 

an FSTS           then for each   
 ,   

  is an open (closed) fuzzy set in 

       but the converse is not 

necessarily true. 

Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. 
For the converse part let us take the 

FSTS          where   is any 

nonempty set and         
        

  }. Let       be a strictly increasing 

sequence in   and          
   , 

where   
     and          for all 

     ,    . Clearly for each    , 
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  is an open fuzzy set in        but 

         
    is not an open fuzzy 

sequential set in            

 
Definition 2.4 Fuzzy sequential sets 

         
    and          

    are 

called quasi-coincident, denoted by 

           if and only if there exists 

      such that   
        

      , 

whenever   
  and   

  both are non zero. 

We write              to say that 

    ) and       are not quasi-

coincident. 
 

Definition 2.5 Fuzzy sequential sets 
         

    and          
    are 

called weakly quasi-coincident, denoted 

by              if and only if there 

exists       such that   
     

   
      , for some    . We write 

                 to mean that       and 

    ) are not weakly quasi-coincident. 

 
Definition 2.6 A fuzzy sequential point 

          
     is called quasi-

coincident with          
   , 

denoted by             if and only if 

  
        

       for all      . If 

      is not quasi-coincident with 

     , then we write               
 

Definition 2.7 A fuzzy sequential point 

          
     is called weakly quasi-

coincident with          
   , 

denoted by              if and only if 

  
        

        for some      . 

If       is not weakly quasi-coincident 

with      , then we write 

                . If   
        

       

for some        , then we say that 

      is weakly quasi-coincident with 

      at the sequential point      . 
 

Proposition 2.4 If the fuzzy sequential 
sets          

    and          
    

are quasi-coincident, then each pair of 

non zero fuzzy sets   
  and   

  is also 

so but the converse is not necessarily 

true. 
Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. 

For the second part, let          
    

and          
    be fuzzy sequential 

sets on   where 

       

            
     

 

 
 ,           

                       ,          
 

            
     

 

 
 ,           

                      
 

 
 ,           

 

            
     

 

 
 ,     and        

 

            
     

 

 
 ,             

                       
 

 
 ,           

     

             
     

 

 
 ,             

                       
 

 
 ,           

 

             
     

 

 
 ,     and        
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Clearly   
    

  for all     but 

               

 
Corollary 2.1 A fuzzy sequential point 

          
     is quasi-coincident 

with a fuzzy sequential set       
   

    if and only if   
  and   

  are so 

for each      . 

Proof. Proof is straightforward. 
 

Definition 2.8 A fuzzy sequential set 

      in an FSTS          is called a 

neighbourhood (in short nbd) of a fuzzy 

sequential point       if and only if 

there exists            such that 

                    
 

Definition 2.9 A fuzzy sequential set 

      in an FSTS          is called a 

weak nbd of a fuzzy sequential point 

      if and only if there exists 

           such that 

                  . 
 

Definition 2.10 A fuzzy sequential set 

      in an FSTS          is called a 

 -nbd of a fuzzy sequential point       

if and only if there exists             

such that                  .  

 
Definition 2.11 A fuzzy sequential set 

      in an FSTS          is called a 

weak  -nbd of a fuzzy sequential point 

      if and only if there exists 

            such that 

                  .  

Proposition 2.5                 if 

and only if       and        
  are not 

(weakly) quasi-coincident. In particular 

                if and only if       
is not (weakly) quasi-coincident with 

       
 . 

Proof. Proof is omitted.  
 

Proposition 2.6 Let              be a 

family of fuzzy sequential sets in  . 

Then a fuzzy sequential point 

                     if and only if 

              for some    . 

Proof. Let                      

where           
     and        

     
   . This implies 

  
       

       for some     

 , 

where                
   . Therefore 

  
         

         where    > 0         (1) (1) 

Also  

   
            

     for some                (2) (2) 

 

From (1) and (2) we have   
     

   
      , that is,               for 

some    . Other implication is 
straightforward.  

 

Corollary 2.2 If              for 

some    , then                     

where              is a family of 

fuzzy sequential sets in   but not 

conversely. 
Proof. Proof of the first part is omitted. 

For second part, let             
   , 
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         be fuzzy sequential sets in  , 

where 

 

      
       for all            

                 
 

 
  for all          

 

      
       for all      

 

 
 

 

 
   

                 
 

 
  for all    

 

 
 

 

 
  

 
    

          
     for all    , 

     .     

 

     
       for all       

 

 
     

                
 

 
  for all     

 

 
     

     

     
       for all       

 

 
   , 

                
 

 
 for all     

 

 
     

 

The fuzzy sequential point       

      
     where           and 

          with           
 

  
 ,      

for all       is quasi-coincident with 

              but it is not so with any 

one of them.  

 
Definition 2.12 A subfamily   of an 

FST      on   is called a base for      
if and only if to every             , 

there exists a subfamily              

of   such that                      

 
Definition 2.13 A subfamily    
               of an FST      on   is 

called a subbase for      if and only if 

                                     
forms a base for       
 

Theorem 2.1 A subfamily   of an FST 

     on   is a base for      if and only 

if for each fuzzy sequential point       
in          and for every open weak   

nbd       of      , there exists a 

member         such that 

                    . 
Proof. The necessary part is 
straightforward. To prove its 

sufficiency, if possible let   be not a 

base for       Then there exists a 

member             , such that 

                       

                             , 
and hence there is an     and an 

      such that   
         

     for 

all      . Let           where 

       
       whenever       

and      whenever      , then 

  
          

         , for all 

      and     
                 . 

Therefore       is an open weak   nbd 

of      . Now 

         
  

 
                 

             
   

          
          for 

all       

                  which is a 

contradiction. Hence the proof.  

 
Proposition 2.7 If   be a base for an 

FST      on  , then    
   

            
       will form a 
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base for the component FT    on   for 

each     but not conversely. 

Proof. Proof of the first part is 
straightforward. For the converse part 

we consider the FSTS         where   

is the set of real numbers and   
              ,        for all    , 

which is a FT on  . Clearly    
              , where   is the set 

of rational numbers, is a base for the 

component FT   
  on   for each     

but         
                 is 

not a base for the FST    on   because 

         
    where   

  
 

 

 
 for all 

    is an open fuzzy sequential set in 

      , but cannot be written as a 

supremum of a subfamily of        
 

Definition 2.14 Let       be any fuzzy 

sequential set in an FSTS           

The closure              and interior   
     of 

      are defined as 

 

                                   

         
         

 

  
                           

             
 
Proposition 2.8 If          

    in 

(         then      
     

  in        

for each    , where      
   is the 

closure of   
  in         

Proof. Proof is straightforward.  

 

Here we cite an example where the 

equality in the proposition 2.8 does not 
hold. Let         and       
    

                If       

  
 
 

 

    ,    
 

 
 

 

  
   , then              

  
 

 

    . Here      
    

 

 
 

 

  
 

        
   

whereas   
      

 

 

 
  

 
Definition 2.15 The dual of a fuzzy 

sequential point           
     is a 

fuzzy sequential point        

    
      where        ,         

and 

        for all    , 

        for all        . 
 

            Every   nbd of a fuzzy 

sequential point       is weakly quasi- 

coincident with a fuzzy sequential set 

      implies                    implies 

every weak   nbd of       and       

are weakly quasi-coincident. 

Proof. Let           
    .       

              if for every closed fuzzy 

sequential set            ,       
        that is   

       
     for all 

                       if for every 

open fuzzy sequential set       
   

           
 ,   

         
     

for all      ; that is                    if 
for every open fuzzy sequential set 
         

    satisfying   
       

   
     for all    ,       

        
 , which implies the first part. 
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Now let                    . If possible let 

there exists a weak   nbd       of 

      such that                   Then 

there exists an open fuzzy sequential set 

      such that              

     . Now                  and 

               
       

       

for all      ,           

       
                

  
  
       

       for all    . This 

contradicts the fact that             . 
Hence the result follows.  

 
Corollary 2.3 A fuzzy sequential point 

                   if and only if each nbd 

of its dual point        is weakly quasi-

coincident with      . 
Proof. Proof is straightforward since   

nbd of a fuzzy sequential point is 
exactly the nbd of its dual point.  

 
Theorem 2.3 A fuzzy sequential point 

        
     if and only if its dual 

point               
              

Proof. Let         
      there 

exists an open fuzzy sequential set 

      such that             

            and        
  are not 

weakly quasi-coincident         

       
              Conversely let        

       
              Then there exists an open nbd 

      of       which is not weakly 

quasi-coincident with        
  

                    

                     
    .  

  

Proposition 2.9 In an FSTS         , 
the following hold: 

(i)   
               

    ,          (ii) 

      is closed if and only if              

     , (iii)                                   (iv) 

                                                       , (v) 

                                                       , (vi) 

   
         

    ,          (vii) 

      is open if    
          , (viii) 

   
         

    , (ix) 

             
    

        
    , (x) 

  
       

                    
 , (xi) 

  
            

             , (xii)               

        
                  , (xiii)                  

         
   , (xiv)        

             

   
      . 

Proof. Proof is straightforward.  

 
Definition 2.16 A fuzzy sequential 

point       is called an adherence point 

of a fuzzy sequential set       if and 

only if every weak   nbd of       is 

weakly quasi-coincident with      . 
 
Definition 2.17 A fuzzy sequential 

point       is called an accumulation 

point of a fuzzy sequential set       if 

and only if       is an adherence point 

of       and every weak   nbd of 

      and       are weakly quasi-

coincident at some fuzzy sequential 

point having different base or support 

from that of       whenever       

     . 
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Proposition 2.10 Any reduced fuzzy 
sequential point of an accumulation 

point of a fuzzy sequential set is also an 
accumulation point of it.  

Proof. Easy to prove.  
 

From the proposition 2.10, we see that 
any simple reduced fuzzy sequential 
point of an accumulation point of a 

fuzzy sequential set is also an 
accumulation point of it but the 

converse is not true. For let         
and         

                    ,  

where          
   ,   

     
 

 
 and 

  
       for all    . Let       

   
    where   

  
 

 

 
 for       and 

  
    otherwise. Then the fuzzy 

sequential point           
     where 

        with       
 

 
 and      

otherwise, is not an accumulation point 

of       though     
  

 

 
  and     

  
 

 
  

both are accumulation point of      . 
 

Definition 2.18 The union of all 
accumulation points of a fuzzy 

sequential set       is called the fuzzy 

derived sequential set of       and it is 

denoted by   
    . 

 

Theorem 2.4 In an FSTS         , 

                       
    . 

Proof. Let                        

                           Then 

               . Now let        , then 

two cases may arise,             or 

           . If            , then 

        
     and hence       

          
    . Therefore , 

                          
    ……..(1) 

Again,                    and since any 

accumulation point       of       

belongs to              which 

implies   
                 . Therefore, 

          
                  …………...(2). 

From (1) and (2) the result follows. 

 
Corollary 2.4 A fuzzy sequential set is 

closed in an FSTS          if and only 

if it contains all its accumulation points. 
Proof. Proof is straightforward. 

 
Remark 2.1 The fuzzy derived 

sequential set of any fuzzy sequential 
set may not be closed as shown by 
example 2.1. 

 
Example 2.1 Let               be 

the FST having base      
       

   
                      , where 

  
      ,   

             and 

          
     where            , 

                          
       . Here the fuzzy derived 

sequential set of     
       is not 

closed. 

 
Proposition 2.11 The fuzzy derived 

sequential set of a fuzzy sequential 
point equals the union of the fuzzy 
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derived sequential sets of all its simple 

reduced fuzzy sequential points. 
Proof. The proof is omitted. 

 
Proposition 2.12 If the fuzzy derived 

sequential set of each of the simple re-
duced fuzzy sequential points of a fuzzy 

sequential point is closed, then the 
derived sequential set of the fuzzy 
sequential point is closed. 

Proof. Let           
     be a fuzzy 

sequential point.  Let       be the 

fuzzy derived sequential set of      . 

Let        be the fuzzy derived 

sequential set of            
     , 

     . Suppose        is closed for 

all    . Let       be an 

accumulation point of      . 

Now,             

        is not an accumulation point of 

      

    a weak  -nbd       of       
which is not weakly quasi coincident 

with       

        is not weakly quasi coincident 

with     
            

                     

        is not an accumulation point of 

             (since        is 

closed      ) 

        is not an accumulation point of 

                  a contradiction. 

Hence proved.  
 

Remark 2.2 Converse of proposition 
2.12 is not true as shown by example 

2.2. 

 

Example 2.2 Let        ,      be 

the FST having base      
       

   
                     , where 

  
      ,   

             and 

          
     where            , 

                      
          . 
Here the fuzzy derived sequential set of 

      is closed but the fuzzy derived 

sequential set of     
       is not 

closed. 
 

We conclude the paper stating two 
necessary lemmas followed by a variant 

of Yang’s Theorem in fuzzy sequential 
topological spaces. 
 

Lemma 2.1 Let           
     be a 

fuzzy sequential point in FSTS 
        . Then, 

 

(i) For     ,                   
         

(ii) If                   , then 

                   
         where    . 

(iii) If                   , then 

                   
       . 

(iv) If   
           sequence of real 

zeros, then                   . 

(v) If       is simple then converse of 

(iv) is true.  

 

Lemma 2.2 Let           
      be a 

simple fuzzy sequential point in the 

FSTS           Then, 
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(i) If   
        is a non zero sequence, 

then                
    . 

(ii) If   
           sequence of real 

zeros, then If   
     is closed iff   an 

open fuzzy sequential set   
     such 

that   
          and for    , 

  
                            

    
           

(iii)   
          sequence of real 

zeros iff   an open fuzzy sequential 

set       such that              

where         and      if    , 

      if    . 

 

Theorem 2.5 The fuzzy derived 
sequential set of each fuzzy sequential 

set is closed iff the fuzzy derived 
sequential set of each simple fuzzy 

sequential point is closed. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. 

Conversely, suppose        is a fuzzy 

sequential set. We will show that 

  
            is closed. Let       

     
      be an accumulation point of 

      . It is sufficient to show that 

             . Let         where 

      for     and            . 

Now                      
                                 

             . Therefore       is an 

adherence point of      . If       

       then       is an accumulation 

point of      , that is             
and we are done. 
Let us assume             

                              (say) 

       
        

Now consider the simple fuzzy 

sequential point           
     . Let 

          where         and 

           . There are two 

possibilities concerning   
    . 

Case I.   
           is a non zero 

sequence. Now 

                             

By lemma 2.1(v),                     

    
                           

        

           
       

    . 

 
Hence the simple fuzzy sequential point 

          
             but since 

        
                                

      is an accumulation point of 

     , that is              Moreover 

           

         

             . 
 

Case II.   
         . Let       be an 

arbitrary weak  -nbd of       and 

hence of      . In view of lemma 

2.2(ii),   an open fuzzy sequential set 

  
     such that   

          and for 

   ,   
                           . Let 

Let               
    . Then 

                  which 

implies   
       

         . Thus 

      is a weak  -nbd of      . Hence 

      and       are weakly quasi 

coincident, that is   a point   and     
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such that   
       

      . Owing 

to the fact that       is the union of all 

the accumulation points of      ,   an 

accumulation point            
      

such that      
      . Therefore 

      is a weak  -nbd of       . Let 

        where      and      

for all    . The proof will be carried 

out, according to the following 
subcases: 

Subcase I. When    . 

(a) when     and     , then 

            . Since        is an 

accumulation point of      , every 

weak  -nbd of        (and hence 

     ) and       are weakly quasi 

coincident at some point having 

different base or different support than 

that of      . 
(b) When     and     , then 

            . From lemma 2.2(iii),   

an open fuzzy sequential set        

such that   
                . 

Therefore                    is 

also a weak  -nbd of       . Hence 

      and       are weakly quasi 

coincident. Since          

  
             

    
       

 
           

Thus       (and hence      ) and 

      are weakly quasi coincident at 

some point having different base or 

different support than that of      . 
(c) When    .  

We have   
                           . 

Also                         
   . Since 

        
         

         

           an open fuzzy sequential 

set                
  such that 

    
       

         . Therefore 

                       is also a 

weak  -nbd        and hence is weakly 

quasi coincident with        Since 

               
  

     
                   

     
 
         

         
    . 

Thus        (and hence      ) is 

weakly quasi coincident with       at 

some point having different base or 

different support than that of      . 
Subcase II. When    . 

(a) Suppose    . We have 

  
             

    
 
           . 

So   
     is a weak  -nbd of   

    . 

Hence              
 
     is a weak 

 -nbd of   
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries

In 1965, L. A. Zadeh introduced the concept of fuzzy sets [1] and fuzzy topology was introduced by
C. L. Chang in 1968 [2]. A number of works on fuzzy topological spaces and fuzzy metric spaces have
been appeared in the literature. In this paper, we study various separation axioms in fuzzy sequential
topological spaces [3]. The key idea behind this work has been drawn from [4–6]. First we give some
basic definitions, notations and results of [3] which will be used in the sequel.

Let X be a non empty set and I = [0, 1] be the closed unit interval in the set R of real numbers. Let
Af (s) = {Anf}n and Bf (s) = {Bn

f }n be sequences of fuzzy sets in X called fuzzy sequential sets in X
and we define:

(1) Af (s) ∨Bf (s) = {Anf ∨Bn
f }n (Union).

(2) Af (s) ∧Bf (s) = {Anf ∧Bn
f }n (Intersection).

(3) Af (s) ≤ Bf (s) if and only if Anf ≤ Bn
f for all n ∈ N, N being the set of positive integers.

(4) Af (s) ≤w Bf (s) if and only if there exists n ∈ N such that Anf ≤ Bn
f .

(5) Af (s) = Bf (s) if and only if Anf = Bn
f for all n ∈ N.

(6) Af (s)(x) = {Anf (x)}n, x ∈ X.

(7) Af (s)(x) ≥M r if and only if Anf (x) ≥ rn for all n ∈ M , where r = {rn}n is a sequence in I. In

particular, if M = N, where N is the set of positive integers, we write Af (s)(x) ≥ r.
(8) X l

f (s) = {Xn
f }n where l ∈ I and Xn

f (x) = l, for all x ∈ X, n ∈ N.

(9) Acf (s) = {1−Anf}n = {(Anf )c}n, called complement of Af (s).

∗ Corresponding author
Email: nita anee@yahoo.in
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(10) a fuzzy sequential set Pf (s) = {pnf}n is called a fuzzy sequential point if there exists x ∈ X and

a non zero sequence r = {rn}n in I such that

pnf (t) = rn, if t = x,

= 0, if t ∈ X − {x}, for all n ∈ N.

If M be the collection of all n ∈ N such that rn 6= 0, then we can write the above expression as

pnf (x) = rn, whenever n ∈M ,

= 0, whenever n ∈ N−M .

The point x is called the support, M is called base and r is called the sequential grade of membership of
x in the fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) and we write Pf (s) = (pMfx, r). If furtherM = {n}, n ∈ N, then the

fuzzy sequential point is called a simple fuzzy sequential point and it is denoted by (pnfx, rn). A fuzzy
sequential point is called complete if its base is the set of natural numbers. A fuzzy sequential point
Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is said to belong to Af (s) if and only if Pf (s) ≤ Af (s) and we write Pf (s) ∈ Af (s).

It is said to belong weakly to Af (s), symbolically Pf (s) ∈w Af (s) if and only if there exists n ∈ M
such that pnf (x) ≤ Anf (x). If R ⊆ M and s is the sequence in I same to r in R and vanishes outside

R then the fuzzy sequential point Prf (s) = (pRfx, s) is called a reduced fuzzy sequential point of

Pf (s) = (pMfx, r).

A sequence (x, L) = {An}n of subsets of X, where An = {x}, for all n ∈ L and An = Φ = the null
subset of X, for all n ∈ N−L, is called a sequential point in X. A family δ(s) of fuzzy sequential sets
on a non empty set X satisfying the following properties:

(1) Xr
f (s) ∈ δ(s) for all r ∈ {0, 1},

(2) Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ δ(s)⇒ Af (s) ∧Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) and,
(3) for any family {Afj(s) ∈ δ(s), j ∈ J},

∨
j∈J Afj(s) ∈ δ(s),

is called a fuzzy sequential topology (FST) on X and the ordered pair (X, δ(s)) is called fuzzy se-
quential topological space (FSTS). The members of δ(s) are called open fuzzy sequential sets in X.
Compliment of an open fuzzy sequential set in X is called closed fuzzy sequential set in X. If δ1(s)
and δ2(s) be two FSTs on X such that δ1(s) ⊂ δ2(s), then we say that δ2(s) is finer than δ1(s) or
δ1(s) is weaker than δ2(s). If δ be a fuzzy topology (FT) on X, then δN forms a FST on X. We may
construct different FSTs on X from a given FT δ on X, δN is the finest of all these FSTs. Not only
that, any FT δ on X can be considered as a component of some FST on X, one of them is δN, there
are at least countably many FSTs on X weaker than δN of which δ is a component. One of them is
δ

′
(s) = {Anf (s) = {Anf}n; Anf = A for all n ∈ N and A ∈ δ}.

If (X, δ(s)) is a FSTS, then (X, δn) is a fuzzy topological space (FTS), where δn = {Anf ; Anf (s) =

{Anf}n ∈ δ(s)}, n ∈ N and (X, δn) is called the nth component FTS of the FSTS (X, δ(s)). Let

Anf (s)={Anf}n be an open (closed) fuzzy sequential set in the FSTS (X, δ(s)), then for each n ∈ N,

Anf is an open (closed) fuzzy set in (X, δn) but the converse is not necessarily true.

Fuzzy sequential sets Af (s) = {Anf}n and Bf (s) = {Bn
f }n are called quasi-coincident, denoted by

Af (s)qBf (s) if and only if there exists x ∈ X such that Anf (x) > (Bn
f )c(x), whenever Anf and Bn

f

both are not 0. We write Af (s)qBf (s) to say that Af (s) and Bf (s) are not quasi-coincident. Fuzzy
sequential sets Af (s) = {Anf}n and Bf (s) = {Bn

f }n are called weakly quasi-coincident, denoted by

Af (s)qwBf (s) if and only if there exists x ∈ X such that Anf (x) > (Bn
f )c(x) for some n ∈ N. We write

Af (s)qwBf (s) to mean that Af (s) and Bf (s) are not weakly quasi-coincident.

A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is called quasi-coincident with Af (s) = {Anf}n, denoted by

Pf (s)qAf (s) if and only if Pnf (x) > (Anf )c(x) for all n ∈M . If Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is not quasi-coincident
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with Af (s), then we write Pf (s)qAf (s). A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is called weakly

quasi-coincident with Af (s) = {Anf}n, denoted by Pf (s)qwAf (s) if and only if Pnf (x) > (Anf )c(x)

for some n ∈ M . If Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is not weakly quasi-coincident with Af (s), then we write

Pf (s)qwAf (s). If Pnf (x) > (Anf )c(x) for some n ∈ L ⊆ M , then we say that Pf (s) is weakly quasi-

coincident with Af (s) at the sequential point (x, L). If the fuzzy sequential sets Af (s) = {Anf}n and

Bf (s) = {Bn
f }n are quasi-coincident, then each pair of non 0 fuzzy sets Anf and Bn

f is also so but the
converse is not necessarily true.

The fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (pMf0.5, r) where M = {1, 2}, r = {rn}n and r1 = r2 = 7
10 is quasi-

coincident with Af1(s) ∨ Af2(s) but it is not so with any one of them. A subfamily β of a FST δ(s)
on X is called a base for δ(s) if and only if to every Af (s) ∈ δ(s), there exists a subfamily {Bfj(s),
j ∈ J} of β such that Af (s) =

∨
j∈J Bfj(s). A subfamily S = {Sfλ(s); λ ∈ Λ} of a FST δ(s) on X is

called a subbase for δ(s) if and only if {
∧
j∈J Sfj(s); J = finite subset of Λ} forms a base for δ(s).

A subfamily β of a fuzzy sequential topology δ(s) on X is a base for δ(s) if and only if for each
fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) in (X, δ(s)) and for every open weak Q nbd Af (s) of Pf (s), there exists
a member Bf (s) ∈ β such that Pf (s)qwBf (s) ≤ Af (s). If β be a base for the FST δ(s) on X, then
βn = {Bn

f ; Bf (s) = {Bn
f }n ∈ β} forms a base for the component fuzzy topology δn on X for each

n ∈ N but not conversely.

Let Af (s) be any fuzzy sequential set in a FSTS (X, δ(s)). The closure Af (s) and interior
o
Af (s) of

Af (s) are defined as

Af (s) =
∧
{Cf (s); Af (s) ≤ Cf (s), Ccf (s) ∈ δ(s)},

o
Af (s) =

∨
{Of (s); Of (s) ≤ Af (s), Of (s) ∈ δ(s)}.

If Af (s) = {Anf}n in (X, δ(s)), then cl(Anf ) ≤ Anf in (X, δn) for each n ∈ N, where cl(Anf ) is the closure

of Anf in (X, δn). The dual of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is a fuzzy sequential point

Pdf (s) = (pMfx, t), where r = {rn}n, t = {tn}n and

tn = 1− rn for all n ∈M ,

= 0 for all n ∈ N−M .

Every Q nbd of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) is weakly quasi-coincident with a fuzzy sequential

set Af (s) implies Pf (s) ∈ Af (s) implies every weak Q nbd of Pf (s) and Af (s) are weakly quasi-

coincident. A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) ∈
o
Af (s) if and only if its dual point Pdf (s) /∈ Acf (s). In a

FSTS (X, δ(s)), the following hold:

(1) Xr
f (s) = Xr

f (s), r ∈ {0, 1}.
(2) Af (s) is closed if and only if Af (s) = Af (s).

(3) Af (s) = Af (s).

(4) Af (s) ∨Bf (s) = Af (s) ∨Bf (s).

(5) Af (s) ∧Bf (s) ⊆ Af (s) ∧Bf (s).
(6) (Xr

f (s))o = Xr
f (s), r ∈ {0, 1}.

(7) Af (s) is open if and only if
o
Af (s) = Af (s).

(8) (
o
Af (s))o =

o
Af (s).

(9) (Af (s) ∧Bf (s))o =
o
Af (s) ∧

o
Bf (s).
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(10) (Af (s) ∨Bf (s))o =
o
Af (s) ∨

o
Bf (s).

(11)
o
Af (s) = (Acf (s))

c
.

(12) Af (s) = (Acf (s))o.

(13) (Af (s))c = (Acf (s))o.

(14) (Acf (s)) = (
o
Af (s))c.

A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) is called an adherence point of a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) if and only
if every weak Q-nbd of Pf (s) is weakly quasi-coincident with Af (s). A fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) is
called an accumulation point of a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) if and only if Pf (s) is an adherence point
of Af (s) and every weak Q-nbd of Pf (s) and Af (s) are weakly quasi-coincident at some sequential
point having different base or support from that of Pf (s) whenever Pf (s) ∈ Af (s). Any reduced
sequential point of an accumulation point of a fuzzy sequential set is also an accumulation point of
it. The union of all accumulation points of a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) is called the fuzzy derived
sequential set of Af (s) and it is denoted by Adf (s).

In a FSTS (X, δ(s)), Af (s) = Af (s)∨Adf (s). A fuzzy sequential set is closed in a FSTS (X, δ(s)) if and
only if it contains all its accumulation points. The fuzzy derived sequential set of a fuzzy sequential
point equals the union of the fuzzy derived sequential sets of all its simple reduced fuzzy sequential
points. If the fuzzy derived sequential set of each of the reduced fuzzy sequential points of a fuzzy
sequential point is closed, then the derived sequential set of the fuzzy sequential point is closed.

Let Af (s) = (pkfx, r) be a fuzzy sequential point in FSTS (X, δ(s)), then:

(1) For y 6= x, Af (s)(y) = Adf (s)(y).

(2) If Af (s)(x) >P r, Af (s)(x) =P A
d
f (s)(x), where P ⊂M .

(3) If Af (s)(x) >M r, Af (s)(x) = Adf (s)(x).

(4) If Adf (s)(x) = 0 = sequence of real zeros, then Af (s)(x) = r.

(5) If Af (s) is simple then converse of (iv) is true.

Let Af (s) = (pkfx, rk) be a simple fuzzy sequential point in FSTS (X, δ(s)). Then:

(1) If Adf (s)(x) is a non zero sequence, then Af (s) = Adf (s).

(2) If Adf (s)(x) = 0 =sequence of real zeros, then Adf (s) is closed iff there exists an open fuzzy sequen-

tial set B@
f (s) such that B@

f (s)(x) = 1 and for y 6= x, B@
f (s)(y) = {Af (s)}c(y) = {Adf (s)}c(y).

(3) Adf (s)(x) = 0 =sequence of real zeros iff there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) such that

Bf (s)(x) = 1− r where r = {rn}n and rn = 0 if n 6= k, rn = rk if n = k.

It is observed that fuzzy derived sequential set of each fuzzy sequential set is closed if and only if the
fuzzy derived sequential set of each simple fuzzy sequential point is closed. Books [5, 7–9] may provide
a suitable background for the present work.

2. Main Definitions and Results

Definition 2.1 Two fuzzy sequential points Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t) are said to be
identical if x = y, M = N and r = t; otherwise they are distinct.

Definition 2.2 A set M ⊂ N is said to be base of a fuzzy sequential set Uf (s) = {Unf }∞n=1 if Unf 6= 0

∀n ∈M and Unf = 0 ∀n ∈ N−M .

Definition 2.3 A fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1 (having base N) is said to be completely

contained in a fuzzy sequential set Af (s) = {Anf}∞n=1 (having base M) if M = N and Bn
f ≤ Anf for all

n ∈ N.
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Definition 2.4 A fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1 (having base N) is said to be totally reduced

from the fuzzy sequential set Af (s) = {Anf}∞n=1 (having base M) if N $ M and Bn
f ≤ Anf for all

n ∈ N .

Definition 2.5 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-T0 space if for any two distinct fuzzy sequential
points Pf (s) and Qf (s), there exists a weak Q-nbd of one of Pf (s) and Qf (s) which is not weakly
quasi coincident with the other.

Theorem 2.6 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0 space iff for every pair of distinct fuzzy sequential points Pf (s)
and Qf (s) either Pf (s) does not belong to the closure of Qf (s) or Qf (s) does not belong to the closure
of Pf (s).

Proof Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0. Then there exists a weak Q-nbd Uf (s) of Pf (s) which is not weakly

quasi coincident with Qf (s). This implies that Pf (s) /∈ Qf (s). Conversely, suppose Pf (s) and Qf (s)

be any two distinct fuzzy sequential points such that Pf (s) /∈ Qf (s). This implies that exists a weak
Q-nbd of Pf (s) which is not weakly quasi coincident with Qf (s). Hence (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0. �

Corollary 2.1 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0 space iff distinct fuzzy sequential points have distinct closures.

Theorem 2.7 A FTS (X, δ) is fuzzy T0 iff the FSTS (X, δN) is fs-T0.

Proof Suppose (X, δ) is fuzzy T0. Let Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t) be any two distinct fuzzy

sequential points where r = {rn}∞n=1 and t = {tn}∞n=1.

Case I: Suppose x 6= y. Then for prmx 6= ptmy (m ∈M) there exists a Q-nbd U of prmx which is not quasi

coincident with ptmx .

Case II: Suppose x = y, M ∩ N = φ. Then for prmx 6= ptmx (m ∈ M ) there exists a Q-nbd U of prmx
which is not quasi coincident with ptmx .

Case III: Suppose x = y, N ⊂M . If rm 6= tm for some m ∈ N , then for prmx 6= ptmx there exists a Q-nbd
U of prmx which is not quasi coincident with ptmx . If rn = tn ∀ n ∈ N , then for prmx 6= ptmx (m ∈M −N)
there exists a Q-nbd U of prmx which is not quasi coincident with ptmx .

Case IV: Suppose x = y and neither N ⊂ M nor M ⊂ N nor M ∩ N = φ. Then for prmx 6= ptmx
(m ∈M , m /∈ N) there exists a Q-nbd U of prmx which is not quasi coincident with ptnx .

In all the above cases, the fuzzy sequential set Uf (s) = {Unf }∞n=1 where Um = U and Un = 0 ∀n 6= m,

is a weak Q-nbd of Pf (s) which is not weakly quasi coincident with Qf (s).

Conversely, suppose (X, δN) is fs-T0. Let pλx and pµy be any two distinct fuzzy points in X. Then
for each n ∈ N, fuzzy sequential points (pnfx, λ) and (pnfy, µ) are distinct. So exists a weak Q-nbd

Uf (s) = {Unf }∞n=1 of one of (pnfx, λ) and (pnfy, µ) which is not weakly quasi coincident with the other.

This implies Unf is a Q-nbd of one of pλx and pµy which is not quasi coincident with the other. �

Theorem 2.8 If a FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T0, then the FTS (X, δn) where δn = {Anf ; Af (s) = {Anf}∞n=1 ∈
δ(s)} is fuzzy T0 for each n ∈ N.

Proof Let pλx and pµy be any two distinct fuzzy points in X. Then for each n ∈ N, fuzzy sequential
points (pnfx, λ) and (pnfy, µ) are distinct. So there exists a weak Q-nbd Uf (s) = {Unf }∞n=1 of one of

(pnfx, λ) and (pnfy, µ) which is not weakly quasi coincident with the other. This implies Unf is a Q-nbd

of one of pλx and pµy which is not quasi coincident with the other. �

Remark 2.9 Converse of Theorem 2.8 is not true as shown by Example 2.10.

Example 2.10 Let (X, δ) be a FTS. For any A ∈ δ let BfA(s) = {Bn
fA}∞n=1, CfA(s) = {CnfA}∞n=1 and

DfA(s) = {Dn
fA}∞n=1, where Bn

fA = A for odd n, Bn
fA = 0 for even n, CnfA = 0 for odd n, CnfA = A for

even n and Dn
fA = A for all n ∈ N. The collection δ(s) of all the fuzzy sequential sets BfA(s), CfA(s)

and DfA(s) for all A ∈ δ forms a FST on X. If (X, δ) is fuzzy T0, then the components of (X, δ(s))
are fuzzy T0 but (X, δ(s)) is not fs-T0.
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Definition 2.11 Suppose Uf (s) = {Unf }∞n=1 and Vf (s) = {V n
f }∞n=1 are two fuzzy sequential sets. If

there exists an M ⊂ N such that Unf qV
n
f for all n ∈M , we say that Uf (s) is M -quasi coincident with

Vf (s) and we write Uf (s)qMVf (s). If Unf qV
n
f for at least one n ∈ M , we say that Uf (s) is weakly

M -quasi coincident with Vf (s) and we write Uf (s)qMw Vf (s).

Definition 2.12 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be a fs-T1 space if every fuzzy sequential point in X is
closed.

Remark 2.13 A fs-T1 space is fs-T0.

Theorem 2.14 A FTS (X, δ) is fuzzy T1 iff the FSTS (X, δN) is fs-T1.

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Theorem 2.15 If a FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T1, then the component FTS (X, δn) is fuzzy T1 for each n ∈ N.

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Remark 2.16 Converse of Theorem 2.15 is not true as shown by Example 2.17.

Example 2.17 Let (X, δ) be a FTS. For any A ∈ δ let BfA(s) = {Bn
fA}∞n=1, CfA(s) = {CnfA}∞n=1 and

DfA(s) = {Dn
fA}∞n=1, where Bn

fA = A for odd n, Bn
fA = 0 for even n, CnfA = 0 for odd n, CnfA = A for

even n and Dn
fA = A for all n ∈ N. The collection δ(s) of all the fuzzy sequential sets BfA(s), CfA(s)

and DfA(s) for all A ∈ δ forms a FST on X. If (X, δ) is fuzzy T1 then the components of (X, δ(s))
are fuzzy T1 but (X, δ(s)) is not fs-T1.

Theorem 2.18 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T1 iff for each x ∈ X and each sequence r = {rn}∞n=1 in [0, 1],

there exists Bf (s)̇ ∈ δ(s) such that Bf (s)(x) = {1− rn}∞n=1 and Bf (s)(y) = {1}∞n=1 for y 6= x.

Proof Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-T1. If r is a zero sequence, then it is sufficient to take Bf (s) = X1
f (s).

Suppose r is a non zero sequence. Let M ⊂ N such that rn 6= 0 for all n ∈ M and rn = 0 for all
n ∈ N−M . Then Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is a fuzzy sequential point in X and Bf (s) = X1

f (s)− Pf (s) is the
required open fuzzy sequential set.

Conversely, suppose Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) is an arbitrary fuzzy sequential point in X. By hypothesis, there

exists Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) such that Bf (s)(x) = 1 − r and Bf (s)(y) = 1 for y 6= x. It follows that Pf (s) is
the complement of Bf (s) and hence is closed. �

Theorem 2.19 The fuzzy derived sequential set of every fuzzy sequential set on a fs-T1 space is closed.

Proof The fuzzy derived sequential set of a fuzzy sequential point in a fs-T1 space, itself being a fuzzy
sequential point is closed. Hence the result follows from [6, Theorem 2.5]. �

Definition 2.20 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-Hausdorff space or fs-T2 space if for any two distinct
fuzzy sequential points Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t), none of which is completely contained

in the other, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qM−Nw Uf (s), Qf (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qM−Nw Vf (s), Qf (s)qwUf (s)

whenever Qf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from Pf (s), otherwise there exist open
fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qwUf (s), Qf (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qwVf (s), Qf (s)qwUf (s).

Definition 2.21 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be weak fs-Hausdorff space or (w) fs-Hausdorff space if
for any two distinct fuzzy sequential points Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t), none of which is

completely contained in the other, there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s))
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such that

Pf (s) ∈M−Nw Uf (s), Qdf (s) ∈w Vf (s), Uf (s)qwVf (s)

whenever Qf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from Pf (s), otherwise there exist open
fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈w Uf (s), Qdf (s) ∈w Vf (s), Uf (s)qwVf (s).

Theorem 2.22 A fs-Hausdorff space is a weak fs-Hausdorff space.

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Remark 2.23 Example 2.24 shows that a weak fs-Hausdorff space may not fs-Hausdorff space.

Example 2.24 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Then (X, δN) is weak fs-Hausdorff but not fs-
Hausdorff.

Remark 2.25 A fs-T2 space may not be fs-T1, shown by Example 2.26.

Example 2.26 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {1, 0, p1
x, p

1
y}. Let (X, δN) is fs-T2 but not fs-T1.

Definition 2.27 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be (w) fs-T2 space if it is (w) fs- Hausdorff and fs-T1.

Remark 2.28 A fs-T2 space is weak fs-T2.

Theorem 2.29 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-Hausdorff if for any two distinct fuzzy sequential
points Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t), none of which is completely contained in the other, there

exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf (s) and Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈M−N Gf (s), Qf (s) qwHf (s), Gf (s)qwHf (s)

and there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X,δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qM−Nw Df (s), Qf (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s)

whenever Qf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential point from Pf (s), otherwise there exist open
fuzzy sequential sets Gf (s) and Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈ Gf (s), Qf (s)qwHf (s), Gf (s)qwHf (s)

and there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qwDf (s), Qf (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s).

Proof Let Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t) be any two distinct fuzzy sequential points in X,

none of which is completely contained in the other. Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff.

Case I: Suppose none of Pf (s) and Qf (s) is totally reduced from the other. Then there exist open
fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qwUf (s), Qf (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qwVf (s), Qf (s)qwUf (s).

Now if we take Gf (s) = X1
f (s) − Vf (s), Hf (s) = Vf (s), Df (s) = Uf (s) and Ef (s) = X1

f (s) − Uf (s),
we are done.
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Case II: Suppose one of Pf (s) and Qf (s), say Qf (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s). Then there exists
open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qM−Nw Uf (s), Qf (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qM−Nw Vf (s), Qf (s)qwUf (s).

Now if we take Gf (s) = X1
f (s) − Vf (s), Hf (s) = Vf (s), Df (s) = Uf (s) and Ef (s) = X1

f (s) − Uf (s),
we are done.

Conversely, suppose the given conditions are true. In both the cases, if we take Uf (s) = Df (s) and
Vf (s) = Hf (s), we are done. �

Theorem 2.30 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff iff for any fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) in X,

Pf (s) =
∧
{Nf (s) : Nf (s) is a nbd of Pf (s)}. (1)

Proof Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-Hausdorff. Let Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) be any fuzzy sequential point in X and

Qf (s) = (pNfx, t) be another fuzzy sequential point distinct from Pf (s) and Qf (s) /∈ Pf (s).

If Pf (s) is totally reduced fromQf (s), there exists open fuzzy sequential set Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Qf (s) qN−Mw Vf (s), Pf (s)qwVf (s), otherwise there exists open fuzzy sequential set Vf (s) in (X, δ(s))

such that Qf (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qwVf (s).

In both cases, if we take Uf (s) = X1
f (s)− Vf (s), then Pf (s) ∈ Uf (s) and Qf (s) /∈ Uf (s). Hence (1) is

true.

Conversely, suppose (1) is true. Let Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and Qf (s) = (pNfy, t) be any two distinct fuzzy
sequential points in X, none of which is completely contained in the other.

Case I: Suppose none of Pf (s) and Qf (s) is totally reduced from the other. By (1), there exist nbds

Sf (s) and Tf (s) of Pf (s) and Qf (s) respectively such that Pf (s) /∈ Tf (s) and Qf (s) /∈ Sf (s). If we

take Uf (s) = X1
f (s)− Tf (s) and Vf (s) = X1

f (s)− Sf (s), we are done.

Case II: Suppose one of Pf (s) and Qf (s), Qf (s) (say) is totally reduced from Pf (s). Then there exists

nbds Sf (s) and Tf (s) of P ′f (s) and Qf (s) respectively such that Pf (s) /∈M−N Tf (s) and Qf (s) /∈ Sf (s),

where P
′

f (s)̇ is a reduced fuzzy sequential point of Pf (s) with base M − N . If we take Uf (s) =

X1
f (s)− Tf (s) and Vf (s) = X1

f (s)− Sf (s)̇, we are done. �

Theorem 2.31 If a FTS (X, δ) is fuzzy T2, then the FSTS (X, δN) is weak fs-Hausdorff.

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Remark 2.32 Converse of Theorem 2.31 is not true as shown by Example 2.33.

Example 2.33 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {1, 0, p1
x, p

1
y}. Then (X, δN) is weak fs-Hausdorff even though (X, δ)

is not fuzzy T2.

Remark 2.34 Example 2.35 shows that even if (X, δ) is fuzzy T2, the FSTS (X, δN) may not be
fs-Hausdorff.

Example 2.35 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Then (X, δ) is fuzzy T2 but (X, δN) is not fs-
Hausdorff.

Remark 2.36 Example 2.37 shows that if a FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-T2, then the component FTS (X, δn)
may not be fuzzy T2 for each n ∈ N.

Example 2.37 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {1, 0, p1
x, p

1
y}. Let δ(s) = δN, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-T2 but (X, δ1) =

(X, δ) is not fuzzy T2.
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Remark 2.38 Example 2.39 shows that even if all the component fuzzy topological spaces of a FSTS
are fuzzy T2, the FSTS may not be fs-T2.

Example 2.39 Let (X, δ) be a FTS. For any G ∈ δ, let AfG(s) = {AnfG}∞n=1, BfG(s) = {Bn
fG}∞n=1,

CfG(s) = {CnfG}∞n=1 where AnfG = G for odd n, AnfG = 0 for even n, Bn
fG = 0 for odd n, Bn

fG = G

for even n, CnfG = G for all n. Then the collection δ(s) of all fs-sets(fuzzy sequential sets) AfG(s),

BfG(s), CfG(s) for all G ∈ δ forms a fuzzy sequential topology on X. If (X, δ) is fuzzy T2, then the
components of (X, δ(s)) are fuzzy T2 but (X, δ(s)) itself is not fs-T2.

Definition 2.40 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-regular if for any fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) =
(pMfx, r) and a non zero closed fuzzy sequential set Af (s) such that Pf (s) /∈ Af (s) and Af (s) is not

completely contained in Pf (s), there exists open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s))
such that

Pf (s)qM−Nw Uf (s), Af (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qM−Nw Vf (s), Af (s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Uf (s)

whenever Af (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s) and having base N , otherwise there exists open fuzzy
sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qwUf (s), Af (s)qwVf (s), Pf (s)qwVf (s), Af (s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Uf (s).

Definition 2.41 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be weak fs-regular if for any fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) =
(pMfx, r) and its any open weak nbd Af (s), there exists a fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such
that

Pf (s) ∈M−Nw

o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s)

whenever Acf (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s) and having base N , otherwise there exists open fuzzy

sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈w
o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s)

and Af (s) is a nbd of Bf (s).

Remark 2.42 Example 2.43 shows that a fs-regular space may not be weak fs-regular.

Example 2.43 Let X = {a}, δ = {0, 1, p0.4
a }. Then (X, δN) is fs-regular but not weak fs-regular.

Remark 2.44 A weak fs-regular space may not be fs-regular as shown by Example 2.45.

Example 2.45 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}, then (X, δN) is weak fs-regular but is not fs-regular.

Remark 2.46 A fs-regular space may not be fs-T1. This is shown by Example 2.47.

Example 2.47 Let X = {x} and let δ = {0, 1, p0.5
x }. Then (X, δN) is fs-regular but not fs-T1.

Definition 2.48 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-T3 if it is fs-regular and fs-T1.

Remark 2.49 A fs-T3 space is fs-T2.

Theorem 2.50 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular iff for any fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and

a non zero closed fuzzy sequential set Af (s) such that Pf (s) /∈ Af (s) and Af (s) is not completely
contained in Pf (s), there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Gf (s) and Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈M−N Gf (s), Af (s)qwHf (s), Gf (s)qwHf (s)
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and there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qM−Nw Df (s), Af (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s)

whenever Af (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s) and with base N , otherwise there exists open fuzzy
sequential sets Gf (s) and Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈ Gf (s), Af (s)qwHf (s), Gf (s)qwHf (s)

and there exist open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qwDf (s), Af (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s).

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Theorem 2.51 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular iff for any fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) and

an open fuzzy sequential set Gf (s) such that Pf (s)qwGf (s) (where X1
f (s) − Gf (s) is not completely

contained in Pf (s)), there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s)

∈M−N Hf (s), Hf (s) <w X1
f (s) − Gf (s) and exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s))

such that Pf (s) qM−Nw Bf (s), Bf (s) ≤ Gf (s), whenever X1
f (s) − Gf (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s)

and with base N , otherwise there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈ Hf (s), Hf (s) <w X
1
f (s) −Gf (s) and ∃ an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such

that Pf (s) qwBf (s), Bf (s) ≤ Gf (s).

Proof Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular. Let Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) be any fuzzy sequential point and Gf (s)

be an open fuzzy sequential set such that Pf (s)qwG(s), i.e., Pf (s) /∈ X1
f (s) − Gf (s) = Af (s) (say).

Then there exists open fuzzy sequential sets U(s) and V (s) in (X, τ) such that

Pf (s) ∈M−N Uf (s), Af (s)qwVf (s), Uf (s)qwVf (s)

and there exists open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qM−Nw Df (s), Af (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s)

whenever Af (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s) and with base N , otherwise there exists open fuzzy
sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s) ∈ Uf (s), Af (s)qwVf (s), Uf (s)qwVf (s)

and there exists open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Pf (s)qwDf (s), Af (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s).

If we take Hf (s) = Uf (s) and Bf (s) = Df (s), we are done.

Conversely, suppose given conditions are true. Let Pf (s) = (pMfx, r) be any fuzzy sequential point and

Af (s) be any closed fuzzy sequential set such that Pf (s) /∈ Af (s) and Af (s) is not completely contained
in Pf (s), i.e., Pf (s)qwX

1
f (s) − Af (s) = Gf (s) (say). Then there exists an open fuzzy sequential set

Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s) ∈M−N Hf (s), Hf (s) <w X1
f (s) − Gf (s) and there exists an

open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s)qM−Nw Bf (s), Bf (s) ≤ Gf (s), whenever
X1
f (s) − Gf (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s) and with base N , otherwise there exists an open fuzzy

sequential set Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s) ∈ Hf (s), Hf (s) <w X
1
f (s)−Gf (s) and there exists
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an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s)qwBf (s), Bf (s) ≤ Gf (s). If we take

Uf (s) = Hf (s), Vf (s) = X1
f (s)−Hf (s), Df (s) = Bf (s) and Ef (s) = X1

f (s)−Bf (s), then we are done.
�

Theorem 2.52 If (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular, then for any closed fuzzy sequential set Af (s) which is not a
fuzzy sequential point,

Af (s) =
∧
{Nf (s), Nf (s) is a closed nbd of Af (s)}. (2)

Proof Suppose (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular and Af (s) be any closed fuzzy sequential set which is not a fuzzy
sequential point. If Af (s) = X0

f (s), then (1) is true. Suppose Af (s) 6= X0
f (s). Let Pf (s) be any fuzzy

sequential point such that Pf (s) /∈ Af (s). Let M and N be the bases of Pf (s) and Af (s), respectively.
We have Pf (s) /∈ Af (s) i.e.,

Pf (s)qwX
1
f (s)−Af (s) = Gf (s) (say).

then there exists an open fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s)qM−Nw Bf (s), Bf (s) ≤
Gf (s) whenever Af (s) is totally reduced from Pf (s), otherwise there exists an open fuzzy sequential

set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Pf (s)qwBf (s), Bf (s) ≤ Gf (s). This implies Af (s) ≤ X1
f (s)−Bf (s) =

Hf (s) (say). Again

Pf (s) /∈ X1
f (s)−Bf (s) =⇒ Pf (s) /∈ Hf (s).

Thus (1) holds. �

Remark 2.53 Example 2.54 shows that converse of Theorem 2.52 may not be true.

Example 2.54 Let X be any non empty set and δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]} Then the FSTS (X, δN) is not
regular although for any closed fuzzy sequential set Af (s) in (X, δN) , Af (s) = ∧{Nf (s); Nf (s) is a
closed nbd of Af (s)}.

Remark 2.55 Example 2.56 shows that for a fuzzy sequential point, (1) in Theorem 2.52 may not
hold.

Example 2.56 Let X = {x} and δ = {1, 0, p0.2
x }. Then (X, δN) is fs-regular but for the closed fuzzy

sequential point Af (s) = (p
{1, 2}
fx , 0.8) 6= ∧{Nf (s); Nf (s) is a closed nbd of Af (s)}.

Theorem 2.57 A FTS (X, δ) is fuzzy regular iff (X, δN) is weak fs-regular.

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Remark 2.58 Even if (X, δN) is fs-regular, (X, δ) may not be fuzzy regular, shown by Example 2.59.

Example 2.59 Let X = {a}, δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then (X, δN) is fs-regular but (X, δ) is not fuzzy regular.

Remark 2.60 A FTS (X, δ) is fuzzy regular, it may not imply (X, δN) is fs-regular as shown by Example
2.61.

Example 2.61 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}, then (X, δ) is fuzzy regular but (X, δN) is not
fs-regular.

Remark 2.62 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular, it may not imply component fuzzy topological spaces
(X, δn), n ∈ N is fuzzy regular as shown by Example 2.63.

Example 2.63 Let X = {a}, δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Let δ(s) = δN, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-regular but (X, δn) =

(X, δ) for all n ∈ N is not fuzzy regular.
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Remark 2.64 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) may not be fs-regular even if the component fuzzy topological spaces
(X, δn) is fuzzy regular for all n ∈ N, as shown by Example 2.65.

Example 2.65 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}. Let δ(s) = δN. Then (X, δ(s)) is not be fs-regular
but all the component fuzzy topological spaces (X, δn), n ∈ N, is fuzzy regular.

Definition 2.66 Fuzzy sequential sets Af (s)={Anf}∞n=1 and Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1 are said to be quasi

discoincident if Anf and Bn
f are strong quasi discoincident for all n.

Definition 2.67 Fuzzy sequential sets Af (s) = {Anf}∞n=1 and Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1 are said to be partially

quasi discoincident if Anf and Bn
f are strong quasi discoincident for some n ∈ N..

Definition 2.68 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-normal iff for any two partially quasi discoincident
non zero closed fuzzy sequential sets Af (s) and Bf (s) (having the respective bases M and N and
none of which is completely contained in the other), there exists an open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s)
and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af (s)qM−Nw Uf (s), Bf (s)qwVf (s), Af (s) ≤M−N X1
f (s)− Vf (s), Bf (s) ≤ X1

f (s)− Uf (s)

whenever Bf (s) is totally reduced from Af (s), otherwise there exists open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s)
and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af (s)qwUf (s), Bf (s)qwVf (s), Af (s) ≤ X1
f (s)− Vf (s), Bf (s) ≤ X1

f (s)− Uf (s).

Definition 2.69 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be weak fs-normal iff for any non zero closed fuzzy
sequential set Cf (s) and its any open weak nbd Af (s), there exists a fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in
(X, δ(s)) such that

Cf (s) ∈M−Nw

o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s)

whenever Acf (s) is totally reduced from Cf (s), otherwise there exists an open fuzzy sequential set

Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Cf (s) ∈w
o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s)

(Af (s) is a nbd of Bf (s), M and N being the respective bases of Cf (s) and Acf (s)).

Remark 2.70 A fs-normal FSTS may not be weak fs-normal, which is shown by Example 2.71.

Example 2.71 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then (X, δN) is fs-normal but not weak fs-normal.

Remark 2.72 Example 2.73 shows that a weak fs-normal space may not be fs-normal.

Example 2.73 Let X = {x, y} and β = {prx; r ∈ [0, 1]} ∨ {pry; r ∈ [0, 1]} be a base for some fuzzy

topology δ on X. Then (X, δN) is weak fs-normal but not fs-normal.

Definition 2.74 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is said to be fs-T4 space if it is fs-normal and fs-T1.

Remark 2.75 A fs-normal FSTS may not be fs-T1 as shown by Example 2.76.

Example 2.76 Let X = {a, b}, δ(s) = {X0
f (s), X1

f (s), Af (s), Bf (s)} where Anf (a) = 1 for all n, Anf (b) =

0 for all n, Bn
f (a) = 0 for all n, Bn

f (b) = 1 for all n, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal but not fs-T1.

Remark 2.77 A fs-normal FSTS may not be fs-regular as shown by Example 2.78.

Example 2.78 Let X = {x, y}, δ = {r, r ∈ [0, 1]}, then (X, δN) is fs-normal but not fs-regular. Hence
a fs-T4 space may not be fs-T3.
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Theorem 2.79 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal iff for any two partially quasi discoincident non zero
closed fuzzy sequential sets Af (s) and Bf (s) (none of which is completely contained in the other),
there exists an open fuzzy sequential sets Gf (s) and Hf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af (s) ∈M−N Gf (s), Bf (s)qwHf (s), Gf (s)qwHf (s)

and there exists an open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af (s)qM−Nw Df (s), Bf (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s)

whenever Bf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from Af (s) (M and N are respectively the
bases of Af (s) and Bf (s)), otherwise there exists open fuzzy sequential sets Gf (s) and Hf (s) in
(X, δ(s)) such that

Af (s) ∈ Gf (s), Bf (s)qwHf (s), Gf (s)qwHf (s)

and there exists an open fuzzy sequential sets Df (s) and Ef (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

Af (s)qwDf (s), Bf (s) ∈ Ef (s), Ef (s)qwDf (s).

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Theorem 2.80 If a FSTS (X, δ(s)) is weak fs-normal, then for any two non-zero closed partially quasi
discoincident fs-sets Af (s) and Bf (s) (none of which is completely contained in the other), there exists
open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s) and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Af (s) ∈M−Nw Uf (s), Bf (s) ∈w Vf (s),
Uf (s)qwVf (s) whenever Bf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from Af (s) (M and N are
respectively the bases of Af (s) and Bf (s)), otherwise there exists an open fuzzy sequential sets Uf (s)
and Vf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that Af (s) ∈w Gf (s), Bf (s) ∈w Vf (s), Uf (s)qwVf (s).

Proof The proof is omitted. �

Remark 2.81 For a FSTS to be weak fs-normal, the condition given in Theorem 2.80 is only necessary
but not sufficient as shown by Example 2.82.

Example 2.82 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then (X, δN) is not weak fs-normal but the condition

in Theorem 2.80 is satisfied.

Theorem 2.83 A weak fs-regular space (X, δ(s)) is weak fs-normal when X is finite.

Proof Let (X, δ(s)) be a weak fs-regular space. Let Cf (s) = {Cnf }∞n=1 be any non zero closed fuzzy

sequential set in (X, δ(s)) and Af (s) be its any open weak nbd. Let M and N be respectively the
bases of Cf (s) and Acf (s). We choose m ∈ M −N when Acf (s) is totally reduced from Cf (s) and we

take m ∈ M otherwise. Let x ∈ X such that Cmf (x) 6= 0 and let Cmf (x) = rm. Then for the fuzzy

sequential point pxf (s) = (pmfx , rm), Af (s) is an open weak nbd. Hence there exists an open fuzzy

sequential set Bxf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

pxf (s) ∈M−Nw

o
Bxf (s) ≤ Bxf (s) ≤ Af (s)

whenever Acf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from Cf (s), otherwise there exists open fuzzy

sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

pxf (s) ∈w
o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s) (Af (s) is a nbd of Bxf (s)).
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Corresponding to each x ∈ X for which Cmf (x) 6= 0, we get such open fs-set Bxf (s). Since X is finite,
there exists finitely many fs-sets say

Bx1f (s), Bx2f (s), . . . , Bxkf (s)

such that

pxnf (s) ∈M−Nw

o
Bxnf (s) ≤ Bxnf (s) ≤ Af (s), xn ∈ X, n = 1, 2, . . . , k.

whenever Acf (s) is a totally reduced fuzzy sequential set from Cf (s), otherwise there exists an open

fuzzy sequential set Bf (s) in (X, δ(s)) such that

pxnf (s) ∈w
o
Bxnf (s) ≤ Bxnf (s) ≤ Af (s), xn ∈ X, n = 1, 2, . . . , k.

Now, let Bf (s) =
⋃k
n=1Bxnf (s). Then

Cf (s) ∈M−Nw

o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s)

whenever Acf (s) is totally reduced from Cf (s), otherwise

Cf (s) ∈w
o
Bf (s) ≤ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s).

Hence (X, δ(s)) is weak fs-normal. �

Theorem 2.84 A FTS (X, δ) is fuzzy normal iff (X, δN) is weak fs-normal.

Proof Proof is omitted. �

Remark 2.85 Even if (X, δN) is fs-normal, (X, δ) may not be fuzzy normal, shown by Example 2.86.

Example 2.86 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Then (X, δN) is fs-normal but (X, δ) is not fuzzy

normal.

Remark 2.87 Example 2.88 shows that if (X, δ) is fuzzy normal, it may not imply (X, δN) is fs-normal.

Example 2.88 Let X = {x, y} and β = {prx; r ∈ [0, 1]} ∨ {pry; r ∈ [0, 1]} be a base for some fuzzy

topology δ on X. Then (X, δ) is fuzzy normal but (X, δN) is not fs-normal.

Remark 2.89 If (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal, then it may not imply (X, δn) is fuzzy normal for each n, shown
by Example 2.90.

Example 2.90 Let X = {a} and δ = {0, 1, p0.6
a }. Let δ(s) = δN, then (X, δ(s)) is fs-normal but

(X, δn) = (X, δ) for all n ∈ N, is not fuzzy normal.

Remark 2.91 A FSTS (X, δ(s)) may not be fs-normal even if the component fuzzy topological spaces
(X, δn) is fuzzy regular for all n ∈ N, as shown by Example 2.92.

Example 2.92 Let X = {x, y} and β = {prx; r ∈ [0, 1]} ∨ {pry; r ∈ [0, 1]} be a base for some fuzzy

topology δ on X. Let δ(s) = δN. Then (X, δ(s)) is not be fs-normal but all the component fuzzy
topological spaces (X, δn), n ∈ N, is fuzzy normal.
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1. Introduction

After the introduction of fuzzy sets by L. A. Zadeh in 1965 ([17]), C. L. Chang
introduced the concept of fuzzy topology on a non empty set in 1968 ([6]). The
concept of fuzzy sequential topological spaces (FSTS) were introduced in ([13]).
In fuzzy set theory, fuzzy closure operators and fuzzy closure systems have been
studied by Mashour and Ghanim ([10]), G. Gerla ([8]), Bandler and Kohout ([1]),
R. Belohlavek ([2]), whereas fuzzy interior operators and fuzzy interior systems have
appeared in the studies of R. Belohlavek and T. Funiokova ([3]), Bandler and Kohout
([1]).

Closure and interior operators on an ordinary set belong to the very fundamental
mathematical structures with direct applications on the many fields like topology,
logic etc. Being motivated by the importance of closure and interior operators,
we introduce the concept of FS-closure and FS-interior operators on a set. Books
([5], [7] [9], [11]) and the articles ([4], [12], [14], [15], [16]) may provide a suitable
background for the present work as some basic ideas have been derived from these
sources. We begin with some basic definitions and results of ([13]) and ([16]). Let
X be a non empty set and I = [0, 1] be the closed unit interval in the set of real
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numbers. Let Af (s) = {An
f }n and Bf (s) = {Bn

f }n be sequences of fuzzy sets in X
called fuzzy sequential sets in X and we define

(i) Af (s) ∨Bf (s) = {An
f ∨Bn

f }n (union),
(ii) Af (s) ∧Bf (s) = {An

f ∧Bn
f }n (intersection),

(iii) Af (s) ≤ Bf (s) if and only if An
f ≤ Bn

f for all n ∈ N,
(iv) Af (s) ≤w Bf (s) if and only if there exists n ∈ N such that An

f ≤ Bn
f ,

(v) Af (s) = Bf (s) if and only if An
f = Bn

f for all n ∈ N,
(vi) Af (s)(x) = {An

f (x)}n, x ∈ X,
(vii) Af (s)(x) ≥M r if and only if An

f (x) ≥ rn for all n ∈ M , where r = {rn}n is
a sequence in I. In particular if M = N, we write Af (s)(x) ≥ r,

(viii) X l
f (s) = {Xn

f }n where l ∈ I and Xn
f (x) = l, for all x ∈ X, n ∈ N,

(ix) (Af (s))c = {1−An
f }n = {(An

f )c}n, called complement of Af (s),
(x) A fuzzy sequential set Pf (s) = {pn

f }n is called a fuzzy sequential point if
there exists x ∈ X and a non zero sequence r = {rn}n in I such that

pn
f (t) = rn, if t = x,

= 0, if t ∈ X − {x}, for all n ∈ N.

If M be the collection of all n ∈ N such that rn 6= 0, then we can write the above
expression as

pn
f (x) = rn, whenever n ∈ M ,

= 0, whenever n ∈ N−M .

The point x is called the support, M is called the base and r is called the sequential
grade of membership of x in the fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) and we write Pf (s) =
(pM

fx, r). If further M = {n}, n ∈ N, then the fuzzy sequential point is called a simple
fuzzy sequential point and it is denoted by (pn

fx, rn). A fuzzy sequential point is
called complete if its base is the set of natural numbers. A fuzzy sequential point
Pf (s) = (pM

fx, r) is said to belong to Af (s) if and only if Pf (s) ≤ Af (s) and we write
Pf (s) ∈ Af (s). It is said to belong weakly to Af (s), symbolically Pf (s) ∈w Af (s),
if and only if there exists n ∈ M such that pn

f (x) ≤ An
f (x).

Definition 1.1 ([13]). A family δ(s) of fuzzy sequential sets on a non empty set X
satisfying the properties

(i) Xr
f (s) ∈ δ(s) for r = 0 and 1,

(ii) Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) ⇒ Af (s) ∧Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) and
(iii) for any family {Afj(s) ∈ δ(s), j ∈ J}, ∨

j∈J
Afj(s) ∈ δ(s)

is called a fuzzy sequential topology (FST) on X and the ordered pair (X, δ(s))
is called fuzzy sequential topological space (FSTS). The members of δ(s) are called
open fuzzy sequential sets in X. Complement of an open fuzzy sequential set in X
is called closed fuzzy sequential set in X.

Definition 1.2 ([13]). If (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS, then (X, δn) is a fuzzy topological
space (FTS), where δn={An

f ; An
f (s) = {An

f }n ∈ δ(s)}, n ∈ N. (X, δn), where n ∈ N,
is called the nth component FTS of the FSTS (X, δ(s)).

590
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Proposition 1.3 ([13]). Let Af (s)={An
f }n be an open (closed) fuzzy sequential set

in the FSTS (X, δ(s)), then for each n ∈ N, An
f is an open (closed) fuzzy set in

(X, δn) but the converse is not necessarily true.

Proposition 1.4 ([13]). If δ be a fuzzy topology (FT ) on a non empty set X, then
δN forms an FST on X.

Definition 1.5 ([13]). Let Af (s) be any fuzzy sequential set in an FSTS (X, δ(s)).

The closure Af (s) and interior
o

Af (s) of Af (s) are defined as

Af (s) = ∧{Cf (s); Af (s) ≤ Cf (s), (Cf (s))c ∈ δ(s)},
o

Af (s) = ∨{Of (s); Of (s) ≤ Af (s), Of (s) ∈ δ(s)}.
Definition 1.6 ([13]). A fuzzy sequential set Af (s) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)) is called
a neighbourhood (in short nbd) of a fuzzy sequential point Pf (s) if and only if there
exists Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) such that Pf (s) ∈ Bf (s) ≤ Af (s). A nbd Af (s) is called open if
and only if Af (s) ∈ δ(s).

2. Definition and results

Definition 2.1. Let X be a non empty set. An operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N is
said to be an FS-closure operator on X if it satisfies the following conditions:

(FSC1) Cl(X0
f (s)) = X0

f (s).
(FSC2) Af (s) ≤ Cl(Af (s)) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSC3) Cl(Cl(Af (s))) = Cl(Af (s)) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSC4) Cl(Af (s)∨Bf (s)) = Cl(Af (s))∨Cl(Bf (s)) for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 2.2. For any FSTS (X, δ(s)), closure of an fs-set (fuzzy sequential set) is
an FS-closure operator on X.

Example 2.3. Let X be a non empty set. The operator C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined
by C(Af (s)) = Af (s) ∨ Df (s) whenever Af (s) 6= X0

f (s) and C(X0
f (s)) = X0

f (s),
where Df (s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential set in X, is an FS-closure operator on X.

Theorem 2.4. If Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator on X, then
(i) Cl is monotonic increasing, that is, Af (s) ≤ Bf (s) ⇒ Cl(Af (s)) ≤ Cl(Bf (s))

for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(ii) Af (s) ≤ Cl(Bf (s)) ⇒ Cl(Af (s)) ≤ Cl(Bf (s)) for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤

Theorem 2.5. Let X be a non empty set and Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an operator
on X satisfying (FSC1), (FSC2) and (FSC4), then

a) The collection δ′(s) = {(Af (s))c; Af (s) ∈ (IX)N and Cl(Af (s)) = Af (s)}
forms an FST on X.

b) If Cl also satisfies (FSC3), then for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N we have Af (s) =
Cl(Af (s)), where Af (s) is the closure of Af (s) in δ′(s).

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤
591
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Remark 2.6. From Theorem 2.5 it follows that if Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an
FS-closure operator on X then δ′(s) = {(Af (s))c; Af (s) ∈ (IX)N and Cl(Af (s)) =
Af (s)} forms an FST on X. Also Af (s) = Cl(Af (s)) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, where
Af (s) is the closure of Af (s) in δ′(s). This FST δ′(s) is called the fuzzy sequential
topology induced by the FS-closure operator Cl and we denote it by δCl(s).

Remark 2.7. Example 2.8 shows that if an operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N on
a non empty set X, satisfies (FSC1), (FSC2) and (FSC4) but does not satisfy
(FSC3), then δCl(s) forms an FST on X but Af (s) may not be equal to Cl(Af (s)),
Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 2.8. Let X = {a}. Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be defined by

Cl(Af (s)) = {An
f ∨An+1

f }∞n=1 ∀Af (s) = {An
f }∞n=1 ∈ (IX)N.

Then Cl is an operator on X satisfying (FSC1), (FSC2) and (FSC4) and hence
(X, δCl(s)) forms an FSTS. Further Cl does not satisfy (FSC3) and in (X, δCl(s)),
Cl(Bf (s)) 6= Bf (s) if Bf (s) = {Bn

f }∞n=1 where B1
f = p0.2

a , B2
f = p0.4

a , B3
f = p0.5

a ,
Bn

f = 0 ∀ n 6= 1, 2, 3

Definition 2.9. Let X be a non empty set and Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-
closure operator on X. A function (Cl)n

f : IX → IX defined by (Cl)n
f (A) = nth term

of Cl(nAX0
f (s)), where nAX0

f (s) denotes an fs-set whose nth term is A and others
are 0, is called the nth component of Cl, n ∈ N.

Theorem 2.10. Let X be a non empty set. If Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure
operator on X, then each component (Cl)n

f : IX → IX , n ∈ N is a fuzzy closure
operator. Also (δCl)n = δ(Cl)n

f
where (δCl)n is the nth component fuzzy topology of

FST δCl(s) and δ(Cl)n
f

is the fuzzy topology induced by the component (Cl)n
f of Cl.

Proof. (Cl)n
f (0) = 0 by definition. Let A ∈ IX , then nAX0

f (s) ≤ Cl(nAX0
f (s)) ⇒

A ≤ (Cl)n
f (A). Hence (Cl)n

f (A) ≤ (Cl)n
f ((Cl)n

f (A)). Also

Cl(Cl(nAX0
f (s))) = Cl(nAX0

f (s))

⇒ Cl(n(Cl)n
f (A)X

0
f (s)) ≤ Cl(nAX0

f (s))

⇒ (Cl)n
f ((Cl)n

f (A)) ≤ (Cl)n
f (A)

Hence (Cl)n
f ((Cl)n

f (A)) = (Cl)n
f (A).

Again let A, B ∈ IX , then

Cl(nAX0
f (s) ∨nB X0

f (s)) = Cl(nAX0
f (s)) ∨Cl(nBX0

f (s))

⇒ Cl(n(A∨B)X
0
f (s)) = Cl(nAX0

f (s)) ∨Cl(nBX0
f (s))

⇒ (Cl)n
f (A ∨B) = (Cl)n

f (A) ∨ (Cl)n
f (B)

Thus (Cl)n
f is a fuzzy closure operator.

For the next part, Let A∈ (δCl)n, then 1-A is a closed fuzzy set in (X, (δCl)n). Let
592
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Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1 be a closed fs-set in (X, δCl(s)) such that Bn

f = 1−A. Now,

n(1−A)X
0
f (s) ≤ Bf (s)

⇒ Cl(n(1−A)X
0
f (s)) ≤ Cl(Bf (s))

⇒ (Cl)n
f (1−A) ≤ Bn

f = 1−A

⇒ (Cl)n
f (1−A) = 1−A

⇒ A ∈ δ(Cl)n
f

Also A∈ δ(Cl)n
f

implies (Cl)n
f (1 − A) = 1 − A. Let Bf (s) = Cl(n(1−A)X

o
f (s)), then

Bf (s) is a closed fs-set in (X, δCl(s)) and its nth component is 1 − A. Therefore
A ∈ (δCl)n. Hence the theorem. ¤

Theorem 2.11. Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator on a non
empty set X and A ⊂ X. If Char(A) denote the characteristic function of A, Then
ClA: (IA)N → (IA)N defined by

ClA(Bf (s)) = {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf (s)) ∀Bf (s) ∈ (IA)N.

is an FS-closure operator on A and (ClA)n
f (B) = Char(A)∧(Cl)n

f (B) for all B ∈ IA.

Proof. Let Bf (s) ∈ (IA)N. Now

ClA(ClA(Bf (s)) = ClA({Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf (s)))
= {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧Cl({Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf (s)))
≤ {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧Cl({Char(A)}∞n=1) ∧Cl(Cl(Bf (s)))
= {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧Cl(Bf (s))
= ClA(Bf (s))

All the other conditions being straightforward, we an conclude that ClA is an
FS-closure operator on A. Also for B ∈ IA, (ClA)n

f (B) = nth component of
ClA(nBX0

f (s))= nth component of {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∧ Cl(nBX0
f (s)) = Char(A) ∧

nth component of Cl(nBX0
f (s)) = Char(A) ∧ (Cl)n

f (B). ¤

Theorem 2.12. Let {Clλ : (IXλ)N → (IXλ)N; λ ∈ Λ} be a family of FS-closure op-
erators, where Xλ ∧ Xµ = φ for all λ, µ ∈ Λ. If X = ∨λ∈ΛXλ and Char(Xλ)
denote the characteristic function of Xλ, then C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by
C(Af (s)) = ∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Af (s)) is an FS-closure operator on X.

Proof. For Af (s) ∈ (IX)N,

C(C(Af (s))) = C(∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Af (s)))
= ∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ (∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Af (s))))
= ∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧ (∨λ∈Λ(Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1) ∧Clλ(Af (s)))))
= ∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Af (s)))
= ∨λ∈ΛClλ(Clλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Af (s)))
= ∨λ∈ΛClλ({Char(Xλ)}∞n=1 ∧Af (s))
= C(Af (s))
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Other conditions being straightforward, it follows that C is an FS-closure operator.
¤

Definition 2.13. A collection ζ(s) = {Aλf (s) ∈ (IX)N; λ ∈ Λ} is called an FS-
closure system if for each Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, ∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) ∈ ζ(s)

Theorem 2.14. ζ(s) is an FS-closure system iff ζ(s) is closed under arbitrary
intersection.

Proof. Suppose ζ(s) is closed under arbitrary intersection. Let Af (s) ∈ (IX)N and
let {Aλf (s); λ ∈ Λ} ∈ ζ(s) such that Af (s) ≤ Aλf (s) ∀λ ∈ Λ. Then

∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) ∈ ζ(s)

Conversely, suppose ζ(s) is an FS-closure system. Let {Aλf (s); λ ∈ Λ} ∈ ζ(s) and
let Af (s) = ∧λ∈ΛAλf (s). Then

Af (s) ≤ Aλf (s) ∀λ ∈ Λ
⇒ ∧λ∈ΛAλf (s) = ∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) ∈ ζ(s)

Hence ζ(s) is closed under arbitrary intersection. ¤
Lemma 2.15. Let ζ(s) = {Aλf (s) ∈ (IX)N;λ ∈ Λ} be an FS-closure system
containing X0

f (s). Then Clζ(s) : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

Clζ(s)(Af (s)) = ∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) and

Clζ(s)(Af (s) ∨Bf (s)) = Clζ(s)(Af (s)) ∨Clζ(s)(Bf (s)) ∀Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N

is an FS-closure operator. Moreover for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, Af (s) ∈ ζ(s) iff Af (s) =
Clζ(s)(Af (s)).

Proof. Since Clζ(s)(Af (s)) ∈ ζ(s) for Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, we have

Clζ(s)(Clζ(s)(Af (s))) = ∧λ∈Λ,Clζ(s)(Af (s))≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) ≤ Clζ(s)(Af (s))

Hence Clζ(s) is an FS-closure operator.
Now, if Af (s) ∈ ζ(s), then Af (s) = Aλf (s) for some λ ∈ Λ and

Clζ(s)(Af (s)) = ∧i∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aif (s)Aif (s) ≤ Aλf (s) = Af (s)

Also Af (s) ≤ Clζ(s)((Af (s)). Hence Clζ(s)(Af (s)) = Af (s). Converse part follows
from the definition of Clζ(s). ¤

Lemma 2.16. Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator. Then

ζCl(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N; Af (s) = Cl(Af (s))}
is an FS-closure system.

Proof. Let Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N and let {Aλf (s); λ ∈ Λ} ∈ ζ(s) such that Bf (s) ≤ Aλf (s)
∀λ ∈ Λ. Let Df (s) = ∧λ∈Λ,Bf (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s). We know, Df (s) ≤ Cl(Df (s)).
Again

Df (s) ≤ Aλf (s) ∀λ ∈ Λ
⇒ Cl(Df (s)) ≤ Cl(Aλf (s)) ∀λ ∈ Λ
⇒ Cl(Df (s)) ≤ ∧λ∈Λ,Bf (s)≤Aλf (s)Cl(Aλf (s)) = ∧λ∈Λ,Bf (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s)

= Df (s)
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Thus Df (s) = Cl(Df (s)) and so Df (s) ∈ ζCl(s). Hence ζCl(s) is an FS-closure
system. ¤

Note 2.17. In Lemma 2.16, the FS-closure system ζCl(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N;Af (s)
= Cl(Af (s))} is called an FS-closure system generated by the FS-closure operator
Cl.

Theorem 2.18. Let Cl be an FS-closure operator and ζ(s) be an FS-closure system
on X containing X0

f (s), then ζCl(s) and Clζ(s) are respectively FS-closure system
and FS-closure operator on X. Also Cl = ClζCl(s) and ζ(s) = ζClζ(s)(s), that is, the
mappings Cl→ ClζCl(s) and ζ(s) → ζClζ(s)(s) are mutually inverse.

Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.16. Let Af (s) ∈
(IX)N and let {Aλf (s); λ ∈ Λ} ∈ ζCl(s) such that Af (s) ≤ Aλf (s) ∀λ ∈ Λ. Then
ClζCl(s)(Af (s)) = ∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s). Now,

Af (s) ≤ Aλf (s) ∀λ ∈ Λ
⇒ Cl(Af (s)) ≤ Cl(Aλf (s)) ∀λ ∈ Λ
⇒ Cl(Af (s)) ≤ Aλf (s) ∀λ ∈ Λ
⇒ Cl(Af (s)) ≤ ∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) = ClζCl(s)(Af (s))

Again,

Af (s) ≤ Cl(Af (s)) ∈ ζCl(s)
⇒ ClζCl(s)(Af (s)) = ∧λ∈Λ,Af (s)≤Aλf (s)Aλf (s) ≤ Cl(Af (s))

Hence Cl = ClζCl(s).
Also,

Af (s) ∈ ζClζ(s)(s)

⇔ Af (s) = Clζ(s)(Af (s))
⇔ Af (s) ∈ ζ(s)

Thus ζ(s) = ζClζ(s)(s). ¤

Definition 2.19. Let X be a non empty set. An operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N is
said to be an FS-interior operator if it satisfies the following conditions:

(FSI1) I(X1
f (s)) = X1

f (s).
(FSI2) I(Af (s)) ≤ Af (s) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSI3) I(I(Af (s))) = I(Af (s))) for all Af (s)) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSI4) I(Af (s) ∧Bf (s)) = I(Af (s)) ∧ I(Bf (s)) for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 2.20. For any FSTS (X, δ(s)), interior of an fs-set is an FS-interior op-
erator on X.

Example 2.21. Let X be a non empty set. The operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N defined
by I(Af (s)) = Af (s)∧Df (s) whenever Af (s) 6= X1

f (s) and I(X1
f (s)) = X1

f (s), where
Df (s) is a fixed fuzzy sequential set in X, is an FS-interior operator on X.
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Theorem 2.22. If I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior operator on X, then
(i) I is monotonic increasing, that is, Af (s) ≤ Bf (s) ⇒ I(Af (s)) ≤ I(Bf (s)) for

all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(ii) I(Af (s)) ≤ Bf (s) ⇒ I(Af (s)) ≤ I(Bf (s)) for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤
Theorem 2.23. Let X be a non empty set and I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an operator
satisfying (FSI1), (FSI2) and (FSI4), then

a) the collection δ(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N; I(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FST on X.

b) if I also satisfies (FSI3), then for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N we have
o

Af (s) =

I(Af (s)), where
o

Af (s) is the interior of Af (s) in δ(s).

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤
Remark 2.24. From Theorem 2.23 it follows that if I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an
FS-interior operator on X then δ(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N ; I(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an

FST on X. Also
o

Af (s) = I(Af (s)) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, where
o

Af (s) is the interior
of Af (s) in δ(s). This FST δ(s) is called the fuzzy sequential topology induced by
the FS-interior operator I and we denote it by δI(s).

Remark 2.25. Example 2.26 shows that if an operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N on
a non empty set X, satisfies (FSI1), (FSI2) and (FSI4) but does not satisfy

(FSI3), then δI(s) forms an FST on X but
o

Af (s) may not be equal to I(Af (s)),
Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Example 2.26. Let X = {a}. Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be defined by
I(Af (s)) = {An

f∧An+1
f }∞n=1 ∀Af (s) = {An

f }∞n=1 ∈ (IX)N. Then I is an operator on X

satisfying (FSI1), (FSI2) and (FSI4) and hence (X, δI(s)) forms an FSTS. Further

I does not satisfy (FSI3) and in (X, δI(s)), I(Bf (s)) 6=
0

Bf (s) if Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1

where B1
f = p0.2

a , B2
f = p0.4

a , B3
f = p0.5

a , Bn
f = 0 ∀ n 6= 1, 2, 3.

Definition 2.27. Let X be a non empty set and I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-
interior operator on X. A function (I)n

f : IX → IX defined by
(I)n

f (A) = nth term of I(nAX1
f (s)), where nAX1

f (s) denotes an fs-set whose nth term
is A and others are 1, is called the nth component of I, n ∈ N.

Theorem 2.28. Let X be a non empty set. If I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior
operator on X, then each component (I)n

f : IX → IX , n ∈ N is a fuzzy interior
operator. Also (δI)n = δ(I)n

f
where (δI)n is the nth component fuzzy topology of FST

δI(s) and δ(I)n
f

is the fuzzy topology induced by the component (I)n
f of I.

Proof. (I)n
f (1) = 1 by definition. Let A ∈ IX , then I(nAX1

f (s)) ≤ nAX1
f (s) ⇒

(I)n
f (A) ≤ A. Hence (I)n

f ((I)n
f (A)) ≤ (I)n

f (A). Also

I(I(nAX1
f (s))) = I(nAX1

f (s))

⇒ I(nAX1
f (s)) ≤ I(n(I)n

f (A)X
1
f (s))

⇒ (I)n
f (A) ≤ (I)n

f ((I)n
f (A))
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Hence (I)n
f ((I)n

f (A)) = (I)n
f (A).

Again let A, B ∈ IX , then

I(nAX1
f (s) ∧ nBX1

f (s)) = I(nAX1
f (s)) ∧ I(nAX1

f (s))

⇒ I(n(A∧B)X
1
f ) = I(nAX1

f (s)) ∧ I(nBX1
f (s))

⇒ (I)n
f (A ∧B) = (I)n

f (A) ∧ (I)n
f (B)

Thus (I)n
f is a fuzzy interior operator.

For the next part, Let A∈ (δI)n. Let Bf (s) = {Bn
f }∞n=1 be an open fs-set in (X, δI(s))

such that Bn
f = A. Now,

Bf (s) ≤ nAX1
f (s)

⇒ I(Bf (s)) ≤ I(nAX1
f (s))

⇒ Bf (s) ≤ I(nAX1
f (s))

⇒ A ≤ (I)n
f (A)

⇒ (I)n
f (A) = A

⇒ A ∈ δ(I)n
f

Also A ∈ δ(I)n
f

implies (I)n
f (A) = A. Let Bf (s) = I(nAX1

f (s)), then Bf (s) is an open
fs-set in (X, (δI(s)) and its nth component is A. Therefore A ∈ (δI)n. Hence the
theorem. ¤

Theorem 2.29. Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior operator on a non empty
set X and A ⊂ X. If Char(A) denote the characteristic function of A, then IA:
(IA)N → (IA)N defined by

IA(Bf (s)) = {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∨ I(Bf (s)) ∀Bf (s) ∈ (IA)N.

is an FS-interior operator on A and (IA)n
f (B) = Char(A)∨ (I)n

f (B) for all B ∈ IA.

Proof. Let Bf (s) ∈ (IA)N. Now

IA(Bf (s))) = {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∨ I(Bf (s))
= {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∨ I({Char(A)}∞n=1) ∨ I(I(Bf (s)))
≤ {Char(A)}∞n=1 ∨ I({Char(A)}∞n=1 ∨ I(Bf (s)))
= IA({Char(A)}∞n=1 ∨ I(Bf (s)))
= IA(IA(Bf (s)))

All the other conditions being straightforward, we an conclude that IA is an FS-
interior operator. Also (IA)n

f (B) = nth component of IA(nBX1
f (s)) = nth compo-

nent of {Char(A)}N ∨ I(nBX1
f (s)) = Char(A) ∨ nth component of I(nBX1

f (s)) =
Char(A) ∨ (I)n

f (B). ¤

Definition 2.30. A collection η(s) = {Ajf (s) ∈ (IX)N; j ∈ J} is called an FS-
interior system if for each Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)Ajf (s) ∈ η(s).

Theorem 2.31. η(s) is an FS-interior system iff η(s) is closed under arbitrary
union.
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Proof. Suppose η(s) is closed under arbitrary union. Let Af (s) ∈ (IX)N. Let
Ajf (s) ≤ Af (s) ∀j ∈ J where Ajf (s) ∈ η(s) ∀j ∈ J . Then

∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)Ajf (s) ∈ η(s)

Conversely, suppose η(s) is an FS-interior system. Let {Ajf (s); j ∈ J} ∈ η(s) and
let Af (s) = ∨j∈JAjf (s). Then

Ajf (s) ≤ Af (s) ∀j ∈ J

⇒ ∨j∈JAjf (s) = ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)Ajf (s) ∈ η(s)

Hence η(s) is closed under arbitrary union. ¤

Lemma 2.32. Let η(s) = {Ajf (s) ∈ (IX)N; j ∈ J} be an FS-interior system
containing X1

f (s). Then Iη(s) : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

Iη(s)(Af (s)) = ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)Ajf (s) and

Iη(s)(Af (s) ∧Bf (s)) = Iη(s)(Af (s)) ∧ Iη(s)(Bf (s)) ∀Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N

is an FS-interior operator. Moreover for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N, Af (s) ∈ η(s) iff Af (s) =
Iη(s)(Af (s)).

Proof. Proof of the first part is straightforward.
Now, if Af (s) ∈ η(s), then Af (s) = Ajf (s) for some j ∈ J and

Iη(s)(Af (s)) = ∨i∈J,Aif (s)≤Af (s)Aif (s) = Af (s)

Converse part follows from the definition of Iη(s). ¤

Lemma 2.33. Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior operator. Then

ηI(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N; Af (s) = I(Af (s))}
is an FS-interior system.

Proof. Let Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N. Let Df (s) = ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Bf (s)Ajf (s), where Ajf (s) ∈
ηI(s) ∀j ∈ J . We know, I(Df (s)) ≤ Df (s). Again,

Ajf (s) ≤ Df (s) ∀j ∈ J and for all Ajf (s) ≤ Bf (s)
⇒ I(Ajf (s)) ≤ I(Df (s)) ∀j ∈ J and for all Ajf (s) ≤ Bf (s)
⇒ ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Bf (s)I(Ajf (s)) = ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Bf (s)Ajf (s) = Df (s) ≤ I(Df (s))

Thus Df (s) = I(Df (s)) and so Df (s) ∈ ηI(s). Hence ηI(s) is a FS-interior system.
¤

Note 2.34. In Lemma 2.33, the FS-interior system ηI(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N;Af (s)
= I(Af (s))} is called an FS-interior system generated by the FS-interior operator I.

Theorem 2.35. Let I be an FS-interior operator and η(s) be an FS-interior system
on X containing X1

f (s), then ηI(s) and Iη(s) are respectively FS-interior system and
FS-interior operator on X. Also I = IηI(s) and η(s) = ηIη(s)(s), that is, the mappings
I→ IηI(s) and η(s) → ηIη(s)(s) are mutually inverse.
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Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 2.32 and Lemma 2.33. Let Af (s) ∈
(IX)N, and let {Ajf (s); j ∈ J} ∈ ηI(s) such that Ajf (s) ≤ Af (s) ∀j ∈ J . Then
IηI(s)(Af (s)) = ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)(∈ηI(s))(Ajf (s)). Now,

Ajf (s) ≤ Af (s) ∀j ∈ J

⇒ I(Ajf (s)) ≤ I(Af (s)) ∀j ∈ J

⇒ ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)I(Ajf (s)) = ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)Ajf (s)

= IηI(s)(Af (s)) ≤ I(Af (s))

Again,

I(Af (s))(≤ Af (s)) ∈ ηI(s)
⇒ I(Af (s)) ≤ ∨j∈J,Ajf (s)≤Af (s)(∈ηI(s))Ajf (s) = IηI(s)(Af (s)).

Hence I = IηI(s).
Also,

Af (s) ∈ ηIη(s)(s)

⇔ Af (s) = Iη(s)(Af (s))
⇔ Af (s) ∈ η(s).

Thus η(s) = ηIη(s)(s). ¤

Definition 2.36. If I be an FS-interior operator on a non empty set X, then the
collection {(Af (s))c ∈ (IX)N; I(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FS-closure system on X
and we call it to be an FS-closure system generated by the FS-interior operator I.

Definition 2.37. If Cl be an FS-closure operator on a non empty set X, then the
collection {(Af (s))c ∈ (IX)N;Cl(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FS-interior system on
X and we call it to be an FS-interior system generated by the FS-closure operator
Cl.

Theorem 2.38. Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior operator on X, then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) δI(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N; I(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FST on X.
(ii) δI(s) = {Af (s) ∈ (IX)N; I(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FS-interior system on

X.
(iii) {Af (s); (Af (s))c ∈ δI(s)} forms an FS-closure system on X.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤

Theorem 2.39. Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator on X, then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) δCl(s) = {(Af (s))c ∈ (IX)N; Cl(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FST on X.
(ii) δCl(s) = {(Af (s))c ∈ (IX)N; I(Af (s)) = Af (s)} forms an FS-interior system

on X.
(iii) {Af (s); (Af (s))c ∈ δCl(s)} forms an FS-closure system on X.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤
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Theorem 2.40. Let X be a non empty set. If Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure
operator on X, then the operator ICl : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

ICl(Af (s)) = X1
f (s)−Cl((Af (s))c) ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N,

is an FS-interior operator on X. Again, if I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior
operator on X, then the operator ClI : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

ClI(Af (s)) = X1
f (s)− I((Af (s))c) ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N,

is an FS-closure operator on X.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤

Note 2.41. It follows from Theorem 2.40 that given an FS-closure operator we
can define an FS-interior operator and given an FS-interior operator we can define
an FS-closure operator. In fact, there is a one to one correspondence between the
collections of all FS-closure and FS-interior operators on a set (Theorem 2.42). We
denote the collection of all FS-closure operators and the collection of all FS-interior
operators on X by CX and IX respectively.

Theorem 2.42. Let X be a non empty set, then there exists a one to one corre-
spondence between CX and IX .

Proof. t : CX → IX by

t(Cl) = ICl ∀Cl ∈ CX

Then t is a well defined map. Now, for Cl1,Cl2 ∈ CX such that t(Cl1) = t(Cl2), we
have ICl1 = ICl2 . Hence ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N,

ICl1((Af (s))c) = ICl2((Af (s))c)

X1
f (s)−Cl1(Af (s)) = X1

f (s)−Cl2(Af (s))

Cl1(Af (s)) = Cl2(Af (s))

Thus t is injective. Again for I ∈ IX , there is ClI ∈ CX such that ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N

ClI((Af (s))c) = X1
f (s)− I(Af (s))

Now, ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N

IClI((Af (s)) = X1
f (s)−ClI((Af (s))c)

= X1
f (s)− (X1

f (s)− I(Af (s)))

= I(Af (s))

Therefore t is surjective and this completes the theorem. ¤

Note 2.43. If I is the t-image of Cl under the bijection t defined in Theorem 2.42,
then I and Cl are called t-associated to each other.

Theorem 2.44. The FST’s induced by Cl and ICl are identical and the FST’s
induced by I and ClI are identical.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤
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Now, if we define an FS-interior and an FS-closure operator, separately, on a non
empty set, they will induce two fuzzy sequential topologies which may not be
identical in general. In view of Theorem 2.42 and Theorem 2.44, we give a
necessary and sufficient condition that the two fuzzy sequential topologies induced
by an FS-interior operator and an FS-closure operator are identical.

Theorem 2.45. Let X be a non empty set. If Cl ∈ CX and I ∈ IX , then δCl(s)
and δI(s) are identical iff Cl and I are t-associated to each other.

Proof. Suppose Cl and I are t-associated to each other. Then t(Cl) = ICl = I.
Now,

Af (s) ∈ δI(s)
⇔ I(Af (s)) = Af (s)
⇔ ICl(Af (s)) = Af (s)

⇔ X1
f (s)−Cl((Af (s))c) = Af (s)

⇔ Cl((Af (s))c) = (Af (s))c

⇔ Af (s) ∈ δCl(s).

Thus δI(s) and δCl(s) are identical.
Conversely, suppose δI(s) and δCl(s) are identical. Let Af (s) ∈ (IX)N. Then

(Cl((Af (s))c))c ∈ δI(s)

⇒ I((Cl((Af (s))c))c) = (Cl((Af (s))c))c = X1
f (s)−Cl((Af (s))c)

Now,

(Af (s))c ≤ Cl((Af (s))c)
⇒ (Cl((Af (s))c))c ≤ Af (s)
⇒ I((Cl((Af (s))c))c) ≤ I(Af (s))

⇒ X1
f (s)−Cl((Af (s))c) ≤ I(Af (s)).

Again,

I(Af (s)) ∈ δCl(s)

⇒ Cl((I(Af (s)))c) = (I(Af (s)))c = X1
f (s)− I(Af (s)).

Also,

I(Af (s)) ≤ Af (s)
⇒ (Af (s))c ≤ (I(Af (s)))c

⇒ Cl((Af (s))c) ≤ Cl((I(Af (s)))c) = X1
f (s)− I(Af (s))

⇒ I(Af (s)) ≤ X1
f (s)−Cl((Af (s))c).

Thus I(Af (s)) = X1
f (s) − Cl((Af (s))c) = ICl(Af (s)) ∀ Af (s) ∈ (IX)N. Hence

I = ICl = t(Cl). ¤

Theorem 2.46. Let X be a non empty set. If Cl ∈ CX , I ∈ IX , then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(i) I and Cl are t-associated to each other.
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(ii) The FST’s δI(s) and δCl(s) are identical.
(iii) FS-closure systems generated by Cl and I are identical.
(iv) FS-interior systems generated by Cl and I are identical.

Proof. Proof is omitted. ¤

Note 2.47. Theorem 2.46 gives two more necessary and sufficient conditions ((iii)
and (iv)), that the fuzzy sequential topologies induced by an FS-interior operator
and an FS-closure operator are identical.
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Abstract. FS-closure and FS-interior operators both induce fuzzy sequential topologies on
the underlying set. Do the composition of FS-closure and that of FS-interior operators provide
any topological structure? If so, is there any relation among the topologies induced by the com-
position and that induced by the participants to the composition? We consider these questions in
this article and also study relative FS-closure operators and FS-connectors.

1 Introduction

In 1968 C. L. Chang [6] introduced the concept of fuzzy topology after the initiation of fuzzy
sets by L. A. Zadeh [18]. Towards the development of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy closure operators
and fuzzy interior operators have been studied by Mashour and Ghanim [10], G. Gerla [8],
Bandler and Kohout [1], R. Belohlavek [2], R. Belohlavek and T. Funiokova [3]. Notions of
fuzzy sequential topological spaces (FSTS) and notions of FS-closure and FS-interior operators
were introduced in [13] and [17] respectively.

Our purpose is to introduce FS-connectors connecting two fuzzy topologies on a set and to
study the composition of FS-closure and that of FS-interior operators.

Section 2 deals with the composition of FS-closure operators, composition of FS-interior
operators and the relation between collections of FS-closure and FS-interior operators. Section
3 deals with the relative FS-closure operators and the functions connecting two fuzzy topologies
on a set, so called FS-connectors. The basic ideas behind the present work have been taken from
the books ([5], [7] [9], [11]) and the articles ([4], [12], [14], [15], [16]).

In this paper, X will denote a non-empty set, I = [0, 1], the closed unit interval in the real
line. Before entering into our work we recall the following definitions and results.

Definition 1.1. [13] A family δ(s) of fuzzy sequential sets on a set X satisfying the properties
(i) Xr

f (s) ∈ δ(s) for r = 0 and 1,
(ii) Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ δ(s)⇒ Af (s) ∧Bf (s) ∈ δ(s) and
(iii) for any family {Afj(s) ∈ δ(s), j ∈ J}, ∨

j∈J
Afj(s) ∈ δ(s)

is called a fuzzy sequential topology (FST) on X and the ordered pair (X , δ(s)) is called fuzzy
sequential topological space (FSTS). The members of δ(s) are called open fuzzy sequential sets
in X . Complement of an open fuzzy sequential set in X is called closed fuzzy sequential set in
X .

Definition 1.2. [13] If (X, δ(s)) is an FSTS, then (X, δn) is a fuzzy topological space (FTS),
where δn={Anf ; Anf (s) = {Anf }n ∈ δ(s)}, n ∈ N. (X, δn), where n ∈ N, is called the nth

component FTS of the FSTS (X, δ(s)).

Proposition 1.3. [13] Let Af (s)={Anf }n be an open (closed) fuzzy sequential set in the FSTS
(X, δ(s)), then for each n ∈ N, Anf is an open (closed) fuzzy set in (X, δn).

Proposition 1.4. [13] If δ be a fuzzy topology (FT ) on a set X , then δN forms an FST on X .

Definition 1.5. [13] Let Af (s) be a fuzzy sequential set (fs-set) in an FSTS (X, δ(s)). The

closure Af (s) and interior
o

Af (s) of Af (s) are defined as

Af (s) = ∧{Cf (s); Af (s) ≤ Cf (s), (Cf (s))c ∈ δ(s)},
o

Af (s) = ∨{Of (s); Of (s) ≤ Af (s), Of (s) ∈ δ(s)}.
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Definition 1.6. [17] An operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N is said to be an FS-closure operator on X
if it satisfies the following conditions:
(FSC1) Cl(X0

f (s)) = X0
f (s).

(FSC2) Af (s) ≤ Cl(Af (s)) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSC3) Cl(Cl(Af (s))) = Cl(Af (s)) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSC4) Cl(Af (s) ∨Bf (s)) = Cl(Af (s)) ∨Cl(Bf (s)) for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Definition 1.7. [17] An operator I : (IX)N → (IX)N is said to be an FS-interior operator on X
if it satisfies the following conditions:
(FSI1) I(X1

f (s)) = X1
f (s).

(FSI2) I(Af (s)) ≤ Af (s) for all Af (s) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSI3) I(I(Af (s))) = I(Af (s))) for all Af (s)) ∈ (IX)N.
(FSI4) I(Af (s) ∧Bf (s)) = I(Af (s)) ∧ I(Bf (s)) for all Af (s), Bf (s) ∈ (IX)N.

Theorem 1.8. [17] If Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator on X , then the operator
ICl : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

ICl(Af (s)) = X1
f (s)− Cl((Af (s))c) ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N,

is an FS-interior operator on X . Again, if I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior operator on X ,
then the operator ClI : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

ClI(Af (s)) = X1
f (s)− I((Af (s))c) ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N,

is an FS-closure operator on X .

Theorem 1.9. [17] The map t : CX → IX defined by

t(Cl) = ICl ∀Cl ∈ CX

is a bijection, where CX and IX respectively, denote the collections of all FS-closure operators
and all FS-interior operators on X .

2 Composition of FS-closure and FS-interior operators

Definition 2.1. If C1 , C2 : (IX)N → (IX)N be two FS-closure operators onX , then the mapping
C2 ◦C1 : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

(C2 ◦C1)(Af (s)) = C2(C1(Af (s))) ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N

is called the composition of the FS-closure operators C1 and C2.

It is easy to see that composition of FS-closure operators is associative but it may not be
commutative and it may not be idempotent, as shown by Example 2.2.

Example 2.2. Let us consider the FS-closure operator C1 : (IX)N → (IX)N on X , defined by
C1(Af (s)) = Af (s) ∨Df (s) whenever Af (s) 6= X0

f (s) and C1(X0
f (s)) = X0

f (s), where Df (s)

is a fixed fuzzy sequential set in X . Also consider FS-closure operator C2 : (IX)N → (IX)N on
X , defined by C2(Af (s)) = {Anf ∨ A

n+1
f }∞n=1 ∀Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 ∈ (IX)N. Then C2 ◦ C1 6=

C1 ◦C2. and (C2 ◦C1) ◦ (C2 ◦C1) 6= (C2 ◦C1).

Theorem 2.3. If C1 and C2 be two FS-closure operators on X , then C2 ◦ C1 satisfies FSC1,
FSC2 and FSC4. Further, it satisfies FSC3 if the composition is commutative, that is, under
commutative composition, C2 ◦ C1 forms an FS-closure operator.
Proof: Proof is omitted.

Theorem 2.4. Let C1 and C2 be two FS-closure operators on X . Under commutative compo-
sition, δC2◦C1(s) = δC2(s) ∧ δC1(s), where δC2◦C1(s), δC2(s) and δC1(s) respectively denote the
FST’s induced by C2 ◦ C1, C2 and C1.
Proof: Let Af (s) ∈ δC2◦C1(s), then

(C2 ◦ C1)((Af (s))
c) = (Af (s))

c
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Now,

C1((Af (s))
c) = C1((C2 ◦ C1)((Af (s))

c))

= C1((C1 ◦ C2)((Af (s))
c))

= C1(C1(C2((Af (s))
c)))

= C1(C2((Af (s))
c))

= (C1 ◦ C2)((Af (s))
c)

= (Af (s))
c.

Similarly, C2((Af (s))c) = (Af (s))c. Hence Af (s) ∈ δC2(s) ∧ δC1(s).
Again, let Af (s) ∈ δC2(s) ∧ δC1(s), then

C1((Af (s))
c) = (Af (s))

c and C2((Af (s))
c) = (Af (s))

c

Now,

(C2 ◦ C1)((Af (s))
c) = C2(C1((Af (s))

c))

= C2((Af (s))
c)

= (Af (s))
c

Thus Af (s) ∈ δC2◦C1(s) and hence the theorem.

Definition 2.5. If I1 , I2 : (IX)N → (IX)N be two FS-interior operators on X , then the mapping
I2 ◦ I1 : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by

(I2 ◦ I1)(Af (s)) = I2(I1(Af (s))) ∀Af (s) ∈ (IX)N

is called the composition of the FS-interior operators I1 and I2.

It is easy to see that composition of FS-interior operators is associative but it may not be
commutative and it may not be idempotent, as shown by Example 2.6.

Example 2.6. Let us consider the FS-interior operator I1 : (IX)N → (IX)N on X , defined by
I1(Af (s)) = Af (s)∧Df (s) whenever Af (s) 6= X0

f (s) and I1(X1
f (s)) = X1

f (s), where Df (s) is
a fixed fuzzy sequential set in X . Also consider FS-interior operator I2 : (IX)N → (IX)N on X ,
defined by I2(Af (s)) = {Anf ∧ A

n+1
f }∞n=1 ∀Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 ∈ (IX)N. Then I2 ◦ I1 6= I1 ◦ I2

and (I2 ◦ I1) ◦ (I2 ◦ I1) 6= (I2 ◦ I1).

Theorem 2.7. If I1 and I2 be two FS-interior operators on X , then I2 ◦ I1 satisfies FSI1,
FSI2 and FSI4. Further, it satisfies FSI3 if the composition is commutative, that is, under
commutative composition, I2 ◦ I1 forms an FS-interior operator.
Proof: Proof is omitted.

Theorem 2.8. Let I1 and I2 be two FS-interior operators onX . Under commutative composition,
δI2◦I1(s) = δI2(s)∧δI1(s), where δI2◦I1(s), δI2(s) and δI1(s) respectively denote the FST’s induced
by I2 ◦ I1, I2 and I1.
Proof: The proof is similar to that in case of FS-closure operators.

Theorem 2.9. Under commutative composition, (IX , ◦) and (CX , ◦) both form semigroups with
identity. Further, there exists a semigroup isomorphism between them.
Proof: First part is easy to check. For the second part, define t : CX → IX by

t(Cl) = ICl ∀Cl ∈ CX
From Theorem 1.9, t is a bijection. Also for C1, C2 ∈ CX and Af (s) ∈ (IX)N

(IC1 ◦ IC2)(Af (s)) = IC1(X
1
f (s)− C2((Af (s))

c))

= X1
f (s)− C1(C2((Af (s))

c))

= X1
f (s)− (C1 ◦ C2)((Af (s))

c)

= IC1◦C2(Af (s)).

Therefore

t(C1 ◦ C2) = IC1◦C2

= IC1 ◦ IC2

= t(C1) ◦ t(C2)

Hence t is an isomorphism.
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3 Relative FS-closure Operators and
FS-connectors

Definition 3.1. Let Af (s) be an fs-set in X and Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator
on X . A function (Cl)nAf (s) : IX → IX defined by (Cl)nAf (s)(B) = nth term of Cl(nBAf (s)),
where nBAf (s) is the fs-set in X obtained from Af (s) replacing nth term of it by B, is called
nth relative FS-closure operator of Cl with respect to Af (s).

If Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator on X , then it is obvious that (Cl)n
X0
f (s)

=

(Cl)nf and consequently δ(Cl)n
X0
f
(s)

= δ(Cl)nf , δ(Cl)n
X0
f
(s)

and δ(Cl)nf being the fuzzy topologies in-

duced by (Cl)n
X0
f (s)

and (Cl)nf respectively. It is also true that the nth relative FS-closure operator

(Cl)nAf (s) of an FS-closure operator Cl with respect to an fs-set Af (s) satisfies FSC2, FSC3
and FSC4 but it may not satisfy FSC1 shown by Example 3.2. Hence (Cl)nAf (s) may not be a
fuzzy operator.

Example 3.2. Define a function Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N by

Cl(Bf (s)) = X1
f (s) if Bf (s) 6= X0

f (s),

= X0
f (s) if Bf (s) = X0

f (s)

Then for any fs-set Af (s) in X , having at least two non zero components, (Cl)nAf (s)(0) = 1 for
all n ∈ N.

Theorem 3.3. Let (Cl)nAf (s) : IX → IX be the nth relative FS-closure operator of an FS-closure

operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N on X with respect to an fs-set Af (s). Then δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

= {1, B;

B ∈ IX and (Cl)nAf (s)(B
c) = Bc} forms a fuzzy topology on X . Further, the closure in the FTS

(X, δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

) and (Cl)nAf (s) are identical on IX − {0}.
Proof: Proof is omitted.

Definition 3.4. The fuzzy topology δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

= {1,B;B ∈ IX and (Cl)nAf (s)(B
c) = Bc} induced

by the nth relative FS-closure operator (Cl)nAf (s) : IX → IX is called the nth relative fuzzy
topology induced by the FS-closure operator Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N with respect to the fs-set
Af (s).

Theorem 3.5. Let Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 be an fs-set in a set X and Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an
FS-closure operator on X . Let (Cl)nf , n ∈ N be the nth component of Cl. Then
(1) Cl(Af (s)) ≥ {(Cl)nf (Anf )} and the equality holds if Af (s) is a closed fs-set in (X, δCl(s)).
(2) If Cl(Af (s)) = {(Cl)nf (Anf )} and An is closed in (X, δ(Cl)nf ) for each n ∈ N, then Af (s) is
closed in (X, δCl(s)).
(3) Cl(Af (s)) = {(Cl)nAf (s)(A

n
f )}.

Proof: Proof is omitted.

In an FSTS (X, δ(s)) if Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 is closed, then Anf is closed in (X, δn) for each
n ∈ N but the converse is not true [13]. Corollary 3.6 provides a pair of if and only if conditions
for an fs-set Af (s) to be closed in an FSTS.

Corollary 3.6. In an FSTS (X, δ(s)), an fs-set Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 is closed:
(1) if and only if Af (s) = {Bnf } and Anf is closed in (X, δn) for each n ∈ N, where Bnf = nth

component of nAnfX
0
f (s).

(2) if and only if Anf is closed in (X, δRn
Af (s)

) for each n ∈ N, where RnAf (s) is the nth relative

FS-closure operator of the closure operator in (X, δ(s)) with respect to Af (s).

Theorem 3.7. If {Aλf (s); λ ∈ Λ} be a chain of fs-sets in ((IX)N, ≤), then {δ(Cl)n
Aλf (s)

, λ ∈ Λ}

is a chain of fuzzy topologies on X for each n ∈ N, where Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N is an FS-closure
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operator on X .
Proof: Let Aλf (s) ≤ Aµf (s), λ, µ∈ Λ. It suffices to show that δ(Cl)n

Aµf (s)
≤ δ(Cl)n

Aλf (s)
.

Let B ∈ δ(Cl)n
Aµf (s)

⇒ (Cl)nAµf (s)(1−B) = 1−B

⇒ nth term of Cl(n(1−B)Aµf (s)) = 1−B

Therefore nth term of Cl(n(1−B)Aλf (s)) ≤ 1−B
⇒ (Cl)nAλf (s)(1−B) ≤ 1−B.

Hence B ∈ δ(Cl)n
Aλf (s)

.

Definition 3.8. Each member except possibly 1 of δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

is contained in 1− (Cl)nAf (s)(0) and

so δ(Cl)n
Af (s)

is called (1− (Cl)nAf (s)(0))-cut of δ(Cl)nf .

Theorem 3.9. Let {Cn : IX → IX} be a sequence of fuzzy closure operators on X . Then the
operator C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by C(Af (s)) = {Cn(Anf )} for all Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 ∈
(IX)N is an FS-closure operator on X .
Proof: The proof is omitted.

Definition 3.10. Let {Cn : IX → IX} be a sequence of fuzzy closure operators on X . The
operator C : (IX)N → (IX)N defined by C(Af (s)) = {Cn(Anf )} for all Af (s) = {Anf }∞n=1 ∈
(IX)N is called an FS-closure operator induced by a sequence {Cn : IX → IX} of fuzzy closure
operators on X .

Definition 3.11. Let δ and δ′ be two fuzzy topologies on a set X . A subset Kf of δ′δ is called an
FS-connector of δ to δ′ if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Aλ ∈ δ and fλ ∈ Kf , λ ∈ Λ⇒ there exist f ∈ Kf so that f(∨λ∈ΛAλ) = ∨λ∈Λfλ(Aλ),
(2) Ai ∈ δ and fi ∈ Kf , i = 1(1)n⇒ there exist f ∈ Kf so that f(∧ni=1Ai) = ∧ni=1fi(Ai) and
(3) δ′ = ∨f∈Kf f(δ).

Example 3.12. Let δ and δ′ be two fuzzy topologies on a set X . A function f : δ → δ′ defined
by f(A) = O for all A ∈ δ, where O is a fixed element of δ′, is called a constant function from
δ into δ′. If Kf be the collection of all such constant functions from δ into δ′, then Kf forms an
FS-connector from δ to δ′.

Definition 3.13. Let δ and δ′ be two fuzzy topologies on a set X . Then the collection of all
constant functions from δ into δ′ forms an FS-connector of δ to δ′. This is called the discrete
FS-connector of δ to δ′.

If {δn} be a sequence of fuzzy topologies on a set X , then any sequence {Kn} of FS-
connectors such that Kn connects δn to δn+1 for all n ∈ N, provides a unique FST on X
(Theorem 3.14) which is denoted by δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} > such that the nth components
(δ < {δn}, {Kn} >)n = δn for all n ∈ N and it is called the FST generated by {δn} and
{Kn}. If further each Kn is the discrete FS-connector of δn to δn+1, then the FST is said to be
generated by {δn} and is denoted by δ < {δn} >.

Theorem 3.14. Let {δn} be a sequence of fuzzy topologies on a set X . Then for any sequence
{Kn} of FS-connectors such that Kn connects δn to δn+1 for all n ∈ N, there is a unique FST
δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} > on X such that (δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >)n = δn, n ∈ N. Also for any
FSTS (X ,δ(s)), there is a sequence {Kn} of FS-connectors such that Kn connects δn to δn+1
and δ(s) = δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >.
Proof: Let K =

∏∞
n=1 Kn, g = {gn} ∈ K and A ∈ δ1. Define H1 = A and Hn =

gn−1gn−2.....g2g1A, n > 1. Let Hg
A(s) = {Hn} ∈ (IX)N and consider δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >=

{X1
f (s), X

0
f (s)} ∨ {H

g
A(s); g ∈ K and A ∈ δ1}. Consider

Hλ(s) = Hgλ
Aλ

(s) ∈ δ(s), λ ∈ Λ

where Λ is an index set and

A = ∨λ∈ΛAλ ∈ δ1.
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For gλ1 ∈ K1 and A ∈ δ1 there exist g1 ∈ K1 such that

g1A = ∨λ∈Λgλ1Aλ; gλn ∈ Kn

and for gn−1gn−2......g2g1A ∈ δn there exist gn ∈ Kn such that

gngn−1......g2g1A = ∨λ∈Λgλngλ(n−1)....gλ2gλ1Aλ.

Obviously,

∨λ∈ΛHλ(s) = ∨λ∈ΛH
gλ
Aλ

(s) = Hg
A(s) ∈ δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >

where g = gn. Arguing in the same way it can be shown that δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} > is closed
under finite intersection. Therefore, (X , δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >) is a fuzzy sequential topological
space. The third condition to be an FS-connector ensures that (δ(s) < {δn}, {Kn} >)n = δn
for all n ∈ N. For the next part, for each n ∈ N define a relation Rn,n+1 on δ(s) by Af (s) =
{Anf }Rn,n+1Bf (s) = {Bnf } if and only if Anf = Bnf . Then Rn,n+1 defines a partition of δ(s) say

{Cls(Af (s)); Af (s) ∈ δn,n+1(s) ⊂ δ(s)}

where δn,n+1(s) is a family of open fs-sets taking exactly one from each class of the partition of
δ(s) by Rn,n+1 and Cls(Af (s)) represents the class of Af (s). Let

Kn,n+1 =
∏
Af (s)∈δn,n+1(s) Cls(Af (s))

Then each t ∈ Kn,n+1 defines a function gt : δn → δn+1 and Kn = {gt; t ∈ Kn,n+1} is an
FS-connector connecting δn to δn+1 and properties of FS-connectors ensures that δ(s) = δ(s) <
{δn}, {Kn} >.

Corollary 3.15. Let Cl : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-closure operator on X . Then for any
sequence {Kn} of FS-connectors such that Kn connects δ(Cl)nf to δ(Cl)n+1

f
for all n ∈ N, there is

a unique FST δ(s) < {δ(Cl)nf }, {Kn} > on X such that (δ(s) < {δ(Cl)nf }, {Kn} >)n = δ(Cl)nf and
the components of the closure operator on (X , δ(s) < {δ(Cl)nf }, {Kn} >) are (Cl)nf , n ∈ N. Also
for any FSTS (X ,δ(s)), there is a sequence {Kn} of FS-connectors such that Kn connects δ(Cl)nf
to δ(Cl)n+1

f
and δ(s) = δ(s) < {δ(Cl)nf }, {Kn} >.

Corollary 3.16. Let I : (IX)N → (IX)N be an FS-interior operator onX . Then for any sequence
{Kn} of FS-connectors such thatKn connects δ(I)nf to δ(I)n+1

f
for all n ∈ N, there is a unique FST

δ(s) < {δ(I)nf }, {Kn} > on X such that (δ(s) < {δ(I)nf }, {Kn} >)n = δ(I)nf and the components
of the interior operator on (X , δ(s) < {δ(I)nf }, {Kn} >) are (I)nf , n ∈ N. Also for any FSTS
(X ,δ(s)), there is a sequence {Kn} of FS-connectors such that Kn connects δ(I)nf to δ(I)n+1

f
and

δ(s) = δ(s) < {δ(I)nf }, {Kn} >.

Corollary 3.17. If {δn} be a sequence of fuzzy topologies on a set X such that δn = δ for all
n ∈ N, then δ(s) < {δn} >= δN.

Corollary 3.18. If {Cn : IX → IX} be a sequence of fuzzy closure operators and C be an FS-
closure operator induced by {Cn}, then δC(s) = δ(s) < {δn} > where δn is the fuzzy topology
on X induced by Cn, n ∈ N.
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ABSTRACT 
The present article gives a study of fs-semiopen sets, fs-regular open sets and fs-semicontinuous functions in a fuzzy 
sequential topological space. Other studied notions are fs-almost continuous functions, fs-weakly continuous functions 
and it has been shown that both of these functions and fs-semicontinuous functions are independent notions. Further, 
many results relating these functions together with fs-continuous functions have been obtained. 
 
Keywords and Phrases: Fuzzy sequential topological spaces, fs-semiopen sets, fs-semicontinuous functions, fs-regular 
open sets, fs-almost continuous functions, fs-weakly continuous functions. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 

 
The introduction of fuzzy sets in 1965, by L.A. Zadeh [12] leads to the foundation of a new area of research called 
fuzzy mathematics. Since then, many researchers have been working in this area and related areas. As a 
generalization of a topological space, C. L. Chang [3] introduced the concept of fuzzy topological space in 1968. 
Fuzzy semi-open sets and fuzzy semicontinuity were introduced and studied by K. K. Azad [1].  
 
The purpose of this work is to study the concept of semi-open sets and semicontinuity in fuzzy sequential 
topological spaces. 
 
Throughout the paper, X will denote a non empty set and I the unit interval [0, 1]. Sequences of fuzzy sets in X 
called fuzzy sequential sets (fs-sets) will be denoted by the symbols 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) etc. An fs-set 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙(𝑠𝑠) is a 
sequence of fuzzy sets {𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛}𝑛𝑛 , where 𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐼𝐼 and 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙, for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋, 𝑛𝑛 ∈ ℕ. 
 
A family 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) of fuzzy sequential sets on a non-empty set 𝑋𝑋 satisfying the properties: 
 

i. 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠) ∈  𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) for all 𝑟𝑟 ∈  {0, 1}, 
 

ii. 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(s),𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(s)  ∈  𝛿𝛿(s)  ⇒  𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(s)⋀𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(s)  ∈  𝛿𝛿(s) 
 

iii. for any family {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (s);  𝑓𝑓 ∈  𝐽𝐽} ⊆ 𝛿𝛿(s),⋁𝑓𝑓∈𝐽𝐽  𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (s)  ∈  𝛿𝛿(s) 
 

is called a fuzzy sequential topology (FST) on 𝑋𝑋 and the ordered pair (X, δ(s)) is called a fuzzy sequential topological 
space (FSTS). The members of 𝛿𝛿(s) are called open fuzzy sequential sets. Complement of an open fuzzy sequential set 
is called closed fuzzy sequential set. In an FSTS (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)), the closure 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� and interior 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓∘(𝑠𝑠) of any fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) are 
defined as 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� = ⋀�𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠);  𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),  (𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))𝑐𝑐 ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)�, 
 
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠) = ⋁{𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠);  𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)),𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)}, 
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[10] Let 𝑔𝑔 be a mapping from an FSTS (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) to an FSTS (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)), then 𝑔𝑔 is called 

(𝑖𝑖) fs-continuous if 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is open in (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) for every open fs-set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)). 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) fs-open if 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-open in 𝑌𝑌 for every fs-open set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑋𝑋. 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) fs-closed if 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))  is fs-closed in 𝑌𝑌 for every fs-closed set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)  in 𝑋𝑋. 

 
Section 2 deals with the introduction and study of fs-semiopen sets as well as fs-semicontinuity. Section 3 deals with 
the introduction of fs-regular open sets and functions like fs-almost continuous and fs-weakly continuous functions.  In 
this section, the interrelations among these functions together with fs-continuous and fs-semicontinuous functions have 
been investigated. 
 
2. FS-SEMIOPEN SETS AND FS-SEMICONTINUITY 
 
Definition 2.1: An fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in an FSTS, is said to be an fs-semiopen set if 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠)�������. An fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in an 
FSTS, is said to be an fs-semiclosed set if its complement is fs-semiopen. 
 
Fundamental properties of fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) sets are: 

• Any union (intersection) of fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) sets is fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed). 
• Every fs-open (fs-closed) set is fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed). 
• Closure (interior) of an fs-open (fs-closed) set is fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed). 

 
Example 2.1 shows that an fs-semiopen (fs-semiclosed) set may not be fs open (fs-closed), the intersection (union) of 
any two fs-semiopen (fs semiclosed) sets need not be an fs-semiopen (fs-semoclosed) set. Unlike in a general 
topological space, the intersection of an fs-semiopen set with an fs open set may fail to be an fs-semiopen set. 
 
Example 2.1: Consider the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋, defined as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
4
�

, 1� , 1� , … … � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2

,
�

0� , 0� , … … � 

𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
3
8
�

, 1� , 1� , … … � 

𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
3
8
�

, 0� , 0� , … … � 

 
Consider 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) = {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∨ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. Then (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) is an FSTS. Now,   

(𝑖𝑖) 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-open, hence fs-semiopen and 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiopen but their intersection 𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is not fs-semiopen. 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiopen but is not fs-open. 

 
Theorem 2.1: Let (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) be an FSTS. An fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiopen if and only if there exist an fs-open set 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 
in 𝑋𝑋 such that 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������. 
 
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Theorem 2.2: Let (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) be an FSTS. An fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiclosed if and only if there exist an fs-closed set 
𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑋𝑋 such that 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓∘(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). 
 
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
We will denote the set of all fs-semiopen sets in 𝑋𝑋 by 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋). 
 
Theorem 2.3: In an FSTS (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)), (𝑖𝑖) 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)  ⊆ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋). (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) If 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋) and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������, 
then 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋). 
 
Proof: 

(i) Follows from definition. 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) Let 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋). Then there exists an fs-open set 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) such that 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������. So, 

𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� 
                         ⇒ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������. 
𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) being fs-open, 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiopen. 
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Theorem 2.4: If in a fuzzy sequential topological space, 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),  where 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiclosed, then 
𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is also fs-semiclosed. 
 
Proof: Omitted. 
 
Theorem 2.5: Let ℧ = {𝐴𝐴𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠);  𝛼𝛼 ∈ Λ} be a collection of fs-sets in an FSTS (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) such that (𝑖𝑖) 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) ⊆ ℧ and (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 
if 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ ℧ and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������, then 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ ℧. Then 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋) ⊆ ℧. that is, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋) is the smallest class 
of fs-sets in 𝑋𝑋 satisfying (𝑖𝑖) and (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖). 
 
Proof: Let 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋). Then 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� for some 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠). By (𝑖𝑖), 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ ℧ and thus 
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ ℧ by (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖). 

 
If ℧ = {𝐴𝐴𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠);  𝛼𝛼 ∈ Λ} be a collection of fs-sets in 𝑋𝑋, then 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼℧ denotes the set {𝐴𝐴𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊 (𝑠𝑠);  𝛼𝛼 ∈ Λ}. 
 
Theorem 2.6: If (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) be a fuzzy sequential topological space, then 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) = 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼(𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋)). 
 
Proof: Every fs-open set being fs-semiopen, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) ⊆ 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼(𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋)). Conversely, let 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼(𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋)). Then 
𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠) for some 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋) and hence 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝐹𝐹). 
 
Definition 2.2: Let (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) be an FSTS and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-set in 𝑋𝑋. We define semi-closure 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) and semi-
interior 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) of 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) by 

𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� = ⋀{𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠);  𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋)} 
𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼�𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)� = ⋁{𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠);  𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑂𝑂(𝑋𝑋)}. 

 
Obviously, 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� is the smallest fs-semiclosed set containing 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) and 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� is the largest fs-semiopen 
set contained in 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). Further, 

(𝑖𝑖) 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). 

(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiopen if and only if 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�. 

(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-semiclosed if and only if 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�. 

(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) implies 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� and 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�. 
 
Definition 2.3: A mapping 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) is said to be 

(𝑖𝑖) fs-semicontinuous if 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiopen in 𝑋𝑋 for every 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠). 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) fs-semiopen if 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiopen in 𝑌𝑌 for every 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠). 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) fs-semiclosed if 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiclosed in 𝑌𝑌 for every fs-closed set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑋𝑋. 

 
It is easy to check that an fs-continuous (fs-open, fs-closed) function is fs-semicontinuous (fs-semiopen, fs-semiclosed). 
That the converse may not be true, is shown by Example 2.2. 
 
Example 2.2: Consider the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋, defined as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
4
�

, 1� , 1� , … … � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2

,
�

0� , 0� , … … � 

𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
3
8
�

, 1� , 1� , … … � 

 
Let 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) = {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∨ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. Then (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) is an FSTS. Let 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠) =
{𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. Define 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) by 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋. The function 𝑔𝑔 is fs-
semicontinuous but not fs-continuous. 
 
Again the map ℎ: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) defined by ℎ(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋, is both fs-semiopen and fs-semiclosed but 
is neither fs-open nor fs-closed. 
 
Now consider the map 𝐼𝐼: (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) defined by 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋, where  𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠) = {𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. 
Then 𝐼𝐼 is fs-semiclosed but not fs-closed. 
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Theorem 2.7: Let 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be a map. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(𝑖𝑖) 𝑔𝑔 is fs-semicontinuous. 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) the inverse image of an fs-closed set in 𝑌𝑌under 𝑔𝑔 is fs-semiclosed in 𝑋𝑋. 

(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) For any fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑋𝑋, 𝑔𝑔 �𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�� ≤ 𝑔𝑔 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������������. 
 
Proof: 
(𝒊𝒊) ⇒ (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊): Suppose 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠))  be an fs-semicontinuous map and 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-closed set in 𝑌𝑌. Then 
 
𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠) is fs-open in 𝑌𝑌 

⇒ �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��
𝑐𝑐

= 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)� is fs-semiopen in 𝑋𝑋 

⇒ 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� is fs-semiclosed in 𝑋𝑋. 
 
(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) ⇒ (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊): Suppose 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-set in 𝑋𝑋. Then by (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖), 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))������������) is fs-semiclosed in 𝑋𝑋 and hence 

𝑔𝑔−1 �𝑔𝑔 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������������� = 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙(𝑔𝑔−1(𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))������������) ). Again 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝑔𝑔 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�� 

⇒ 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝑔𝑔 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)���������������� = 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝑔𝑔 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������������� 

⇒ 𝑔𝑔 �𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�� ≤ 𝑔𝑔(𝑔𝑔−1(𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))������������)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))������������ 
 
(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) ⇒ (𝒊𝒊): Let 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-open set in 𝑌𝑌. Then for the fs-closed set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠), we have 

𝑔𝑔 �𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)��� ≤ 𝑔𝑔 �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)��
���������������������

≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)������� = 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠) 

 

Thus  𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)�� ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝑔𝑔 �𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)���� ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)�. 

 

Therefore 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)�� = 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)) and hence (𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)))𝑐𝑐 = 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiclosed in 𝑋𝑋. 
 
Theorem 2.8: Suppose 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠))  be an fs-semicontinuous open map. Then the inverse image of every 
fs-semiopen set in 𝑌𝑌 is fs-semiopen in 𝑋𝑋. 
 
Proof: Let  𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-semiopen set in 𝑌𝑌. Then there exists an fs-open set 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑌𝑌such that 

𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� 
⇒ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������) 

 
We claim that 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������) ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))���������������. Let 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������). This implies 𝑔𝑔(𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ∈ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������. Consider a weak 
open Q-nbd 𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), then 𝑔𝑔(𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is a weak open Q-nbd of 𝑔𝑔(𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)). Therefore 

𝑔𝑔(𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) 𝑞𝑞𝑤𝑤  𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 
⇒ 𝑈𝑈𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 𝑞𝑞𝑤𝑤  𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) 
⇒  𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))���������������. 
 

Thus we have, 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤  𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))���������������. Hence, 𝑔𝑔−1(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) being fs-semiopen, 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-
semiopen. 
 
Corollary 2.1: Suppose 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be an fs-semicontinuous open map. Then the inverse image of every 
fs-semiclosed set in 𝑌𝑌 is fs-semiclosed in 𝑋𝑋. 
 
Proof: Proof is omitted. 
 
Corollary 2.2: If 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) be an fs-semicontinuous open map and ℎ: (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑍𝑍, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be an fs-
semicontinuous map, then ℎ𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑍𝑍, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semicontinuous. 
 
Proof: Let  𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-open set in 𝑍𝑍, then ℎ−1(𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiopen in 𝑌𝑌and hence 
(ℎ𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔)−1 �𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� = 𝑔𝑔−1(ℎ−1(𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))) is fs-semiopen in 𝑋𝑋 by Theorem 2.8. 
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Theorem 2.9: Let 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be an fs-continuous open map. Then the 𝑔𝑔-image of an fs-semiopen set in 
𝑋𝑋 is fs-semiopen in 𝑌𝑌. 
 
Proof: Let 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-semiopen set in 𝑋𝑋. Then there exists an fs-open set 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑋𝑋 such that 
𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������. This implies 

𝑔𝑔(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������) ≤ 𝑔𝑔(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))������������. 
 
Since 𝑔𝑔(𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-open in 𝑌𝑌, 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiopen in 𝑌𝑌. 
 
Corollary 2.3: Semi-openness in an FSTS is a topological property. 
 
Proof: Follows from Theorem 2.9. 
 
Remark 2.1: Theorem 2.9 does not hold if 𝑔𝑔 is not fs-open. This is shown by Example 2.3. 
 
Example 2.3: Let (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) and (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) be two fuzzy sequential topological spaces, where 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) contains all the 
constant fs-sets in 𝑋𝑋, 𝑌𝑌 =  [0, 1] and 𝛿𝛿 ′(𝑠𝑠) = {𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠), 𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. Define a map 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) by 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)  =  1

2
 

for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋. Then 𝑔𝑔 is fs-continuous but not fs-open. Here, for any fs-semiopen set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑋𝑋, 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))  =  �1
2
̅�
𝑛𝑛=1

∞
 is 

not fs-semiopen in 𝑌𝑌. 
 

Remark 2.2: Converse of Theorem 2.9 holds if 𝑔𝑔 is one-one. 
 
Theorem 2.10: Let 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) and ℎ: (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑍𝑍, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be two mappings and ℎ𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) →
(𝑍𝑍, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be an fs-semiclosed mapping. Then, 𝑔𝑔 is fs-semiclosed if ℎ is an injective fs-semicontinuous open mapping. 
 
Proof: Let 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-closed set in 𝑋𝑋. Then ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semiclosed in 𝑍𝑍 and hence 𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))  =
 ℎ−1(ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔(𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))) is fs-semiclosed in 𝑌𝑌. 
 
Theorem 2.11: If  𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semicontinuous and ℎ: (𝑌𝑌, 𝛿𝛿′(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑍𝑍, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-continuous, then 
ℎ𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑍𝑍, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-semicontinuous. 
 
Proof: Omitted. 
 
3. FS-REGULAR OPEN SETS 
 
Definition 3.1 An fs-set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in an FSTS (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)), is said to be fs-regular open in 𝑋𝑋 if (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊  =  𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). An fs-set 
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is said to be fs-regular closed in 𝑋𝑋 if its complement is fs-regular open. 
 
It is obvious that every fs-regular open (closed) set is fs-open (closed). The converse need not be true, is shown by 
Example 3.1. Example 3.2 shows that the union (intersection) of any two fs-regular open (closed) sets need not be an 
fs-regular open (closed) set. 
 
Example 3.1: Consider the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋 as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) =  �
1
4

,
�

1� , 1� , … . . � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2

,
� 1

2
,
� 1

2
�

, … … � 

Let 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)  =  {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),  𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∨ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),   𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠), 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. Then (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) is an FSTS where 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 
is fs-open but not fs-regular open. 
 
Example 3.2: Consider the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋 as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) =  �
1
4

,
�

 
3
4

,
�

 
1
4

,
�

 
3
4

,
�

… . . � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
3
4

,
� 1

4
,
� 3

4
�

,
1
4
�

… … � 

 
Let 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) =  �𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),  𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∨ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),   𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠), 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)�. Then (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) is an FSTS. Here 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 
and 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) are fs-regular open sets but their union is not fs-regular open. 
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Theorem 3.1: 
(a) The intersection of two fs-regular open sets is an fs-regular open set. 
(b) The union of two fs-regular closed sets is an fs-regular closed set. 
 
Proof: We prove only (a). Let 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) and 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be two fs-regular open sets in 𝑋𝑋. Since 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) is fs-open, we 
have 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�����������������)𝜊𝜊 .  
 
Now, (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�����������������)𝜊𝜊 ≤ (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊 = 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) and (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�����������������)𝜊𝜊 ≤ (𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊  = 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) implies (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�����������������)𝜊𝜊 ≤
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)∧𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). Hence the result. 
 
Theorem 3.2: 
(a) The closure of an fs-open set is fs-regular closed. 
(b) The interior of an fs-closed set is fs-regular open. 
 
Proof: We prove only (a). Let 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-open set in 𝑋𝑋. Since (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊 ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������, we have (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊����������� ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������������� =
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������. Now 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) being fs-open, 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊  and hence 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� ≤ (𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊����������� . Thus 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) �������� is fs-regular closed. 
 
Definition 3.2: A mapping 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is called an fs-almost continuous mapping if 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) 
for each fs-regular open set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑌𝑌. 
 
Theorem 3.3: Let 𝑔𝑔: (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) be a mapping. Then the following are equivalent: 

(𝑖𝑖) 𝑔𝑔 is fs-almost continuous. 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is an fs-closed set for each fs-regular closed set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑌𝑌 . 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ (𝑔𝑔−1((𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊))𝜊𝜊  for each fs-open set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑌𝑌 . 
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠)��������)��������������� ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) for each fs-closed set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑌𝑌 . 

 
Proof: Here, we note that 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠)� = (𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) )𝑐𝑐  for any fs-set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑌𝑌. 
(𝒊𝒊) ⇒ (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊): Follows from the fact that an fs-set is fs-regular open if and only if its complement is fs-regular closed. 
 
(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) ⇒ (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊): Let 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-open set in 𝑌𝑌. Then 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤ (𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊  and hence 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1((𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊). By 
Theorem 3.2 (b), (𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊  is an fs-regular open set in 𝑌𝑌. Therefore, 𝑔𝑔−1((𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊) is fs-open in 𝑋𝑋 and thus  

𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� ≤ 𝑔𝑔−1 ��𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������
𝜊𝜊
� = (𝑔𝑔−1((𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊))𝜊𝜊 . 

 
(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) ⇒ (𝒊𝒊): Let 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-regular open set in 𝑌𝑌. Then by (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖), we have 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ (𝑔𝑔−1((𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������)𝜊𝜊))𝜊𝜊 . Hence 
𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is an fs-open set in 𝑋𝑋. 
 
(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) ⇔ (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊): are easy to prove. 
     
Clearly an fs-continuous map is an fs-almost continuous map but the converse may not be true, as is shown by    
Example 3.3. 
 
Example 3.3: Consider the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋 as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
4
�

, 1� , 1� , 1� , … … � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2

,
� 1

2
,
� 1

2
�

, … … . . � 

Let 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) = �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)� and 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠) = {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∨ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∧ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)}. Then 
(𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) and (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) are fuzzy sequential topological spaces. Define a map 𝑔𝑔 ∶ (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) by 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)  =  𝑥𝑥 
for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋. Then 𝑔𝑔 is fs-almost continuous but not fs-continuous. Again, since the inverse image of fs-open set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 
of (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is not fs-semiopen in (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)), 𝑔𝑔 is not fs-semicontinuous. 
 
Example 3.4: Example to show that an fs-semicontinuous map may not be fs-almost continuous. Consider the fs-sets 
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋 as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2
�

, 0� , 0� , 0� , … … � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2

,
� 1

2
,
� 1

2
�

, … … . . � 
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Let 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) = {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)} and 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠) = �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)�. Then (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) and (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) are fuzzy sequential 
topological spaces. Define a map 𝑔𝑔 ∶ (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) by 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)  =  𝑥𝑥 for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋. Then g is fs-semicontinuous 
but not fs-almost continuous. 
 
Remark 3.1: Example 3.3 and Example 3.4 shows that an fs-almost continuous mapping and an fs-semicontinuous 
mapping are independent notions. 
 
Definition 3.3: An FSTS (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) is called an fs-semiregular space if the collection of all fs-regular open sets in 𝑋𝑋 
forms a base for 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠). 
 
Theorem 3.4: Let 𝑔𝑔 ∶ (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠))  be a mapping, where (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is an fs-semiregular space. Then g is fs-
almost continuous if and only if g is fs-continuous. 
 
Proof: We need only to show that if g is fs-almost continuous, then it is fs-continuous. Suppose 𝑔𝑔 is fs-almost 
continuous. Let 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠), then 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) =∨𝜆𝜆∈Λ 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠), where 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)’s are fs-regular open sets in 𝑌𝑌 . Then 

𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) = ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)) 
                    ≤ ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ(𝑔𝑔−1((𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)���������)𝜊𝜊))𝜊𝜊  
                    = ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ(𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)))𝜊𝜊  
                    ≤ (⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)))𝜊𝜊  
                    = (𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)))𝜊𝜊  

which shows 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ∈ 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠). 
 
Theorem 3.5: Let 𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋1 and 𝑋𝑋2 be fuzzy sequential topological spaces and 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 : 𝑋𝑋1 × 𝑋𝑋2 → 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖  (𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2) be the 
projection mappings from 𝑋𝑋1 × 𝑋𝑋2 onto 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 . If 𝑔𝑔: 𝑋𝑋 → 𝑋𝑋1 × 𝑋𝑋2 is fs-almost continuous, then 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔 is also fs-almost 
continuous. 
 
Proof: Let 𝑔𝑔 be an fs-almost continuous map and let 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-regular open set in 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 . Since 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖  is fs-continuous, 
we have 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))��������������� ≤ 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������) and since 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖  is fs-open we have, 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ (𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)))𝜊𝜊 . Also 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ≤
𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠))) and 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖(𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). Thus 

     𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 ��𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��
𝜊𝜊
� ≤ 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�� ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) 

⇒ 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 ��𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��
𝜊𝜊
� ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠) 

⇒ �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��
𝜊𝜊
≤  𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1(𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 ��𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��

𝜊𝜊
�) ≤ 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝜊𝜊(𝑠𝑠)� = 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� 

⇒ 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� = �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��
𝜊𝜊
≤ �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������������������

𝜊𝜊
≤ �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1�𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)���������

𝜊𝜊
=       𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 ��𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������

𝜊𝜊
� = 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� 

⇒ 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� = �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������������������
𝜊𝜊
   . 

 

Therefore,           (𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔)−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� = 𝑔𝑔−1 �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 ��𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������
𝜊𝜊
�� 

                              = 𝑔𝑔−1 ��𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������������������
𝜊𝜊
� 

                              = �𝑔𝑔−1 ��𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������������������
𝜊𝜊
��

𝜊𝜊

 

                              ≤ �𝑔𝑔−1 ��𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1�𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)���������
𝜊𝜊
��

𝜊𝜊

 

                              = �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1 ��𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��������
𝜊𝜊
���

𝜊𝜊

 

                              = �𝑔𝑔−1 �𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖−1�𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)���
𝜊𝜊
 

                              = �(𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝜊𝜊𝑔𝑔)−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)��
𝜊𝜊
 

 
Hence the theorem. 
 
Definition 3.4: A mapping 𝑔𝑔 ∶ (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is called an fs-weakly continuous mapping if for each fs-open set 
𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in 𝑌𝑌, 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) ≤ (𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)�������))𝜊𝜊 . 
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Remark 3.2: It is clear that every fs-continuous mapping is fs-weakly continuous. The converse is not true, in general, 
which is shown by Example 3.5. The Example also shows that an fs-weakly continuous mapping may neither be fs-
semicontinuous nor fs-almost continuous. However, it is clear that an fs-almost continuous mapping is also fs-weakly 
continuous. 
 
Example 3.5: Consider the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) in a set 𝑋𝑋 as follows: 

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
2

,
� 1

2
,
� 1

2
�

, … … . . � 

𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = �
1
3

,
� 1

3
,
� 1

3
�

, … … . . � 

Let 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠) = {𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)} and 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠) = �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓0(𝑠𝑠),𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓1(𝑠𝑠)�. Then (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) and (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) are fuzzy sequential 
topological spaces. Define a map 𝑔𝑔 ∶ (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑋𝑋, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) by 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)  =  𝑥𝑥 for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋. Then 𝑔𝑔 is fs-weakly 
continuous but not fs-continuous. Since the inverse image of fs-open set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑌𝑌 is not fs-semiopen in 𝑋𝑋, hence 𝑔𝑔 is 
not fs-semicontinuous. Again, as the inverse image of fs-regular open set 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑌𝑌 is not fs-open in 𝑋𝑋, 𝑔𝑔 is not fs-
almost continuous. 
 
Remark 3.3: The map 𝑔𝑔 defined in Example 3.4, is fs-semicontinuous but not fs-weakly continuous. 
 
Remark 3.4: Example 3.5 and Remark 3.3 shows that fs-semicontinuity and fs-weakly continuity are independent 
notions. 
 
Definition 3.5: An FSTS �𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)� is called an Ωfs-semiregular space if each fs-open set 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) of 𝑋𝑋 is the union of fs-
open sets 𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠) (𝜆𝜆 ∈ Λ) of 𝑋𝑋 such that 𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠) ��������� ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) for all 𝜆𝜆 ∈ Λ. 
 
Theorem 3.6: An Ωfs-semiregular space is fs-semiregular. 
 
Proof: Let �𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)� be an Ωfs-semiregular space and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) be an fs-open set in 𝑋𝑋. Then 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)  = ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ 𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠), where 
𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠) are fs-open sets of 𝑋𝑋 such that 𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)��������� ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) for all 𝜆𝜆 ∈ Λ. Since 𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠) ≤ (𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)���������)𝜊𝜊 ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠), we have 
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)  = ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ (𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)���������)𝜊𝜊 . Now, for each 𝜆𝜆 ∈ Λ, (𝐴𝐴𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)���������)𝜊𝜊  is fs-regular open in 𝑋𝑋 and thus �𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)� is a                    
fs-semiregular space. 
 
Remark 3.5: Example 3.6 shows that the converse of Theorem 3.6 may not be true. 
 
Example 3.6: Consider the fuzzy sequential topological space �𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)�, where δ(s) = {Af(s), Bf(s), Af(s) ∨
Bfs, Afs∧Bfs, Xf0s, Xf1s and where the fs-sets 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 and 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 in 𝑋𝑋, are defined as follows: 

Af(s) = �
1
4
�

, 1� , 1� , 1� , … … � 

Bf(s) = �
1
2

,
�

0� , 0� , 0� , … … . . � 

Then �𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)� is an fs-semiregular space. Now, the only way of writing 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) as the union of fs-open sets is the union 
of itself and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)������� is not contained in 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). Hence �𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)� is not an Ωfs-semiregular space. 
 
Theorem 3.7: Let 𝑔𝑔 ∶ (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) → (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠))  be a mapping where (𝑋𝑋, 𝛿𝛿(𝑠𝑠)) is any FSTS and (𝑌𝑌, 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠)) is an Ωfs-
semiregular space. Then 𝑔𝑔 is fs-weakly continuous if and only if 𝑔𝑔 is fs-continuous. 
 
Proof: It suffices to show that if 𝑔𝑔 is fs-weakly continuous, then it is fs-continuous. For this, let 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠). Then 
𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠) = ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠), where for all 𝜆𝜆 ∈ Λ, 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠) ∈ 𝜂𝜂(𝑠𝑠) and 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)��������� ≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠). Since 𝑔𝑔 is fs- weakly continuous, we 
have 

𝑔𝑔−1 �𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)� = 𝑔𝑔−1 �⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)� = ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠)) 
                      ≤ ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ (𝑔𝑔−1( 𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝑓𝑓 (𝑠𝑠) ����������))𝜊𝜊  
                      ≤ ⋁𝜆𝜆∈Λ (𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)))𝜊𝜊  
                      = (𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)))𝜊𝜊  

and hence 𝑔𝑔−1(𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓(𝑠𝑠)) is fs-open in 𝑋𝑋. Thus 𝑔𝑔 is fs-continuous. 
 
Theorem 3.8: Let 𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋1 and 𝑋𝑋2 be FSTS’s and 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 :𝑋𝑋1 × 𝑋𝑋2 → 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖  (𝑖𝑖 =  1, 2) be the projection mappings from 𝑋𝑋1 × 𝑋𝑋2 
onto 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 . If 𝑔𝑔 ∶ 𝑋𝑋 → 𝑋𝑋1 × 𝑋𝑋2 is fs-weakly continuous, then 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔 is also fs-weakly continuous. 
 
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
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